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Plan Convention

Almost Too Quiet

Here Next June

In

Michigan Delegates

Now

At Four-Day Convention

Deadline It Feb. 2
The

visitors.

Lacy Jeanne May Feted

Scarlet

Fever

State Park

Roads

On 12th Anniversary

Cases Reported

Mr. and Mrs. La^wence May of
232 Maple Ave. entertained at a
birthday party in honor of the
12th birthday anniversary of
their daughter, Lucy Jeanne. The
party was held at the May home
Saturday from 2 to 4 p.m.
Mrs. C. C. Hill played the piano
and the children sang songs.
Games were played. Gifts were
presented. Pictures were taken by

Closed After

Dark

in

Circulation;

political pot

U

barely sim-

m Holland these days,
more and more people are

mering
but

thinking about candidates for the
city primaries scheduledFeb. 18.

Saturday noon, Feb. 2, is the
deadline for filing petitions for
the offices of mayor, associate
municipal judge and alderman in
the second, fourth and sixth

sing.

summer

Holland City

Very Few Petition!

Camp Will Host

behalf of the city by the Chamber
of Commerce. Holland was selected from a list that also Included
Bay City, Grand ttapkis and Lan-

for the convenience of hundreds of thousands of

CENTS

Political Front

The Unifed Spanish War Veter
ans of Michigan will hold their
1952 convention in Holland June
15, 16, 17 and 18.
It was announced Wednesday
afternoon that the group has accepted the invitation issued on

shows the pavlllpn at Holland State park almost
covered by snow. Since then a more modern
pavilion with much larger porch has been built

PAGES — PRICE FIVE

Spanish War Vets

Holland

Feel abused about the snowfall these days?
Shucks, 'twarn't nothing comparedwith the winter
of 1935 when It not only snowed and snowed but
stayed and stayed. This picture brought to the
Sentinel by Frank Mattison of 47 East 13th St

ReoHy Live

An estimated 1,500 persons from
throughout the state are expected
to attend the annual reunion of
the "Boys of '98.'’
Convention headquarters will be
set up in the Warm Friend Tavern. The agenda lists such highlights as a memorial service the
first day and grand ball and a
banquet during the four-day convention.
The men will not parade because they are "getting too old."
according to John Homfield, commander of the host Holland Camp
No. 38. The conventionwill include several meetings during the
days.
Officers of the local camp besides Homfield are: William Hues-

wards.

Mayor Harry Harringtonis undecided about seeking re-election.
Associate Municipal Judge Jay H.
Den Herder has signified his willingness to continue serving in
that capacity. Petitions are being
circulatedto return John Beltman
to council as alderman of the
fourth ward and Robert Visscher
as alderman of the sixth ward.

Alderman LaVern Rudolph has

not decided whether he will seek
Holland State park at Ottawa
touch fully as effective as the autumn pageant of
re-electionIn the second ward.
Weary
shoveler*
don’t
appreciate
it, but Mother
Grand Haven (Special)—Scarlet
beach will be roped off at 6 p.m.
the colora. This photo, taken in Allegan county,
Because of the transition perNature1! latest mowfall thii week once more gave
daily
from
now
on,
Park
Manager
fever and measles continue to be
Is representativeof pretty scene* today all over
the countryside a bit of winter wonderland, deckiod under the new charter to get
Clare Broad said today.
on the increase, Ottawa county
Western Michigan,
ing the bleak landscape with a light fairyland
the city on a biennial basis, terms
Broad explained that the reason
for the mayor and aldermen will
health department reports indibehind the move is to keep, the
be three years until the city eleccate.
beach safe and clean. He said the
tion in 1955. Thereafter, the mayThij past week 34 new cases of
park has been having trouble with ing, vice commander: Ben Hamm,
or will serve two-yearterms and
junior
vice
commander;
John
N.
scarlet fever and 45 cases of meas- Mary Bosch and Mr. May. Ice bottles and cans left on the beach
aldermen four-year terms.
Van
Lente, adjutant; Gerrit Klaasor
thrown
from
cars
after
dark
cream, cake and soft drinks were
The new charter also provide*
les were reported.
en. chaplain; Fred Colmar, officer
The
closing
move,
sanctioned
by
There are numerous cases of served by the honored guest, asthat the mayor need not serve a*
the state conservationdepart- of the day, and Harry Nies, guard.
suspected scarlet fever reported. sisted by Patsy Miller, Marian
supervisor in the county. It proThere are 15 members in the
ment, is designed to keep the
Early treatmentwith penicillin Holtgeerts and Joanne Francomb.
vides that council may appoint
Holland
camp.
Oldest
is
Fred
ColPresent were Linda Raven, beach in good shape for the thoushas apparently allayed the typicither the mayor or the city manAllegan (Special)— Claude GibHolland and the rest of Michiands of people who use it during mar, who will observe his 84th
cal signs and symptoms of scarlet Sharon Bird, Marcia Vander Maat,
ager as county supervisor and In
son, former deputy sheriff and a gan stayed on the outskirts of
birthday this week.
the
fummer
months.
fever. Children are recovering rap- Marian Holtgeerts, Beverly Ver
event both are unable to serve,
‘This \s a big thing for Hol- year-around resident of Duck the frigid cold wave enveloping
Violators will be subject to
idly and with seldom any compli- Hoef, Patricia Ann Miller, Jaccouncil may appoint a council
prosecution
for trespassing,Broad land,” Homfield said. "Therefore, Lake, near here, thinks he^ has the Midwest and much of the
quelynn Raffenaud. Lorelei Ziel,
cations.
member
to serve a* one of the
we
ask
all
local
veterans
organizaadded.
found that point at which friend- United States today.
TTie public again is reminded Ruth Van Howe, Shirley Timmer,
five representativeson the county
He
also pointed out that all tions to lend as some assistancein
On
the
local
front,
1.8
inches
that contagion needs to be re- Sara Van De Poel, Carol Augst,
board. Under the old charter, the
roads are clean and open for any- making this thing a big success." ship between two ice fishermen of new snow fell during the night,
po. ted, and children cannot be al- Jean Schaafsma, Mary Bosch,
mayor automatically was a memMiss
Margaret
Feldmann
of
‘This
is
the
first
real
veterans
one to visit the park during the
ends.
and depth on the ground remainlowed to attend school when there Cherie Yost, Suzanne De Pree,
ber of the Board of Supervisors.
daylight hours. Recent winds have organization to hold a convention
The
answer,
he
says,
is corn- ed at 8.5 inches. Low tempera- Lake Success,N. Y., took top
is any question of exposing others. Joanne Francomb and Dianne
,
ul
The city primariesare ached
formed several interesting ice- here," he said.
Ff>b lfi but will ^ held
borers, a very scarce insect,the ture Wednesday night did not honors in the Adelaide Speech
All cases need to be checked Francomb.
Housing arrangements for the
berg formations, Broad said.
reach
the
zero
forecast,
but
was
larvae of which are mast popular
and followed up in an effort to
contest
finals Tuesday morning at if there are more than twice the
He credited the Ottawa county visitors will be handled through as bait for fishing through the 14 degrees. High during the past
prevent any further spread.
Hope college. Miss Feldmann and number of candidates for the
road department with co-opera- the Chamber of Commerce and
Spring Lake Man Dies
24 liours was 26 degrees.
ice.
tion in keeping the park roads the Tulip Time housing office,
But the weatherman came the other finalist, Miss Lavina j office. A city-wide primary is nsGibson swears to the facts of
Unexpectedlyin Florida
Homfield said.
arp at
open during the winter.
right
back today and forecast zero Hoogeveen, presented their
the iollowingtale, but refused
tions at a student assembly in three candidates for mayor or
Grand
Haven
(Special)— Funto
five
above
as
the
low
point
toVisiting
to tell the names of those inMemorial
associatejudge, since there fc no
eral services for Alfred Barden,
night. More snow is coming our
volved.
74, of 114 Maple Terrace, Spring
Miss Feldmann will be awarded
way.
too,
the
weatherman
said.
He reports that two anglers,
Girl
in
a $25 cash prize and also wins the and fifth wards. If there are only
Lake, who died unexpectedly SunWednesday, the eastward movlife-ling friends, were inching
right to represent Hope in the two candidate* for any one office,
day night in Tampa, Fla., where
ing
oold
air
mass
brought
droptheir way across weak ice near
Michigan • Intercollegiate
office will not appear on the
he wag vacationing with his wife,
the shore .to reach more solid ice ping temperaturesto Michigan league oratory contest for women, Ptijn^ny ballot. a
The KnickerbockerConcer t will be held Saturday afternoon at
accompanied by fresh snow. Abin mid-lake.
to be held jB Detroit. Miss Hooge- -Aldermen whose terms expir®
band of Grand; Rapids will pre- 2 p.m. at the Ringold funeralhome
One
of
the men fell through, normaMjTTbw reading* were fore- veeri also Wir lltend the xmtest, Yp,,r
Alletaft
(Special)—
New
York
cannot be resent a concert at Hope Memorial ir Spring Lake. Burial will be at
"Help me," he called to his com- cast for tonight, ranging from but >dll not
^ted are Robert Notier of tho
City Is wonderful, but 12-year-old
ohapel next Thursday evening un- Fruit port cemetery.
Demonstrations Continue
five
above
in
the
Detroit
area
to
panion.
The winning • orator, whose Aw* ward, Lloyd Maatman ofthe
The body is expectedto arrive Wanda Babbitt, daughter of Mr.
der sponsorship of the Central
About 100 persons visited WashThe man thought a minute. 15 below zero in the interior sec- speech was entitled"Of Mice
ward and Arnold W. Stole!
Avenue Christian Reformed in Spring Lake Wednesday after- and Mrs. Frank Babbitt, route 5,
ington school Wednesday to sec "I’ll pull you out." he said, "in ex- tion of northern Michigan.
noon.
Women," Is an active member of °f
!
church Young Men’s society.
In .South Dakota, ranchers several speech and dramaticsor- Petitions for aldermen require
He was born in Grand Haven Allegan, was anxious to get back demonstrationsof the new vot- change for your corn borers."
The program is scheduled for
found cattle frozen to death 'n ganizations on campus as well
signature*of at least 20 qualiJune 2, 1877, and was employed to hers mother’s "home cooking.” ing machines. Demoastrations will
8:15 p.m.
deep snow from tlie winter’s the International Relations club, fl0<l voters living in the ward of
The
Allegan girl who was chosDirected by Dr. Henry A. by the Grand Trunk railroad in en "Kid of the Month" by the na- continue there tonight from 7 to Newcomers Club Dance
worst blizzard, which left 17 per- sociology club and Sibylline soror- ,|1<* candidatein question. PcH"
Brumsma, professor of music at Grand Haven and Muskegon for tional Junior Chamber ^of Comsons dead in the Midwest.
9 p.m. Attendance was boosted Benefits Polio Fund
ity. She Is chairman of the college tiorw for may°r an^ ^ associate
30
years.
He
retired
10
years
ago.
Calvin college,the 55-member
Numbing oold begdn to moder- student public relations commit- I'*1*0 require at least 60 qualified
merce
for her heroism in carrying through invitations the children
band has become well-known After retirementhe spent con- a six-y^ar-oldpolio victim to safeEighty-eight
ami ate in Iowa and the Dakotas, and
signatures,with at least 10 from
took home to their parents. Demthroughout the Midwest during siderable time with his son, Dan,
ty during a blinding snowstorm onstrations will be held in the guests attended
polio benelit U. S. swat her forecasters proMiss
Hoogeveen,
also active In each of the six wards in the city:
at
the
Barden
Boating
center,
the last few years and last sumlast December,returned to classes
cianre staged last Saturday night mis'd anw relief from the cold college speech organizations,is
All petitionsnutft^ be obtained
mer was acclaimed the winning where he became well-known to at her rural school Tuesday morn- new Lincoln school Friday from by the Newcomers club. The event through most of the Midwest.
member of the Anchor staff, Musi- Mrom, ^e city clerk’s office
boatmen
on
Spring
Lake.
1
to
5:30
p.m.
and
7
to
9
p.m,
adult concert band in the Chi-’
Six deaths attributed to the cal Art* club and Sibyllinesoror- can(l'^a^cs, name* must be filled •
Mr. and Mrs. Dan Barden and ing after a long week-end in New also Saturday from 1 to 5:30 p.m. was held at the VFW club house.
cagoland Music festival.
Sandwiches cake and coffee, weather were reported in South ity. Her oration was entitled"The in
York City.
Mr.
and
Mrs.
William
Waye
were
^ u .a
AH members of the musical
donated by club members, were Dakota, one tn North Dakota and Hammer and the Sickle and the The f'ty primaries Feb. 18 will
In New York she was the hongroup have been picked following visiting their parents at the time
served during the evening. Soft 10 in Minnesota.
ored guest of "Kids and Com- Speaker Announced
Cnu
offer the first use of the new
special auditions. The band now of Mr. Barden’s death.
In North Dakota, truck driver
Allegan (Special)
Man- E drinks for the evening were doJudges for the contest were Mrs. voting machines in Holland. ZeeHe
was
a member of the Broth- pany" a television program, treatis in its 15th year.
Ray Gillette walked to safety Garrett Vander Borgh, Mrs. Clyde Mnml already has given the nmv
fashionable Weaver, consultant for the mental nated by local films.
erhood of Locomotive Engineers ed to a suite in
and Boiler inspectors and the Fifth avenue hotel and a conduct- nealth division ot the state depart- Members unable to attend are Wednesday after huddling 24 Geerlings,Mrs. George Steininger,I machines a workout at a special
ment of education,will bo the making contributionsand when hours in the refrigeratorcompart- Dr. Ella Hawkinson, Miss Helen | charterelectionearlier this month.
Further Plans Complete
ed tour of the city. %
Moose lodge.
It was the food at the fash- speaker at the Allegan Community all receipts are in, Mrs. Manuel ment of his truek to keep warm. Harton and Miss Laura Boyd.
In 1895 he married the former
For Home (or Retired
Grace Gallagher, who survives ionable hotel that provided the council'sdinner meeting,Feb. 7. Kline, club president,will turn in Temperature inside was a mild
only dark side to the trip. It was Mrs. Weaver will talk on "A Per- more than $100 to the local polio 30 above, compared to the subGrand (Haven (Special)—At a him as do two sons, Capt. WilMunicipal Court News
zero cold outside.
chapter.
liam Barden, El Paso, Tex., Dan, just too fancy for Wanda and she sonalityfor Our Time.’
meeting of the Shupe Christian
The following fines
.
Meanwhile,the freeze prowled
of
Spring
Lake;
six
daughters, confessed that she and her chapMemorial Home for the Retired
into the east and extended fingers
Mrs. John Helman, Muskegon, erone, Mrs. Pauline Brokus. more
held in First Baptist church Monas far south as the gulf states
Mrs. Gyde Blair of Santa Bar- than once sneaked out for "hamat
day night, 16 board members rewhere temperaturesdipped route 6, stop street, $19.70;
bara, Calif.,Mrs. Jesse Turner, burgers and french fries’"rather
ported much progress has been
James W. De Fey ter, 24, of
,
sharply from balmy highs.
Mrs. Waye, Mrs. Elaine McKenzie, than eat the hotel fare.
made.
East Eighth St., speeding, $12; Jackson-Thelongest term inHad all the fuss and publicity
and Mrs. Robert Schmidt, all of
Two heating engineers were Spring Lake; a brother, George turned the littlefarm girl’s head?
liouise Vande Riet. of 485 Col- matfl ,at Southern Michigan priGrand Haven
present and recommendeda hot
tego, parking in driveway. $2,
yesterday.
of Grand Haven; a sister, Mrs. Her* teacher at Hudson Corners
water system and an oil b^fn»nK Fred Bolt house of Ferrysburg; 14 school. Mrs. Wilma Sebright, didBernard Slagh, route 2.
was Alton Baldwin. 75, who
Dies of Long Illness
furnace. They were instructed to grandchildren,and two great n’t think so. but she agreed with
on walk, $*., Marvin lumbers, of was sentenced on a first degree
Grand Haven (Special)— Mrs.
murder charge by Allegan counmake plans and specificationsto grandchildren.
810 West 26th. parking. $1.
Wanda when the girl said "no
Josephine Van Dongen, 82. Grand
ty Cricuit Court, March 6, 1909,
be presented at the next meeting
thanks" to a photographer’sreHaven resident, died Wednesday
after a jury found him guilty on
be presented at the next meeting
quest for a picture showing her
at Pine Rest sanitarium where
Two Crashes Occur Short back with her classmates at
charges of first degree murder
Feb. 5.
she had bren a patient three
in the slaying of his mother, Mrs.
It was unanimouslydecided to Distance Apart on US-31
school. Wanda thought there had
years. She was criticallyill the
Alton Baldwin.
erect a two-story building and as
been
to
much
fuss
"about
what
Grand Haven (Special) — At 9
last three weeks.
Baldwin, who was considered a
soon as weather permits in the a.m. today, a car driven by Mrs. I did."
She was born in Bradford. Pa
model prisoner, served 31 years
spring, constructionwill begin. Clara May Van Drezer, route 1,
May 7. 1869, and had lived in
of his sentence without seeing an
The present plans are to finish Grand Haven, rolled over on
Grand Haven most of her life. She
outside visitor.His first caller*
20 rooms, most of which will be US-31 in Spring Lake township
was married in 1899 to John Van
were a group of friends in 1940.
to
single,and when the building is alter it was forced onto the shoulDongen, who died 36 years ago.
Rites were to be held this afentirely completed,there will be der by an oncoming truck which
Her maiden name was Josephine
ternoon with burial in the prison
accommodationsfor 40 persons. swerved to the left.
Smith.
cemetery.
The general financialdrive will
Mrs. Van Drezer was en route
She was a member of Second
He spent much of his time with
begin sometime in February. The to Muskegon with her husband,
A large crowd is expected at the
Reformed church. She formerly
a small collection of watches.
board of directors is asking the Louis, 78, to pick up the latter’s third annual polio benefit dance
was employed in the local post
Only survivor Is a brother,
public for $100,000 and they feel compensation check. Mrs. Van to be sponsoredby the Junior
office and retired 17 years ago.
Frank, about 69, whose wherethe Tri-Cities will go over the Drezer told state police her car 'Chamber 6f Commerce Auxiliary
Surviving are a daughter. Irma,
abouts is not known.
top on this project as it has in skidded icross to the other side Saturday right. Mrs. James E.
of Grand Haven; two sons, ClarHis case had been reviewed
previous undertakings.
and rolled over. No one was in- Townsend and Mrs, Jay C. Pet ter,
ence J. of Maskegon Heights and
twice but he showed no interest
jured.
ticket chairmen,report that reNelson of Grand Rapids; two sisin going free.
The accident occurred only a ceipts already are well over the
ters. Mrs. Sophia Mulder and Mrs.
Popular Novelties Listed
short distance from the spot $600 mark,
James Van Wossem, both of
AH proceeds will be 'presented
For Polio Benefit Tonight where a car left the highway and
Grand Haven; also three grand{Youth Arraigned
crashed into a tree at 2:30 a.m. to the local polio chapter.
children.
“It’s the kind of light entertain- Wednesday.The car was driven
On Larceny Charge
The public is invited to the inment everybodylik .*s in Holland,” by Jack Williams, 33, Muskegon, formal dance, which will be held
The Rev. William C. Warner,
Stolen Car Found
Grand Haven (Special)— HarArthur C. Hills said today of the and was headed north. It crossed iii the Tulip room of the Warm
rector , of Grace Episcopal | vey Lfuia Mollitor, 16, of 504
pjlio benefit variety show which over to the left side of the road Friend Tavern beginning at 9:30
A '38 model car owned by EdNorth Fourth St., Grand Haven,
will be given for the public to- and ran into a tree after running:
die Altena of Holland, missing church, was one of four priests
p.m. Mr. and Mrs. George Braun
elected deputies to the triformerly of Kalamazoo, was arnight at 8 p.m. in Holland high along the shoulder of the road.
from
the
Co-op
lot Tuesday night,
and Mr. and Mrs. James F. White
ennial General Convention of
raigned before Justice George V.
•chool.
has been recovered by South Bend,
The car was considerably damaged will receive guests at the door.
the Episcopalchurch at Boston, IHbffer Tuesday on a • charg*
Hills, director of the Holland and the driver received abrasions
Ind., police, city police were inKing Bosworth and his band will
Mass., Sept 8 to 19, by ths
of larceny from a building. H«
high band, has scheduled a series to the nght leg. State police gave
formed Wednesday afternoon.
provide music.
Diocese of Western Michigan
| waived examination and
was unof numbers popular with Holland him a summons for reckless drivThe car was taken by two Grand
in annual convention at St.
' Among the guests will be Verne
able to furnish $500 bond for apaudiences. George Lumsden will ing.
Rapids youths, 14 and 16. Their
Mark's cathedral, Grand Rap- , pearance in Circuit Court on Jan.
C. Dageo, Ottawa county polio
serve as master of ceremonies.
parents were to pick them up.
ids, Wednesday. He also was a
chairman, and Mrs. Dagen and
128.
Roy Heath of Holland, semideputy to the Philadelphia
Charles K. Bugielski.county, treaProbate Court waived jurisprofessionalventriloquist, will per- Parking Restricted
In thia packing case are 1,000 Gideon Bibles which Will be placed In
convention
in
1946
and
the
San
Regutrations Heavy
Police Chief Jacob Van Hoff surer, tand Mrs. Bugielski.
diction of Mollitor,who was takform with both white and colored
hotels throughout the Netherlands. Funds for the shipment were
conventionin 1949.
During the dance intermission.
A total of 185 persons regis- Francisco
|cn into custody last Thursday by
dummies In an act he has given in today asked the co-operation of
raised by Gideon camps in Holland and Grand Rapids in response to
Rev. Warner was re-elected to
Wilbur
Cobb,
who
is
chairman
of
tered
for
the
first
time
in
Holall
drivers
to
park
cars
only
on
many parts of the country.
requests from the Netherlands.The Bibles will be used by the
the standing committee of the I city police.
land city up to the deadline MonOther novelties will be a twirl- the north and efct sides of city the local polio drive, sponsored by
He was picked up at the home
travelingpublic which Includes many American businessmen. Holdiocese and continuesas a
day, City Clerk Clarence Grevening exhibition,trumpet trio, vocaj streets since the snowfall this the inter-clubcouncil, will be in
land Gideons recently provided Bibles for fifth graders in Allegan
member of the diocesan Execu- I of a friend in Grand Haven,
goed said today. There also were
county schools and placed 188. Bibles in tourist cabins in the
whose acquaintancehe made
duets, tenor soloist and a group week has substantially narrowed t reduced to guests. He will pre
tive Council. Charles R. Sligh,
165 changes of address. Greven- Jr., was named alternate delethe vocational school in
Saugatuck-SoiithHaven area. Small hospitalBible* also were placed
of popular selections
the the traveled portion of mo$t I sent each member of the polio
goed said the response was much
in Douglas Community hospital and Holland hospital. Other projects
gate to the Boston convention. I He is alleged to have
“Windmill Four," a local barber- streets. These restrictionswere in dance committee. Dagen and Bugishop quartet.The high school effect for several weeks earlier I elskl also will be introduced dur- include distributingBibles to all servicemenleaving from Ottawa heavier than expected. He attrib- He also was a deputy at Phila- | $65 on Oct 3 from
and Allegan draft centers.
uted it to the presidentialyear,
delphia and San Francisco*
I vice station on
thia
ing the evening.
bapd will play several number?.
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Far From Finished
In Oil Industry
Kent-Ottawa Field
Keeps Second Rating;
Allegan County First

—

Allegan (Special)
Western
Michigan lost ground In the oil
Industry during 1951, but no one
Is writing off the area as “finished".
TTiat’s the opinion of Bernard
Ackerman, geologistfor the geologicalsurvey department for the
12 counties.
“Sometimes oil producing country w'ill dwindle out for a few
years, and then a good strike
will open everything up again",he

commented.
Acutally, the election

till is

pro-

ducing a quantity of oil, 2.801
barrels a day from %3 wells.
Michigan produces-10.000 barrels

while It uses 250.000 barrels of crude.
, Allegan county, still the leader
In the dozen counties, is providing
half the total, or 1.374 barrels a
day from 391 wells.
Compared with 1950. the 12countv section is producing 975
barrels a day less; Allegan county, 390 barrels a day less. There
was a total of 63 wells played
out or plugged during the past
year, and not many were in Allegan county. Ackerman said.
Allegan also rates high in the
brine-oil ratio. Brine is pumped
here less than two barrels to one
of oil. The entire area averages
four barrels of brine to one of oil.
At least 94 per cent of the brine
is returned to the ground through
77 disposal wells.
- Steel and pipe shortages,a hard
winter, and no "hot" fields to explore have combined to cut dwon
wildcatting throughout the area.
Ackerman said. But spring is apt
to open up more activity.
Tlie Walker field in Kent and
Ottawa counties ranks second to
Allegan in the region’s output,
With 573 wells operating. Van
Buren is third, and there is light
activity in Muskegon, Barry, and
Cass counties.

Falls. Tex. The wedding will be
an event of next spring.

Joyce Jaarda

At Two

Honored

Bridal

Showers

who will be
married this month to Ken Elenbaas, was honored at a crystal
shower Tuesday evening at the
home of Mrs. Albert Kruithoff,
Miss Joyce Jaarda,

118 East 13th St. Hostesses were

Engagement Told

The

Miss Esther Koeman

Mr. and Mrs. Abraham Koe-

fight Zone Play

Government Corruption

Baffles

Dutchmen

Michigan Auditor General John
Rev. Theodore Floyd Bay-

les, professor emeritus of

New

B. Martin, Jr., of

Grand

Rapids,

'

Gives Reports

Personals

New Brunswick

Auditor General Blasts

addressed 125 men at a dinner
Brunswick, N. J., seminary,died
meeting of Trinity church Men’s
Saturday evening at Middlesex
league Monday evening. Russell
hospital,New Brunswick.He was
Huyser presided at the mee'ting,
80 yean old.
held in TerKeurst auditoriumof
Survivors include a daughter,
the church parish house.

Red Cross Group

Mrs. Kruithoff, Mrs. Richard De

Rev. Bayles Dies
In

service and projects. Charter man of Central Park announce the
memberships will be arranged at engagement of their daughter,
that time, and working groups will Esther, to Raymond Brokaw, son
be asked to voice preference for a of Mr. and Mrs. Horace Brokaw of
particular type of service each Neshanlc, N. J.
Miss Koeman is a junior at
would wish to choose.
Since this is an entirely new Hope college and is a member of
organization, some of these wo- the Sorosis sorority. Mr. Brokaw
men attended the annual meeting attended Hope college and now is
of tile Allegan Health Center Ser- in officers training at Fort Sill,
vice league last week to gather Okla.
information and ideas about its
work to facilitate the beginning of
the local auxiliary.

1?52

Campaign

An information campaign

explaining the aims and purposes of
the Holland City Hospital auxiliary waa decided upon at a meeting Thursday to discuss organization of the auxiliary.
The meeting was held at the
home of Mrs. Raymond Fehrlng.
Present were Miss Gertrude Steketee, Miss Eleahor Duffy, Mrs.
Peter Van Domelen,Jr., Mrs. Garrett Vander Borgh, Mre. Clarence
Becker, Mrs. Carl Cook' and Fred
Burd, hospital director.
Within the next few weeks,
these .women will contact as many
people as possible to explain the
purposes and aims.of the auxiliary,
and to invite all who are interested to become members.
Members may serve through existing social and working groups,
Miss Betty Anderson
The engagenvnt of Miss Betty or organize into new guilds, circles
Anderson to Pfc. Kenneth Komin- or leagues.Membership is open to
ski is announced by her mother, all interested, and spokesmen hope
Mrs. Pansy Anderson of 89 West the auxiliary will include people
Eighth St., formerly of Pullman. from every community Holland
Pfc. Kominski is the son of Mr. hospitalserves in and around the
and Mrs. James Kominski, form- city.
Plans are being made to have a
er Pullman residentswho recently
moved to Indiana. He is stationed mass meeting soon to inform all
at the Air Force base at Wichita prospective members of auxiliary

24,

Mrs. Ernest Meschke
Dies

at

Grand

For Ftfst Half

Grand Haven

Haven

Breaking out of a first half
(Special)

-Mre. •eml-fog with

Ernest A. Meschke, 58, of 1206
Slayton St., died at 5 p.m. Friday
in Municipal hospital where she
waa admitted Monday. She had
been in ill health the last two

Mrs. Randall C. Bosch of Holland,
Martin, who is a candidate for
a son, Dr. Theodore B. Bayles of
the
Republican nominationfor years.
Boston^ and nine grandchildren.
Rev. Bayles was born July 25, U. S. Senator, told club members
She was born April 16, 1893,
1871, at East Kortright, N. Y. He that "the present administration In Featherstone, England, came to
was graduated from Union col- in Washington has forfeitedits thii country In 1908 and with her
lege, Schenectady, N. Y., in 1895 right to the confidence of the Am- parents, settled in Weat Virginia.
and from New Brunswick semin- erican people by Its attitude to- In 1916 the family moved to
ary in 1898. His first pastorate ward the problem of morals and Grand Haven where she had since
lived.
was at Little Falls, N. J., fol- corruption in government.”
lowed by others at Freehold, N.J.,
He declared that the recent apShe was a piano teacher for
Gardiner,N. Y., Bayonne, N. J., pointment of ’Attorney General many years. She waa married Aug.
where he became secretary of the Howard McGrath to houseclean 20, 1919. She was a member of
Reformed church Board of Pub- himself is an insult to the people St. John’s Episcopalchurch and
lications and Bible school work, and that It is impossible to sup- St. Margaret’s guild. She also was
and at Walden, N. Y., at which pose that those whose laxity has an active worker in the Ameritime he became secretary of the resulted in this condition of moral can Legion Auxiliary and a memchurch Progresscouncil.
decay will or can be thorough in ber of the Past Presidents club.
Besides the husband she is surIn 1924 he was appointed pro- carryingout the painful job of
fessor of practicaltheology at investigating.
prosecuting vived by a son, Ernest, of Royal
New Brunswick seminary. He was those who h«®£-?trayed the pub- Oak, her mother, Mre. Edith K.
Hogg of Grand Haven; a aister,
a member of the Board of Educa- lic trust.
’The only possibleconclusion# Mrs. George Beihl of Grand Havtion and the Board of Domestic
which qan arise from a study of en, and a brother, Stephen T.
Missions.
the cases now exposed Is that Hogg of Blue Island, 111.

and

^

Voting Machines

Are Demonstrated
City Clerk Clarence Grevengoed
on a series of demonstrationsof voting machines in advance of the city primaries scheduled Feb. 18.
is carrying

those who are responsible either
know of the corruption and bribetaking and did nothing, or . did
not know the facts, but should
have known them if they had been
on the’ job. In the one case they
are guilty of criminal negligence
and In the other, of gross incompetence," Martin said.
The auditor general said "We
need a moral revolution In this
country which ought to be led by
the God-fearingpeople who at-

Scarlet Fever

Report Required
If there are any suspicions or
symptoms of scarlet fever in your
family, you are urged to call the
Ottawa county health department
office in. Holland. The number is

a' brilliant third

quarter performance, Holland
high school went on to defeat
state-rated Lansing Sexton Tuesday night at the Armory, 61-54,
for the seventh Dutch basketball victory of the season against
a single setback.
The non-conferencebattle for

statewideprestige was a rough
one throughout, and four men left
on fouls.
A close checking Sexton zone
defense that jammed the center,
coupled with good backboardplay,
baffled Holland during the first
half. As a result the Dutch defense became lax, offensive board
play was weak and ball handling
at times was erratic.
But a new and revitalizedcrew
took the floor for Holland in the
third stanza. More drive was evident, along with improved ball
handling and passing,and a tighter Dutch defense.
It was a good Sexton team that
Holland defeated. Some observers
rate Coach Cecil Nickels’ club as
the best outfit Holland has faced
this season.
The score was tied four times
in the first quarter, including a
14-14 deadlock at the whistle. The
second stanza was. much the same,
with the count knotted three
more times before Holland established a 27-26 halftime lead.
All-state guard Jim Raymond
gave his club its last lead of the
evening by sinking the first bucket in the third canto. After that,
It was all Holland with Coach
Fred Weiss’ crew outscoring the
visitors 21-11 in the big third
period. Score at thfe whistle was

Ridder and Mrs. Gary Jaarda.
Machines were demonstrated tend its churches. In their millions
Duplicate prizes for games were
7013.
Chairmen of the volunteer Ser- Monday and Tuesday for first
(From Friday’s Sentinel)
they can accomplishthe job, if
awarded to Miss Anna Ruth Knoll
The department reports that
vices committees of the locdl Red warders In the City Mission. AfMrs. C. De Keyzer, 57 West
they will rise up in wrath and since Jan. 1, 1952, a total of 54
and the honored guest. A bride’s
Cross
met
for luncheonThursday ternoon hours are from 1 to 5:30
demand that those who have been
book was made and a two-course 10th St., celebrated her 91st birth- noon in the Red Cross canteen
p.m. and evening from 7 to 9 p.m. responsible for the degradation cases of scarlet fever have been
day anniversaryMonday. Many
lunch was served.
room. Mrs. J. J. Brower, who heads
Second ward polls at Washing- of our country turn over their re- reported in the county. However,
Guests included the Misses Di- relatives and friends called at her the group, called for reports from
the departmentbelievesthat there
ton
school wore open Wednesday sponsibilitiesto other hands. If
anne Meyer, Marian Van Dyke, home throughout the day and she the various chairmen.
are many more cases that are not 48-37.
and Thursday.
we want decent government, we being reported.
Ruth Van Dyke, Anna Ruth Knoll, received many cards, flowers and
Holland went on to pile up a 16Mrs. A. W. Tahaney, chairman The new Lincoln school will be
Beth Smith, Joan Glass, Mre. Har- gifts. Mrs. De Keyzer has one
have to entrust power to those
In some cases, the symptoms of point advantage for its biggest
of
Gray
Ladies,
announced
a
new
open for voting machine demon- who will not condone or tolerate
vey Overbeek and Mre. Egbert daughter,Hilda, at home.
the disease are so light that a lead of the game midway in the
Miss Arloa Kleis, daughter of training course for this group will strations Friday and Saturday. On loose and easy going ways In the
Texer.
final period before Weiss began
physician is not called.
tx«
held
in
April.
This
chapter
Saturday, the afternoon hours handling of public funds."
Last week Friday evening, Miss Mr. and Mrs. Ben Kiel", 144 East
In
an
effort to control the substituting freely. The entire
needs
recruits,
she
said.
Anyone
only will be observed.
The speaker concluded thfft “we spread of scarlet fever, the health Dutch roster saw action,and the
Jaarda’s mother, Mrs. Edward 14th St., has registered for the
interestedin entering this class
Next week, Van Raalte school have got to insist that public offiJaarda, entertained at a miscel- winter quarter at William Jendepartmentrequires that all cases final score was the closest Sexton
may
contact
Mrs.
Tahaney.
Gray
will have demonstrations tor cials are trustees of the people b© reported.
laneous shower for the bride-elect nings Bryan universityin Dayton,
came In the last period.
Ladfes’ duties consist mainly of fourth warders on Monday and
Tenn.,
according
to
the
school's
at the Jaarda home, 89 East 21st
and that they have a standardof
Forwards Dean Vander Wal
The telephone number in Grand
writing
letters
and
entertaining
public relationsoffice.
Tuesday,Jan. 28 and 29.
St.
performancenot below, but above Haven is 1720.
and
Tom Maentz naved the way
A group of Hope college girls veterans in VA hospital, Fort CusChristian high school will be the ordinary standards of the
The guest list included the MesMeasles has also made Its’ ap- to Holland victory, topping the
ter,
and
helping
at
the
local
Blood
open for fifth warders on Friday market place."
dames Robert Van Dyke, Marin us went to Percy Jones hospital. Batpearance with 78 cases reported scoring with 20 and 17 points reBank, it was explained.
and Saturday, Feb. 1 and 2, the
Jansen, Gordon Van Dyke, Donald tle Creek, Wednesday, to act as
since Jan. 1.
spectively.Guard Alden KlomparMrs.
Albert
Van
Lopik,
chair- latter day for afternoon hours
hostesses
at
ward
parties.
Mrs.
Lemmen, Howard Pieper, Harvey
en* also hit double figures by
man
of
Volunteer
Nurses’
Aides,
only.
Wolters, Don Van Dyke, Alvin Harry Dunn furnished ice cream
scoring
10.
Spring Lake
Sixth warders will have demonVan Dyke, Bernard De Wys, John cups. In the group were the Miss- said this committee has been in
Maentz and Vander Wal comcontinuous
sendee
since
1941
and
strations in Longfellowschool
Marion Gcmmill , Delores
Elenbaas, Jake Elenbaas, Ruth De
bined to grab all but a handful
Dies of Long Illness
Vries, Albert Kloosterman, Harold Crooks, Edie Teune, Jean Cloe- anyone who has moved into the Wednesday and Thursday,Jan. 30
of Dutch rebounds,anfl Gordon
city
and
has
nurses’
aide
training
and
3L
Hulsman, William Van Haitsma, tingh, Sally Palen, Florence SteGrand Haven (Special) — Mrs. Hulst showed some sparkling floor
- Unbeaten Kopper Kettle rolled
William Kruithoff, Dick De Rid- wart, Helen Studdiford, Nella •s welcome to join the group.
Jessie B. Keene, 69, died Sunday play, especially in the vigorous
to a landslide 62-12 victory over der, Gerard De Ridder, John Pyle, Marjorie Dykema, Shirley The social welfare group has
Felon Sunoco to feature a full slate V red eve Id, Hattie Ballast, Jake Hungerink, Kathy Kempers, been organizedfor one year and February Bride-Elect
Six teams completed this week’s morning at her home, route 2. third quarter.
Center Frank Van Dyke found
activitiesin the Recreation de- Spring Lake, after an illness of
Of games Monday night in tne Kloosterman,Egbert Dyke, Justin Louis McDowell, Hope Berger, takes care of 50 new cases each Honored at
,
partment men’s B basketball lea- two and a half years. She was himself hampered with four fouls
Ben’s B Basketball league spon- Dyke, Jay Van Faasen, Howard Carol Buseman, Hedy Jacobs, Sue month, reported Mrs. A. E. Hildebom in Spencer, Ind., March 28,
sored by the Recreation depart- Dyke, Milton Steketee, Richard Culbertson, Pat Pas, Barbara brand, chairman.
Miss Mary Lola Dalman was gue Tuesday night, with two close 1882. to Mr. and Mrs. Lewis Mag- in the first half, and both he and
Beht
D© Ridder, Gary Jaarda, Albert Dykstra, June Fiedler and Ruth The production committee, head- honored at two bridal showers last games and one walkaway reeult- ill, and was married in Spencer on Dave Moran, his replacement
fouled out early In the fourtl
• The Kettles scored 14 points in
Kruithoff and the Misses Ruth Kuit. Miss Palen was chairman of ed by Mrs. Adrian Bort, reported week. Miss Dalman’s marriage to ing.
The Bears pummeled the Old- April 28, 1907, to Rex C. Keene. quarter.Sexton also lost Raymond
the first quarter while Sunoco Van Dyke, Joan Van Dyke, Mar- the program.
that yarn is available for kn'tting Lavern Schippers will take place
They moved to Muskegon in on fouls. #
times, 46-10. Lou Humbert with
failed to find the basket Score at ian Van Dyke, JosephineKloostCarl T. Bowen, Ottawa county caps and socks. Afghans are need- in February.
1937 and two years ago came to
Two elements stood out for Sex16
and
Jack
Van
Dorple
with
12
halftime was 33-2 for the winners. erman and Eleanor Kloosterman.surveyorand engineer, of Spring ed and may be made of any color
A surprise miscellaneous shower
led the way for the winners, while Spring Lake. She was a member ton. One was the best set of
Cord Grevengoed paced the winof
yam
a
knitter
may
have.
Mawas
given
Friday
evening
by
Mrs.
Lake, left Thursday for San Diego,
Rich Johnson was high for the of the Christian church in Spen- guards Holland has faced all
pen with 29 points, while Bill Zych
Calif., where he will join Mrs. terial is also on hand for making Harold Dekker and Mrs. Joe
cer, Ind.
Judy
Stegenga
Feted
Oldtimers
with four.
year In Raymond and pint-sized
had half Sunoco’s total with six.
Schippersat the Schippers home,
Bowen, who has been in the West ditty bags and bedside bags.
Besides the husband, she is sur- Tom Klewlcki. They shared scorTulip City nosed out the HotIn the first game, the Indepen- On Ninth Anniversary
Mrs.
E.
Herpolsheimcr,
48
West
17th
St.
since before the holidays.Mr. and
shots, 50-46. John Van Eenenaam vived by a daughter, Mrs. Gerald ing honors for the losers with 15
dents established a two-point lead
Mrs. Bowen expect to return home chairman of supplies, announced Games were played and dupli•t halftime, 20-18, and went on to
30 dozen, cookies are sent each cate prizes were awarded to Mrs. pushed through 18 points and Bill Ferguson. Muskegon: a brother in points each, scoring both on long
A birthday party , given Fri- in about- a month.
defeat Triangle, 44-33. Warren day evening at the home of
and W. De Vries, Mrs. H. Kragt and O’Donnell 10 to lead Tulip City. Indianapolis; a sister In Grant, shots and drlve-in plays. Center
Sgt. Rodger E. Kramer of the month to Percy Jones,
Don Ellis got more than his share
Huyser with 16 points was high for Mrs. George Stegenga, 46 West 544th Air Force band is spending U.S. Army hospitals.Each month M. Vollink. A two-course lunch Don Miller collected 20 and Jim Fla., and two granddaughters.
Visscher 11 for the Hotsrfots.
of rebounds during the first half,
the winnen, while Erk Poest had 21st St., honored her daughter, a 15-day furlough with his par- about 100 hundred games prizes was served by the hostesses.
Christ Craft dumped the Leftbut tired under the pressureof
14 and Frank Dionese 12 to lead Judy, on her ninth birthdayan- ents, Mr. and Mrs. Lester A. Kra- and several birthday presents are
Invited were the Mesdames H.
overs, 28-20, in the other game
iTri angle.
the more aggressive Holland front
sent
to
the
same
institutions,
beKragt,
M.
Vollink.
E.
Nienhuis,
A.
niversary.
mer of 152 East 19th St. Sgt.
of the evening. Ernie Wehrmeyer
line later In the game.
The newly-formed Yellow Dogs
Gaines were played and prizes Kramer will return tc his base at sides recent magazines, books and Heerspink, T. De Vries, W. De was tops for the winners with 11,
The winners enjoyed a slight
handed Baker Furnitureits first were awarded to Joyce Peters. Sampson, N.Y., on Jan. 23.
records. Any local organization Vries, James Schippers, H. Schipwhile Ken Helder paced the Leftadvantageon shot percentage.
loss of the campaign in the finale,
Pvt. Clinton R. Schaap, son of wishing tu donate any ?f these ar- pers, G. Schippers, Herman SchipCarol Cooper Joan Dykstra and
overs with six markers.
Holland hit on 26 of 78 field goal
10-25. Bob Connell and Ned Stuits
Sharon Westerhof.A two-course R. C. Schaap of route 1, Hudson- ticles may call Mrs. W. S. Merriam pers, D. Vliem, H. Kleis, M. Essenattempts for an even one-third,
hared scoring honors for the Dogs
or
Mrs.
Herpolsheimcr.
burg,
J.
Slighter,
W.
Wolters,
J.
lunch was kerved by the hostess, ville, is completing Air Force
while Sexton connected on 2Q of
With 11 each, while Jim Hallan had
The canteen, headed by Mrs. Ted Martinie,E. Terpstra,E. Meiste, B.
The
Holland
Archery
club
held
basic
airmen
indoctrination
coursassisted by Mrs. J. Peters. The
eight and Herk Van Tongeren
Berkey, has served coffee and Van Wieren, J. Dekker, G. DaiIts regular shoot Wednesday night 65 shots for a respectable 31 per
birthday cake served as the cen- es at Lackland Air Force base,
even to pace Baker.
sandwichesat each blood clinic.
man and Miss Joyce Dalman.
at the high school gym. Marv cent average. The Dutch collectterpiece and nut cups completed San Antonio, Texas, according to
* In games tonight, Tulip City
Also attending the mcetirg were
Mrs.
Bill Van Wieren and Miss
Wabeke led the group with a ed on nine of 20 free throws, and
the
base
public
information
otfice.
the decorations.
Beets Hotshots at 7, Chris Craft
Mrs.
Ray
Swank,
Mrs.
Bruce
RayNorma McFall entertained in honscore of 780, and Glenn Brower Lansing hit 14 of 21.
Frank Bagladi, Tommy Bittner
Others invited were Karen Van
The loss snapped a six-game
plays Leftovers at 8, and Oldtimers
mond, Miss Ethelyn Metz and Miss or of the bride-elect on Thursday
The Musicians’ guild of Calvin followed with 750.
and
Pat
Halley,
all
of
Holland,
Huis, Patty Thomson, Roberta
winning streak for Sexton, and
meet Bears at 9.
Beth
Marcus.
college
will
present
Miss
Ruth
evening
at
a
personal
shower.
The
Other
scores
pasted:
Wise, Sherril Arnoldink,Norma left Wednesday for a two months’
event was held at the Van Wieren Kaashoek in a piano recital FriJohn Lam 728, Don Caauwe 700, is only the second blot on the Big
Korterink, Betty Lou Essenburg, visit in Fort Lauderdale, Fla.
home,
669
Pine Ave.
day
at
8:15
p.m.
in
the
college Neal Houtman 694, John Mulder Reds’ season record. Sexton leads
Friendship Circle
Don Jacobusse Wins
Janine Wilson, Deloyce Vink and
Games were played and prizes chapel In Grand Rapids.
694, Gene Hiddinga 672, Jerry the Five-A league.
Linda Stegenga.
Local
Driver
Fined
for
Holland starts the last half of
Miss Kaashoek is the daughter Kline 662, Shorty Geerlinga 652,
Installs Officers
Hope Speech Contest
were awarded to Miss Betty Van
of Mr. and Mrs. Peter Kaashoek Nick Havinga 646, Harvey Clem- the Southwestern conference
Wieren
and
Miss
Gracile
Ter
Leaving Accident Scene
Don Jacobusse and Bruce Van Horst. Lunch was served.
schedule Friday night at Benton
Installation of newly-elected Van Raalte PTA Holds
of Holland and is a graduate of ents 610, Sara Brower 603.
Harbor.
Voorst, both of Holland, placed
officersfeatured a meeting of the
Eastman
School
of
Music
In
RochInvited
were
the
Mesdames
Red
Hiddinga
586,
Paul
Barkel
Margaret Orzehoski, 31, route 1,
first and second, respectively,for Roger Lankheet, Dale Schut and ester, N.Y.
Friendship circle of Beechwood Regular Fleet at School
HoUand (61)
584, Norma Naber 580,. Webb Dalpleaded guilty to a charge of leavth© William J. Meengs prizes in Roger Koning and the Misses
Reformed church last Tuesday
FG FT PF TP
Her , program will Iriblude man 577, Juke Caauwe 569, Joyce
ing the scene of an accident when
The Van Raalte Parent-Teachevening.
the annual freshman speech con- Joyce Schrotenboer,Betty Van “Scenes of Childhood" by Schu2
3
20
Barkel 555, Dale Boos 543, Andy Vander Wal, f .. 9
she
was
arraigned
before
MuniMrs. J. Leys installedthe fol- er’s association regular meeting cipal Judge Cornelius vander Meu- test at Hope college. ~he contest Wieren, Joyce Talsma, Joyce Van- mann, "Nocturne"and “Impromp- Naber 523. Mel Jousma 498, Earl Maentz, f ........ 6
5
3
17
took place Thursday at the col- der Ploeg, Mary belle Den Bleyker, tu" by Faure and “Chaconne" by Welling 481. Glad Jousma 449, Van Dyke, c .. .. 2
lowing: Mrs. Gerrit De Ruiter as was held Tuesday evening at the
0
5
4
len Thursday afternoonand was
lege.
president; Mrs. Harvey Keen as school in charge of the vice pres0
2
Donna Roberts, Coral ’Roberts, Bach.
4
Deane Mulder 403, Mike Lam Hulst, g ............ 2
assessed fine and costs of $54.70.
Jacobusse spoke on 'Time for a Joyce Kievit, Beverly Garvelink,
secretaryand Mrs. Eibert Van ident, Mrs. James Crozier.
Klomparens,g .. 4
2
1
She will be assistedby three in- 367, Marion Lemson 306.
10
Miss Orzehoskiwas arrested by
Moran ............. 3
Kampen as assistantsecretarv- The Rev. C. G. Reynen led de- city police following an accident Change" and Van Voorst'ssubject Evon Dalman, Gracile Ter Horst, strumentalistsof the Musicians'
0
5
6
was “You, I and War."
trea.surer. Other officersof the votions. The Van Raalte orchestra
Kcmpker ........... 0
0
Norma Huyser and Donna Oude- guild, Miss Marva Musch, flutist,
5
0
earlierthis week at Columbia and
Other contestants were Robert molen.
group are Mrs. R. Bell, Jr., trea- under the direction of Carleton Eighth involving her car and
Visscher ...........
0
and the Misses Harriet De Waard Patti Jo Sprich Is
3
0
Van Harden of Clymer, N. Y.,
surer. and Mrs. M. Vanden Bosch, Kelch played three selections,
Burns ......... . 0
0
and Judith Meyer, violinists.
0
0
semi owned by Fruit Belt Motor
Feted on Birthday
Robert Riekse of Grand Rapids
vice president.
“America.’'“Whispering Hope" Co. of St. Joseph.
Bos ...................
0
The guild has Issued a special
1
0
Fine,
Probation
•
and Donna Raymer of Belding.
The meeting opened with devo- and ’Tick-Tock."Clarence Jalvinvitationto Holland residents to
Patti Jo Sprick was guest of
John Masselink. 69. of 230 West
One contestant is chosen from
tions and Bible study by the Rev. ing showed movies on the Nether26
attend the recital.
9
honor at a party Saturday after28
18th St.( paid fine and costs rt
61
In Delinquency Case
J. Benes. Special music included lands and spoke briefly on his $39.70 tqday on a charge of reck- each of the beginning speech
Sexton (54)
noon from 2 to 4 p.m. at the home
classes.
duets by the Misses Herma and trip.
Robert Holtrust,19, of 290 Birch
1
of her parents, Mr and Mrs. John Harper, f ...... . 0
3
less driving. Leon Kolean, 20,
1
Local Man Succumbs
Judges were Prof. Harry Ten
Gerda Boeve, aceomnanied by
Social committee included Mrs. route 4, paid $32 on a speeding
St., who pleaded guilty Jan. 5 to a
Sprick, 551 Riley St. The occasion Schultz, f .......
1
4
3
Hoor,
Dr.
Edward
Brand
and
Protheir mother, Mrs. G. Boeve. Re- M. Bouwman. Mrs. J. Van Hoff
charge of contributing to the de- At Holland Hospital'
2
marked her fifth birthday. Assist- Ellis, c ............ 4
charge, and John T. De Vries, 18,
3
10
fessor Edward Wolters.
freshment* were served by Mrs. and Mrs. H. Bos.
linquency of a minor, was sentencing Mrs. Sprick were Mrs. Harvey Raymond, g ...... 7
• 1
of 127 West 19th St., paid $5 on
5
15
J. Tripp. Mrs. John Staa’l. Mrs.
Aleck Monetza,49, of 592 Lawn Sprick, Mrs. William Appledorn Klewicki, g ...., 6
ed Monday In Municipal Court to
3
3
a charge of excessive blowing of
15
C. Plakke and Mrs. A. Sloothaak.
Purchis ............
1
pay
$100
fine
and
$34.90 costs Ave. died at Holland hospitalSun- and Miss Ann Appledorn.
horn.
North
Holland
Bureau
0
1
Justin Nevenzel Dies
About 50 attended.
within 30 days. The alleged offense day morning. He had been ill since
Games were i layed with prizes McCulloch ........, 0
3 * 2
3
The next meeting is scheduled After Lingering Illness
Probes Farm Inflation
involved a 15-year-oldgirl. He also October, 1951.
. 1
2
going to Ruth Ann Slmonsen, Rog- Knlck ...............
0
4
0
for Tuesday, Feb. 19.
Sears Employes Guests
Mr. Monetza was bom on May er Dyke and Sandra Spricto Each Olver ................ 1
was placed on probation for a
0
0
2
Inflation and farm credit loans year.
Justin G. Nevenzel, 64, of Lake5, 1902, In Chicago. He was em- child was presented a favor and
At Party in Bos
provided material for discussionat
town township, route 1, Holland,
20
Others appearing In court were ployed as a fireman at Holland a picture waa taken of the group.
14
20
Local Red Cross Starts
54
Employes of the local Sears the monthly meeting of the North
died Sunday at 6:55 a.m. at HolColor ant} -Chemical Co. He was a Refreshmentswere served.
Roebuck and Co. order office were Holland Farm bureau Thursday in Herman Kroes ot Muskegon who
Home Nursing Classes
land hospital where he entered
Hospital Notea
paid $12 on a speeding fine; Don- member of the Unity Lodge No.
Those present were Kenneth
entertained at a party Thursday West Olive town hall. J. L. KampJan. 14 after a long illness.
(From Friday’s Sentinel)
ald
J. Vork, 17, route 6, defective 191, F and AM.
Lee Aalderink, Dennis Lee- Brewevening
at
the
home
of
Mrs.
Gerthuis
served
as
discussion
leader.
The first meeting of the Red
He was born on De<?. 16, 1884,
Surviving are the wide, Clara; er, Dbnna Stansby, George 01Admitted to Holland hospital
brakes, $12; Marvin Nienhuis, 17,
The group went on record as beCroat Home Nursing class for In- in Grand Rapids to the late Mr. rude Bos. The event was given by
of 74 West 28th St., improper turn, four daughters, Mary Dortheo, thoff, Dalwyn Zlmmqr, Ruth Ann Thursday were Anton Bouman, 55
structors was held Thursday even- and Mrs. Gerrit J. Nevenzel.He Mre. Bos, Mrs. Bob Veeder' and ing opposed to governmentcon- $17; Roy D. Strengholt, 21, route Myma and Nancy, all at home; Slmonsen, Betty Van Kampen, West 28th St.; Raymond Sprick,
ing at the office. Mrs. Howard waa a World War I veteran and a Mrs. Art Vannotte in celebration trols limiting the scope of farmer 1, speeding, $8; Albert Demberger, two sons, Wallace, at home, and Roger Dyke, Mary Lynn Schip- 255 West 20th St.; Mr*. John
of their birthday anniversaries.
indebtedness, feeling that farmers
Davit it class instructor.
member of American Legion post
18, route 1, speeding,$12. •
Robert, stationed In Germany pers, Nola Jurries,' Sandra Sprick Wiggere, route 1; Billy Webbert,
During the evening cards were themselves should take the InitiaThis is a 30-hour course and No. 6, Holland, and Central Park
178. West Eighth St
Paying parking fines of $1 each with the United States Army.
and Paula and Patti Jo Sprick.
played
and
gifts were presented tive to seek proper advice and
meetings will be held for regis- Reformed church. For , several
Discharged Thureday were Clarwere
Fictor
McElhoee,
HoUand
tered nurses twice a week for years he was employed a* a cabi- to each of the hostesses from the counsel in wise use of credit.
ence Ogden, route 1; Charlea Glen
State park; Robert Berry, of 1522
group.
A
two-course
lunch
was
The
group
felt
that
farmers
may
Philathea Class Holds
four weeks, on Wednesdays from net maker at West Michigan FurDreyer, 78 Eaat Eighth St.; Mre.
l^wood; Albert F. Htae., o. Assessor Reappointed
served.
have a greater need of credit to
Grand Haven (Special)— Grand
1:30 to 5 p.m. and On Thursdays niture Co.
Carl Danielson and baby, 15 LinDedication
Services
Invited were the Mesdames Dale maintain*productionthan other
Haven City Council at Its meeting
from 7 to 10:30 pm.
Surviving are the wife, Laura;
coln St.; Zeeland; Mre. Robert
Van
Oosterhout, Bill Timmer, business groups but also agreed
Monday night reappointed George The Philathea class of First Camp and baby, 154 West 23rd
Attending were Mre. Leonard three' daughters, Mre. Clifton
Tom Haiker, Jim Van Nuil, Carl that farm credit should be more Sheriff’i Son Better
Swart city assessor. Swart has Methodist church held its regular St.; Mre. Herman Morgan and
Boaaenbroek and Mrs. Henry >Tfcr Spyker of Holland, Eleanor and
Myrick, Doris Woltman, Herman carefully limited in relationof opGrand Haven (Special)— Paul served the city four yfears and un- dedication services at a meeting baby, 273 East Ninth St.; Harold
Haar of Jamestown. Mrs. Olen Joyce at home; a son, Jay of
Vander Maat, Kent Thompson, erating expensesto investment.
Vanderbeek,youngest son of Sher- der the city charter can only serve In the dmrch Wednesday evening. Dekker, 273 Weat 12th St.; Henry
Andersen. Mm. Willaid Wichers, Evansville, Ind.; three grandchilRudy Holtrust and Mart Vander Members agreed that the free- iff and Mre. Gerald Vanderbeek six years consecutively. He also
members include Mre. Jurries, 445 Wen 20th St.
Mrs. James Kkwnparens and Mrs. dren; a brother, Gerrit J. of OvVliet and Mre. Lila Albrecht of dom to speculate is the right of who was taken to Municipal hos- was given an increase In aalaiy
Doryce Vink, Mrs. Sally Scott,
Loren Howard, 411 of Holland.
erisel; a half-sister, Mrs. B. J.
Greenville,who is training in one any American citizen, but that pital .Wednesdaynight, is reported from $3,000 to $3,200. This position
Mre. Viva light and Mre. Hazel
Fyneweaver of Holland;
halfof the departments of the local high land values endangers agri- considerablyImproved and was automatically makes Swart a Parker.
10M William the Conqueror brother Gerald Kleinheknel of Fill- office.
culture and makes it harder for a to be returned to his home Satur- member of the Ottawa county
Mre. Ernest Hartmaa gave a
last successful invasion more townhip; two stepiistere,
young farmer to get started in day.
Board of Supervisors.
la a demonstration of her study course
AMBULANCE SERVICE
Mre. Arnold Immick of Overiael, At Pointe de Gravq at the
fanning.
member of the county officersand of North and South America.
and Mre. Gertrude Wieasnerof El
Holland, Michigan
mouth of the Gironde is' a memoStatistics say a 30-foot boat employes , and the co-ordinating Supper chairman was Mrs. Leiter Dan Emmett com- Monte. Calif., and a stepbrother,
rial to the first United States
Gilbert
Vander Water, Mgr.
Cashew
nuts
come
largely
from
will be struck by lightning once and zoning committee* of the Roy Pohtious and program chair*
i song DIXie.
James A. Kkinhekselof Overlsel troops to land in France in 1917.
»
East tth
Phone M9t
India.
In 30 years on tli^ average.
board.
.
man, Mrs. Arthur Keane.
/
"
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THI HOLLAND CITY

Megan May Take
Salary

Convincing

Argument

To Court for Test

Win

hitch Retab Tie

case

For First Place

nMIAA Ratings

jear”

man may wind up as a test
court case of the 1947 county

Armory.
The win over Michigan’s topranked class A quintet also earned

school district act of the legisla-

Holland a tie for first place in the

ture.

Southwestern conferencewith

Concerned is the county Board
of Supervisors,the county board of
education, and most of all, the SI
man, county school Superintendent
G. Ray Sturgis.
Sturgis, with a contract in his
pocket from the county school
board for a salary of 11,500,was

neverthelessawarded

an

annual

stipend of |1 for the year of 1952
by the supervisors.Added to this
will be the $5,000 paid by the state
according to law.
Meanwhile, $500 furnished out
of their own pocket by three members of the county board of education to keep Sturgis’ office open

official

motion in

October,

M

when the board met in October.
Further appropriationwas denied."

County school board members,
in the middle of a perplexing prob-

plan an

m

early meeting with

Frank Mosier, Ganges, and Bert
Person, Allegan. The latter two
supervisorswere appointedas a
specialcommittee last week to in-

Pv.

m

-

.

m

supervisorshave been

frank in stating they would like to
see the 1947 act taken to court for
interpretation.
Sturgis has indicated he may
seek his day in court if some now
agreement isn’t forthcoming.

m
MM

Real Estate

neighbor’sgarden on West 23rd 8t. Just east of the
Graafschaproad. When the heavy snow blanket
finallymelted, lots of people were surprised to
find the ground unfrozeitand workable. Dick was

tinkering with the rotary plow during tha warm
spell Wednesday and decided to give the plow a
workout. He couldn’tplow his own garden because
strawberriesare planted there, so he did a good
turn for his neighbor, Herman Kieklntveld.
JScntlnel photo)

Engagement Told

School-Press Relations

MAS A Meetings

Transfers
Arthur J. Streur and wf. to Ernest V. Hartman and wf. Pt Lot
37 Heneveld’sPlat No. 12 Twp
Park.

George Mool and wf. to Russell
Smitter and wf. Lots 30, 52 Heneveld’s Plat No. 2 Twp. Park.
Leo A. Maihofer and wf. to Ethel B. Stuit Pt. Lot 4 Parkhurst
Plat Village of Spring Lake.

Harvey Nelson Knoper and wf.
to Gertrude Schmidt Lot 19 Wolbrink-KennedySub. Twp. Allen-

*
*

'

V.

v

dale.

ft*These three

pictures, tsken within one minute of each other, show
the remarkable speed with which the famed Inflammable sweaters
are destroyed by flames. At top, Fire Chief Andrew Klomparens
and Fire InspectorJohn Ottlng hold up one of the hot sweater sets,
purchased by a Holland man last fall. In middle photo, the sweaters
are shown about 40 seconds after they were ignited. At bottom, the
experiment is completed and only loosely formed charred fragments
remain. When Klomparensand Ottlng shook the sticks with which
they’re holding the remains, the ashes disintegratedaway to practically nothing. Klomparens, who commented that Holland probably
Is flooded with the dangerous sweaters, urged folks who have them
either to destroy the garmentsor to contact the Fire department.
(Sentinelphotos)

Laug’s Plat No. 1 Coopersville.
Tena Andriesen to Joe' Schippers
and wf. Lots 12, 13 Blk
R.
Post’s Park Hill Add. Holland.
‘John Vander Heuvel and wf. to
John F. BrookhuisLot 48 Schilleman’s Add. City of Zeeland.
Russell J. Vander Veen and wf. John H. Geerlings and wf. to
to Dean Misner and wf. Lot 2 Blk Frank Diepenhorst and wf. Lot
10 Leggatt’s Add. Grand Haven.
Country Club Estates Sub. No. 2
Edmund Tickner and wf. to Twp. Holland.
John Franzburg to Raymond
William Alt and wf. Lot 13 and pt.
12 Plat of Longview,Twp. Spring Sines and wf. Pt. NWi NEi 32Lake.
5-15 City of Holland.
Cornelia Klaasen to Melvin Louis Por and wf. to Vernon L.
Haveman and wf. Pt. Wi WJ NWi Tula and wf. Pt. W| NWi NEi
SEi 33-5-15 Twp. Holland.
33-5-15 Twp. Holland.
Bruce M. Raymond and wf. to
John L. Bouman and wf. to NelVernon E. Boneck and wf. Lot 31 son A. DeFouw and wf. Pt. NEi
Woodlawn Acre* Twp. Holland.
SEi 33-5-15 Twp. Holland.
Louis E. Nykamp and wf. to
Village of Spring Lake to EdBenjamin DeGraaf and wf . Pt
mund Tickner and wf. Pt. Lots 1-5
frl 4 NWi 33-6-16 Twp. Port Shel- Blk 6 Plat of Mill Point Spring
don.
Lake.

%

NE

With three minutes remaining to
play, the Dales had sliced Hope's
lead to a scant seven points with

proposed continued efforts be
made to improve school-pressrelations.

Dave Hinkle and Merv Holbeck
hitting from outcourtand Walsh
back at work under the basket.

Earlier Friday, Roy E. Larsen
of New York, president of Time,
Inc. told the group that ’’citizens
must take a part in school development, but must be informed of
school programs to make good de-

Then Hope began a
off

cisions.’’

Aside from Hope’s free. throw
accuracy,Walsh was the outstanding feature of the game! Thd
stocky forward, who stanfe undey
six feet, displayed faking ability
under the basket that gave him
advantage over tallei guards. H*
was stopped only by double teaming him, and hh accumulationof
fouls that eventually sent him out

Otto W. Haisley, superintendent
of Ann Arbor schools and presi-

of play.
Miss Eunice Leoh Mayo
Junior Bremer, regular Dutch
The engagement of Miss Eunice
ace in floor play And rebounding;
Leah Mayo to A rend Donselaar saw scant action because of *
Lubbers, son of Dr. and Mrs. touch of flu. But substitute Boh
Irwin J. Lubbers of Holland, was Bolema turned in an outstanding.
Job under the boards, and Bos
announced at a tea given earlier
took over the roll of floor leader
this month in New Brunswick, with another stellar performance*
N. J. Miss Mayo is the daughter Bob Visser'a point production, of
of Mrs. Carlton A. Mayo of New course,speaks for Itself, and Jao«
Brunswick and the late Mr. Mayo. obson played his usual excellent
The tea was given by Mrs. brand of floor play.
The loss gave Coach Irv WisMayo and Mrs. Loyal T. Ives
the Ives homo. Each guest receiv niewski’sDales an MIAA marie ot
ed a white mum corsage with tiny one win and four losses. It wad
name cards of the couple attach the fourth league win against on*
defeat for Hope.
ed.
Miss Mayo is a senior at Hope
college, where she Is president
of Sorosis sorority and a member
of the Women’s Glee club. Mr.
Lubbers,a junior at Hope, Is a
member of Fraternal society.He
was chosen Holland’s community
ambassador last year and spent
three months in Europe under the

f

Hulst,

g

........

............
........

Klomparens,g

Moran

........

6
4
4
2
2
0
0
0
0
0

......................

Kempker
Visscher

.......

..

.........

....................

Burns ........................
Bos ..................

2
2
3
11
5 3
2 1
0 1
0 0
0 0
0 0

Jack Hobeck, student at Michigan State college,Ls spending the
week-end with his parents, Mr.
and Mrs. J. W. Hobeck, South
Shore Dr. The Hobecks returned
Thursday from a vacation in Miami Beach, Fla.

place to hide in the event of an
atomic bomb attack, since very few

of them were knocked down

in

Hiroshima and Nagasaki.

Morrall, f

the H. J.
Heinz company’s Holland plant
have received cash awards for improvement suggestions during the
last month, according to ‘The 57
News,’’ company house organ.
Ruth Anys, received $12.50 for
suggesting a light to control
blancher operation and a second
award of $10.10 for suggesting a
tray between hand pack filler and
'

FG FT PF
Jacobson, f
..... 6
Visser, f ................11
Hendrickson,-c ........ 5
......

3
6
3

15

2

28

ia

0
Bos, g ................... 5
••••••••••••••••#«••0

0

Pierema ....................1
Van Renennlo^te|,.. 2
Kempker ................ 0

1

2
4
4
5
2

0
0

5
1

Rink

0

0

Bremer,

g

..........
..

0

........................

6
5

30 24

TF

4

0
16
5.

3
\

a
0

29 84
5

4
5
4

35
5

T
a

5
1

0
2

1
0

14

25

O
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There was no school in the disTuesday because of the illness of the teacher, Mrs. Mary
Roon.
Mr. and Mrs. Harry Bennett
and daughter, Marcia, were in
Muskegon Heights last Friday to
trict

51

attend the funeral of their cousin,
Lyle Wing, 60.
Mr. and Mrs. George Harpin and
daughter, Margaret, of Nunica,
called on their uncle and aunt,
Mr and Mrs. Charlie McMillan,

iSr

week.
Mrs. D. Smead is improved afr
ter being confined to her home
last week with illness.
Mr. and Mrs. Floyd Lowing
spent Wednesday afternoonwith
their son, Russell and family, near
last

m

Rademaker, f
Heuser, c
Bright, g
Fairfield,g
Voss
David
Rathbun

'

<

v
rV

'

, ’

1/t

#2

V
14 8

Coopersville.

The mothers club of

Parish
last Friday afternoon
at the school house. Election pf
officerswas held with the following elected:Chairman,Mrs. Frank
Snyder; vice chairman,Mix. Dorothy Vander Mote; secretary,Mrs.
Willis Schippers;treasurer, Mrs.
H J. Tuttle; assistant secretary
and treasurer,Mrs. Len Lamberts.
Plans for the coming year were
discussed. The group decided to
send 10 to the March of Dimes
campaign.
•Robert Lowing of Grand Rapids
and Mr. and Mrs. Willard Lowing
and family of Coopersville called
on their parents, Mr. and Mrs,.
Floyd Lowing, last Saturdayafternoon.
school

23 36

$300 Damaf e

Home

At Lloyd Van Raalte
a vinegar machine.
Ann Fraam, received $6.50 for
Hattie M. Taylor to John W.
Fire, started by an overheated
Oscar F. Beyer Jr. and wf. to suggesting a better method of
Schmidt SEi NEi 36-8-15 Twp. Rees Edwards and' wf. Lot 39 cleaning in building No. 19.
chimney, caused an estimated $300
Crockery.
Peach Plains Sub. No. 1 Twp.
Receiving $5 awards were: I. V. damage plus extensive smoke damElizabeth Holman to James W. Grand Haven.
Van Bragt, method to improve age Saturday night at the Lloyd
Oakes and wf. Pt NEi SWi 32-8housekeeping in pickle sorting de- Van Raalte home, 152 River Hills
16 City of Grand Haven.
partment; Ben Mast, change in Dr.
Esther Schofield Coppersmithet Mtmuipal Coart News
Firemen from Holland township
process equipment,Holland • salt
al to George F. Owen El NEi 16Glenn W. Jacobs, 17, route 6, house; Mary Arends, guard on station No. 1 were summoned at
6-16 Twp. Port Sheldon.
paid fine and costa of $7 in Mu- washer; Bonnie Taylor, change lo- about 9:30 p.m. by
neighbor,
Henry Casemleret al to Frands nicipal Court Friday when he was cation of power line on bottle Mrs. Henry Van Dyke, who disWright Lot
Blk
Christian arraignedon a speeding charge. dumper; Jefferson Boyle, method covered the fire after it had been
School Add. Grand Haven.
Howard Schutt, 20, route 2, paid to improve handlingof transfer burning for some time. No one
Louis Wildschut and wf. to $3 on a charge of parking in a slips.
was home at the time.
James G. Behrens and wf. Lots 24, fire block. William Vander Vere,
The blaze was quickly extin25 and pt 23 Southeast Heights route 2, Allegan, paid parking
American farmers own more guished with little or no water
Add. City of Zeeland.
costs of $L
damage.
automobiles than they do horses.
.

a

2

(84)

Bass River

TP

••••••••••••••A

Fire Carnes

Hope

Hillsdale (72)
7
Walsh, f ................14
The regular meeting of the Hagaman, f •••••••••••• \ 3
Royal Neighbors club was held Gettings, c •••••••«•••• 3
1
Thursday evening in the hall.
Holbeck, g ................4
1
Practice for installation, which Moore, g ................ 0
0
will bo held on Jan. 31, was set
MacDonald ............ 0 2
for the evening of Jan. 24 at the
0
Hinkle ....................7
hall.
Whitcomb ............0 0
Games were played and prizes
were awarded. Refreshmentswere
29 14
served by Mrs. Nellie Kleis and
her committee.

Muskegon (36)

for Suggestions

Seven employes at

(51)

Holland
FG FT PF
Vander Wal,
2
Maentz, f ................
4
Van Dyke, c ............
4

18 15 16

Local Employes Receive

Awards

indispensible to the local cause ship and suppression of news foswith their playmaking and close ter doubt and suspicion about the
guarding. Vander Wal led the conduct of public business.
evenly split Dutch offense with 14 , Dr. Francis Chase of the Unipoints, while Van Dyke had 11, versity of Chicago, in a summary
Maentz 10 and Klomparens nine. said, the school-press project in
Morrall easily was the outstand- Michigan is the first of its kind
ing Muskegon player, and Rade- and can lead to developmentof a
maker split the Holland defense superior school system nnd a
in the early part of the game with
mode] for the entire nation.
accurate long shots.
Supt. Elwyn Bodley of Sturgis
The Dutch collectedon 15 ot 29
free throw tries, wnile Muskegon
hit only eight of 18 attempts.

stall that paid

when Ken Van RegAmorter

broke through the pressing Dais
defense for two quick layup shots
and enough cushion to coast out;

.

6

Hillsdale, meanwhile, wa*
awarded 33 free throws, but could
connect on only 14 o' them.
Hie two clubs battled on almost
even terms the first quarter, but
Coach John Visser’s crew pulled
away In the second period to a 4433 halftime lead. In the third
stanze Hope added one point to
its margin to lead at the third
whistle, 63-51, and set the stage
for Hillsdale's final detennlned
bid.

Frank Van Dyke played brilliant Frank Worthington,Wyandotte days with Mr. and Mrs. Lorenzo
Brown and family and Mr. and
defensive ball as he held Heuser Tribune.
scoreless while the Big Red pivot
Saunders said, 'Too many Mrs. Victor Orr and family in De“ ambassador” plan.
man was eligibleto play, and school administratorsseem not troit.
Mrs. Simon Den Uyl of Detroit
Dean Vander Wal joined this duo to realize newspapers have oblito give Holland its share of back- gations to the community.’’He and Macatawa Park Ls a patient Regular Meeting Held
in Harper hospital, Detroit, folboard control.
emphasizedthat secret board
By Royal Neighbors
Klomparens and Hulst also were meetingsand attempts at censor- lowing surgery Deo. 31.

SJil^

H

may be January, but Dick Van Kampen thought
was an excellenttime this week to plow his

court generalship with deft pass- Bailey, Adrian Daily Telegram; hospital.
Mr. and Mrs. John A. Brown,
ing and blanket coverage of his John Wurz, Grand Rapids Herald;
particularguarding assignment. Lee A. White, Detroit Nows, and 142nd Ave., are spending several

Ottawa County

F

It

Personals

With $5,000 coming from the
state, supervisorshave indicated
in earlier board sessions that the
amount was plenty and needed no
help from county funds! The county school board has countered that
other counties pay an additional
amount and Allegan should do the
same.

Charles Gray and wf. to John H.
Jackson and wf. Pt. NEJ SWJ 298-15 Twp. Crockery.
Ray Koetsier and wf. to Clifford
Jay Berkompas and wf. Lot
Troost’s Sub. Twp. Holland.
Lee Lillie and wf. to Charles E.
Ahrens and wf. Pt Lots 92, 105

It

Lanky Bob Visser almost kept
pace with Walsh In the high-scoring contest by swishing through*
28 points, 20 In the first half.
Ron Bos, Jerry Jacobsonand Bob
Hendrickson also hit double fig-*
ures to supply the rounded scoring
Hope needed to win.
Hope winning advantage, however, came from the free throw
line. On 28 occasions,Dutch players toed the charity line and 24
of those the shots were good/
Hope made 19 free throw attempt*
in succession before Hendrickson
missed a shot In the third period.

a

state.

»» .

points.

all his team’s seven points in the er, also attended.
period. Halftime score was 25-14.
Hignlighting the

A

Alma.

Hillsdale's loss wiped out ail
amazing offensiveeffort by shlftjf
forward Tom Walsh, who collected 14 field goals and seven free
throws for 35 points— almost half
his team's total. In the first half,
Walsh collected twice as many
points as the rest of the Dale out*
fit by scoring 22 of hi# team's 33

dent of MASA, spoke Thursday
night and said a complete proprogram was gram of education depends on nil
The third stanza was much the
panel discussion Friday at agencies of the community collasame, although Muskegon made its which three editors ntbt a panel borating and the school adminisonly determined bid of the contest of three educators on the issue of trationshould be the one to bring
during this period.Morrall started handling school news.
all these groups together for the
off with a free throw to open the
Agreements were reached to betterment of education. •
period, but then Holland whished encouragemore frequent personal
12 points in a row to take a 37-15 contacts among newspapermen
advantage midway in the quarter. and school men, to better acquaint
Then the Big Reds came back to school administrators with what
narrow the gap to 40-28 at the news editors want and to em(From Saturday’s Sentinel'
whistle.
Mr. and Mrs AllisonVan Zyl of
phasize news and not propaganda
The final canto saw each team in publicitymaterial prepared by Ann Arbor announce the birth of
score only two field goals. Hola daughter. Deborah Sue, Friday
the schools.
land started a partial stall with
Representingthe Michigan Press at St. Joseph hospital,Ann Arabout 3& minutes to go, and outassociationon the panel were bor. Mrs. Van Zyl is the former
scored the demoralized losers 11-8
Pulitzer prize-winner Carl M. Carol Prigge, daughter of Arthur
in the final period.
Saunders,
Jackson Citizen-Pa- C. Prigge, 184 West 12th St. Mr.
The game was closely called by
triot; Meridith Clark, Vicksburg Van Zyl’s parents are Dr. and
officials Fred Spurgeon and John
Mrs. Gerrit Van Zyl, 81 East
Hoekje, and Muskegon’scause Commercial,and Louis J. Berman,
Ninth St.
Whitehall
Forum.
was weakened by the loss of cenAllegan Health center staff
A
review
of
the
conference
with
ter Fred Heuser and forward Don
recommendations was presented members held a special "coffee
Rademaker in the third period.
hour” Thursday in honor of Mrs.
The entire starting Holland by a committee of newspaperediquintet turned in outstanding tors headed by Conrad N. Church, Esther Morris, hospital adminisgames, with Tom Maentz playing Pontiac Daily Press; J. C. Bedient, trator. The occasion was her 10th
his usual superb game, combining Albion Evening Recorder;H. F. anniversary oif supervising the

BUI

vestigate the situation.
spokesman for the county'
school board' said he learned that
Sturgis, supervising about 3,800
children and more than 150 teachers in rural districts, has more
schools under his direction than
any other superintendent in the

Some

90. at

Aired at

contractThe fund was exhausted

lem,

The win kept the Dutchmen in
a tie for first place with Kalama*
zoo, which steamed past Alma, 95-

played smooth teamwork, good
ball handling and adept passing.
The contest was a see-saw affair
for the first five minutes of the
first quarter before Alden KlomInitial steps fo^ better schoolparens sank a field goal and free
throw to hand Holland a 13-7 ad- press relationswere taken at the
vantage as the quarter ended.
three-daymid-winter conference
The Dutch started out strong
of
Michigan Associationof School
in the second period and dropped
administrators
that concluded Satin nine points in a row before
Earl Morrall broke a Muskegon urday in Grand Rapids. Superinscoring famine that lasted about tendents Walter W. Scott of Holsix minutes by getting a fielder. land public schools and M. B.
The Dutch scored three more Lubbers of Zeeland public schools
points during the second stanza, were among those attending from
while Morrall was the entire show Ottawa county.
for the Big Reds, accountingfor
W. A. Butler, Sentinel publish-

$1,200 as the county's share of my
pay back in 1947. But the board
failed to appropriate enough money for that and operation of the
office too."
“I drew my salary according to

Hinsdale (Special)—On the baa*
of an amazing 86 per cent ave*

Hillsdale, .84-72,

m

tenned it as a misdemeanor.
‘The budget was overdrawn because the board made no appropriation for my salary in 1951,"
Sturgis declares. 'The board of
education which has the power to
appoint and name compensation
for the superintendent,had set

•

rage from the free throw line,
college remained tied for
the MIAA basketball lead by defeating a stubborn HUladale col*
lege quintet Saturday night at

duce the polish to stage a comeback after two poor periods. Although improved in the second
half, Muskegon was a thoroughly
defeated outfit.
The biggest single factor in the
game was the stellar defensive
play of Holland Coach Fred Weiss’
enUre crew. Time after time, shots
were blocked or knocked down
midair. And the Dutch defenders
pressed the Reds close enough so
as not to allow many clear shots
kall evening, but not close enough
to accumulateunnecessaryfouls.
Although Holland had a rather
poor night as far as offensiveshot
percentages go— hitting only 38 of
67 tries at the basket for a 24 per
cent average—the local club dis-

:

Hope

first half performance, didn’t pro-

during November and December,
is being repaid. This was granted
by the supervisorsduring the January session, but $250 of the superintendent’s unpaid salary for
1950 was denied.
Supervisors charge that Sturgis
overdrew his 1951 budget and in

an

Ls

Muskegon. Each team has a four
won, one lost league mark. Kalamazoo fell by the wayside at
Grand Haven Friday night.
Muskegon’s loss was the first
team sport defeat since cage tournament timp last March. The Big
Reds’ all conquering streak had
carried through baseball and football campaigns, and six basketball
games so far this season.
Coach Tom McShannock’s crew,
famed in early games as a team
that came back after a lack-lustre

before it does, many an
hour will be spent by local officials airing interpretationsof the
law.

But

Place

7or first

invincibility Friday
night and thoroughly drubbed the
invading Big Reds, 51-36, before a
fanatic full-house crowd at the

of Allegan county’s only "dollar-a-

;

Earns Dutch Tie

Muskegon

On School Districts
The

24, 1952

ketball squad pricked the myth of

Would Test 1947 Act

—

THURSDAY, JANUARY

Holland high school’s poised bas-

$l-a-Year-Man Row

Allegan (Special)

NEWS,

This house had a ride for a few blocks Thursday,
but now Is quite settled at ita new locationat 363
Weet 22nd 8L The house wae acquired by the
Board of Education from Tony Peerbolt last spring
In connection with obtaining a alts for a new
elementary school In the vicinity of 24th and Van
Raalte. The board later sold tho house to Peter

1

Kalkman who arranged to move it from Ite former
Van Raalte. The moving wae completed in a comparatively abort time Thuraday,
but workmen waited until today to move the houae
from the etreet to tha new excavation.Note pile
location at 600

I

of dirt at left

(Sentinelphoto)
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9,958 ihipmenU an hour
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Sunday School

Albion President Speaks

Lesson

^£3

At Annual Rotary

January 27, 1952
Nicodemus,a Hesitant Follower

He belonged to the upper class in
Jerusalem. He had great influence in his city and among his
fellows. He was accustomed to

We

real thinking about the affairsof
his nation. He and many others of
The Home of the
his kind had been impressed with
Holland City New*
PublishedEvery Thurs- Jesus and what He was doing.
the S e n

1

1

n e

I

They believedhim to be more

PrintingCo. Office 54-56 than an ordinary person. They
West Eighth Street, Holseemed to be willing to go so far
land. Michigan.
as to believe He was a statesman
Entered as second class matter at of no mean ability and that He
the post office at Holland.Mich., might be able to do honor and
under the Act of Congress.March 3.
bring an added prestige to their
1879.
W. A.

BUTLER.

Telephone —

Business Manager

News Items 3193

Advertisingand Subscriptions, 3191

The publishershall not be liable
for any error or errors In printing

any advertising unless a proof of
auch advertisement shall nave been
obtained by advertiser and returned
by him In time for correction with
auch errors or correctionsnoted
plainly thereon;and In such case If
any error so noted is not corrected,
publishers liability shall not exceed
auch a proportion of the entire space
occupied by the error bears to the
whole space occupiedby such adver-

He
Rep. Donald Jackson

nation.
It might be w’ell not to oppose
Him. but to co-operate with Him.
It woud be a farseeing move to
join forces with Him and help
along the kingdom of which He
spoke so much. That he might
talk over the matter with Jesus,

Event

Dr. W. W. Whitehouse pointed cause of freedom. 'Hie fight for
out that "we must have a resur- freedom is just beginning and we
gence of ethics based on spiritual must keep our diplomacy strong.
He said if we play this right we
truths" to offset the mounting
may be at the eve of a golden atowave of ^'paganismand secular- mic age.
ism" that is running rampant in
4.
must maintain our
America today.
strength. We can’t lose our ChrisThe Albion college president tian and democratic heritage.This
spoke before 88 Holland Rotary is a revolutionary age. Dr. Whitetlub members, their wives and house said he thinks the Kremlin
other guests at the annual club secret of success is a futile, debanquet Thursday night in Durfee cadent American.And the “barohall.
meter of 1952" shows : any signs
Dr. Whitehouse titled his talk of this— inflation, liquidationof
"Barometer of 1952."
thrift, lack of discrimination. He

John 3:1-10; 7:45-52
By Henry Geerllngs
Nicodemus was an intellectual.

day by

24, 1952

Rep. Don Jackson

To Speak Feb. 7

said

American

people are said

many American

politicians

beginningto start a revolution and businessmendon’t know the
against corruption "by college ath- difference between red and black
letes', officials and all the way up Ink and warned against the evils
to dur revenue department."
of deficit financing.
Dr. Whitehouse said we have
5. Our democracy must be based
arrived at the "watershed" of this on a strong religion or it doesn’t
century and our survival depends carry its own weight.
on fiv^major points:
"We must dedicate ourselves to
1. We must have rugged and just this,” Dr. Whitehouse said.
hopest thinking.
Ken De Free, president,presid2. We must keep an open mind ed and Judge '’omelius vander
—screen things, then analyze and Meulen introduced the speaker.
chrystalize our opinion. How we Leon Moody imrxkiced guests.

to acquaint Him with .his own attitude and that of his likeminded
compatriots,he came to Jesus and
sought a private interview.
think is important in all realms of
A Hope college trio, including
One of the younger members of
Much has been made jf the fact
life and we must be more alert Owen Christiansen, Jim Harringthe
United
States
House
of
Repthat Nicodemus came by night. He
as to what goes • into making ton and Lyle Vander Meulen, entisement.
has been called a coward, one who resentativeswill be in Holland
public opinion.
tertained with a group of tromFeb.
7
to
speak
at
the
annual
Linwanted to creen into the kingdom
TEEMS OF SUBSCRIPTION
3. There can be no retreat from bone numbers.
One year 32.00; Six months $1.25; under cover. He has been made coln Day dinner.
three months 75c; Single copy 5c. to appear in the company of those
He is Rep. Donald Jackson, 41, the American position of leading The Rev. William C. Warner
Subscriptions payable In advance and
the free men of the world In the gave the invocation.
will be promptly discontinued if not who want something, but who are who represents the 16th Califorrenewed.
not willing to pay the price for it. nia district. Jackson, now serving
Subscriberswill confer a favor by We have never had the disposi- his thrd term as a congressman,
reporting promptly any Irregularity
tion to call Nicodemus names. has a colorful background that
In delivery. Write or Phone 319L
Call
"Glad to be here," replies William Bartela (left),
We do not care to throw stones includes11 years of service in the
De Waard, longtime conservation enthusiast,who
diatrict game manager at Plalnwell, to a gracious
at him from the safety of nearly Marine Corps, a stint as a newspreelded. Tuesday'smeeting was the first of a
WHERE TO BEGIN REFORM
welcome from Hlne Vander Heuvel (right), presipaper reporter, and a job as asseries of eight such meetings, sponsoredjointly
The Michigan legislature is now two thousand years after the
dent of the Holland Flah and Game club, In
event. We fear to say what we sistant director of municipalpubby the Holland Adult Education. program and the
well launched upon the first even
would have done had we been in licity for Santa Monica, Calif.
A telephonecall to Germany German-born father and subse- connection with a conservation meeting Tuesday local game club. Next Tuesday’s meeting will be
year session in the history of the
night In Longfellow gymnasium.At center Is Neal
devoted to
(Sentinel photo)
The annual Lincoln Day ban- the ptst week bridged a 47-year quently was drafted into the Gerstate. Always up until this year his place.
It is dangerous to attempt to quet, sponsoredby the Ottawa gap for two brothersliving in man army.
the Lansing lawmakers hgve met
county Young Republican club, Holland, Mich., and Emlichhein,
only once in two years— except of carry the courage we think we
course at such times as they were have back across the centuries will be held Feb. 7, beginning at Germany.
15-Year-01d Youth Admits
6:30 p.m., at Durfee hall.
called into special session by the and hang it high and say that is
It all started when the local
Jackson,
was
bom
in
Ipswich,
governor.But a special session a sample of what we are. Maybe
man, Gerrit J. Bonge, living on Theft and Stealing Car
can be controlled by the executive he was not a coward at all, but a S.D., the son of a small-town route 1, was consistently being
A 15-year-oldyouth admitted to
so that he Is In position to keep cautiousand timid man, seeking newspaperman.
urged by his brother in Germany,
Soil District
out of consideration any subject only to know the real situation After his father's death, the H. J. Bonge, to go there for a Deputy Nelson Lucas late Monfamily
moved
to
California,
where
before
he
should
commit
himself.
that he wants to keep buried.
visit. A European visit wasn’t day afternoon that he broke into
Despite icy roads and stormy trol and check each other snd it
Directors of the West Ottawa
That of course means that it is There is a differencebetween young Jackson entered the Marine practicalfor the local man but he
Gordon Dams service station at weather, more than 125 persons is only when one force gets out
not a real legislative session. This courage and rashness. A cautious Corps as a private. He returned
Soil Conservation district will
did settle for a phone call.
120th and Gordon St., late Thurs- gathered in Longfellowgym Tues- of hand that an entire “commuyear for the first time the legis- and well guarded move ofttimes to civilian life in 1931 and took
convene at Zeeland City Hall Jan.
The Bonges placed a call Dec. day night and also admitted tak,
day night for the first of an eight- nity” is
lature meets in the off year in its is more effectivethan a rash up newspaper work in the bay
10
and
it was to be completed ing a ’49 model car from Fred’s
week conservation film and lec- Neal De Waard of the Holland 26, from 1 to 4 p.m. for their anown right; it has the power to moVe, even though it may seem district as a reporter.
Dec.
15. But complications arose Car lot on M-21 near 120th St.
In 1938 he served as assistant
ture series, sponsoredby the Hol- Holland Fish and Geme club pre- nual meeting that will feature
consider any reforms it desires like courage.
when circuitswent bad and the
The youth told Lucas that he land Adult Education program sided. The Windmill Four, a bar- electionot directors.
It seems as if the question « director of the municipal publicity
and the governor has no power to
call finally was made at 7 p.m. was alone on the escapade and
Four nominationsfor two dir•top it
not whether he came by night or department of the city of Santa
and the Holland Fish and Game bershop quartet consistingof Fred
went for a ride during the week- club.
Wise, Pete Van Iwaarden, Jack tor posts have been made. NomThat favorablesituation sug- day, but rather that he came at Monica. Later that same year he Saturday.
There were Mr. and Mrs. Bonge end with the car. He drove to
gests the idea that reforms can all. The thing that commands our re-enlistedin the Marines as a
William Bartels, district game Essenburg and Art De Waard, inees for the northeast section of
and their daughter to talk from Louisville,Ky., and back to Hol- manager from the Plainwell of- sang several selections.
the district are Ed Dinkel, Conkbest begin at home. Before the real thinking is not the time of private.
Ed Bacon, supervisor of Michi- lin, now serving as a director, and
Lansing lawmakers pass a lot of his coming but rather the condiDuring his service, that lasted this end and four Bonges in Ger- land.
fice of the Michigan Conservation
Lucas reported that some paint commission, talked on "Game gan fisheries, will speak at the Wilford Umlor, farmer in the
rules and regulation for the con- tion of mind with which he came. until 1945, Jaakson was promoted many. Since the call lasted /only
trol of the citizens of Michigan • We believe that he was very through the ranks to second lieu- five minutes and all participated, was scraped off one side of the Management" with emphasis on second meeting next Tuesday. A Conklin area.
Claire Donnellyand Henry Ver
they might well pass a few for honest in his introductory remark tenant and on up until he was dis- very little "news” was exchanged, car when it sideswiped another the huge sums of money involved film, "Better Fishing in MichiMeer, both Jamestown farmers,
. the reform and the control of the
to Jesus but he did not under- charged with the rank of major. but the novelty of the call and car in Indiana. Otherwise it was in hunting as a sport and the gan," will be shown.
legislature.
will run for the director post from
stand the nature of the kingdom He served overseas at Guadal- recognitibn of voices made the not damaged.
value of game and fish as food and
The youth will be turned over fur-bearingenterprises.
One of the reasons why it has which /Jesus was in the process of canal, Tarawa, Saipan and Tinian venture worth while.
the southeast section.
become necessary to hold a legis- founding.-Nicodemus and his ec- as intelligenceofficer of the faBecause the local Bonge hadn't to probate authoritiesfor disposiAny persons who own three or
He touched only lightly on the
lative session every year instead clesiasticaland politicalcontem- mous Sixth Regiment,2nd Marine spoken German for many years, tion.
more acres in the district, whethmany difficultiesthe commission
of wice in two years is that the poraries seemed not to be able to division.
er a co-operator or not, are eligimost of the conversation was carfaces in attemptingto control the
legislaturehas usually acted like see that Jesus’ kingdom was enble to vote.
He entered the race for Con- ried on in Dutch. But an English Birthday Party Honors
conservation program. "It’s not
an irresponsiblegroup of school tirely a spiritualkingdom. Hon- gress in the 16th district after his word crept in at times, and general
The Zeeland 4-H club orchesjust a matter of determining fishTuesday
Service
league of the
boys during the early weeks of a est and sincere as Nicodemus was dischargeand won a smashing inflectionsand expressions added Mrs. Marie Van Raalte
tra will furnish musical entertaining and huntihg seasons, sending
Holland hospital Auxiliary was ment at the meeting, and Clarregular session. During week folout game wardens and making a
in his approach to Jesus, they victory in 1946. He was appointed a touch of atmosphereif not comlowing weary week the Igeislature
Mrs.
Marie
Van
Raalte
was
honorganizedat a luncheon meeting ence Reenders, board chairman,
few arrests,"he said.
were spiritual miles apart in their to the powerful committee on for- plete understanding.
ored at her home, 225 West Ninth
has usually merely marked time.
eign
affairs
and
has
made
an
enthis week at the home of Mrs. will give a brief summary of the
Mrs.
Bonge
from
this
end
said
Using
the
deer
herd
as
an
examapprehension of the nature of the
Then, when the dead line was apSt., Saturday evening at a birthviable record.
her brother-in-law'svoice sounded
ple, he said too many deer may Peter Van Domelen, Jr., South past year’s activities in the diskingdom.
proaching, there has often been a
trict.
He an'd those associatedwith A year later he again became much like that of an older brother day party given by members of pose a much more serious problem Shore Dr.
wild scramble to get bills passed—
her family.
a
figure
of
national
prominence
William Miller, conservationist,
on food supply in the winter than
who had come to this country
him would have been glad to see
Project for the newly organized
bills that often had been ill-conDuring the evening hymns were too few deer. Food availability
will show movies.
Jesus as a political brother to the when he was named chairman of with her husband in 1905. The
ceived, that had not been properly
sung, pictureswere taken and largely determines reproduction, group is a deep freeze for the hosIn other years, the annual meetend of a politicalredemption of the congressionalcommitteeto at- brother who remained in Germany
pital. Members have been working
considered, that sometimes were
gifts presented.A birthday cake
tend
the
conference
of
American
ing has attracted large crowds and
he explained,and does in tne north
was
only nine at the time.
the
Jewish
state.
They
needed
a
full of costly mistakes. During the
made by Paul Van Raalte served woods bear an average of .8 of a for 12 years for Red Cross, OP A directorsespecially urged that
states at Bogota, Columbia.
The Bonges came from a family
and Holland hospital.They plan Zeeland area rural folks attend so
closing hours some of those bills leader of vision and intelligence
as the centerpiece of the decoratJackson
was
re-elected
in
1948
fawn whereas the does in Allegan
of 11, five of whom died in inwere passed without having been and balance and politicalsaga- and again in 1950.
ed table from which a two-course forest where food is plentiful pro- to meet every other Tuesday for that they may become bettor acfancy and one drowned at 14. Two
luncheon end to sew for the hosread by those who voted on them. city. They seemed to think that
lunch was served.
quainted with work being done in
Rep. Charles A. Eaton of New
pital.
And all this in an atmosphere, this young prophet and rabbi Jersey, dean of the House For- other members who remained in Present were Mrs. Carl Van duce twins and triplets.
the soil conservation district.
Although
pheasants and other
would
fill
the
bill.
Germany
were
a
sister
who
died
during closing hours, that sugThose present at the organizaRaalte, Shirley and Virginia of
Everyone is invited to attend.
eign Affairscommittee had this to
in 1941 and a brother who died Lansing, Miss Jane Van Raalte, game birds operate on cycles, Bar- tion meeting were the Mesdames
gested the antics of irresponsible It looks as if Nicodemus had
say of Jackson’sservice: "You in 1948.
tels said nevertheless they are an
come
to
Jesus
with
the
thought
of
kids.
Van Domelen,O. W. Lowry, Henrv
Mr. and Mrs. John Van Raalte,
The Bonge families had mem- John and Earl, Mr. and Mrs. Paul annual crop and a scarcity in one Maentz, PhillipsBrooks. E. David
The first reform the Michigan making some kind of an agree- have won the admiration and confidence
of
every
member
of
Conlegislatureshould make is that of ment with him. Very evidently
bers fightingon both sides during Van Raalte, Mr. and Mrs. Melvin year seldom is followed by the Boyd, Stuart Boyd, Willis DiekeSplit
knew gress by your faithfulattendance, World War II. The local Bonge’s McBride,Jimmy, Jackie and Judy, sam£ scarcity the next year on ma, Ransom Everett, Kenneth
taking a legislativesession ser- Jesus knew all this.
your
rare
powers
of
analysis,
mathe
over-all
picture.
He
said
coniously.That would Involve work- what was in man. He read Nicoeldest son, Albert J., was a staff Mr. and Mrs. John Fredenburg,
Campbell, A. W. Tahaney, J. H.
ing at the job for long enough demus with wonderful under- turity of judgment and by your sergeant in Germany but he could Lynn, Buddy and Don, Mr. and siderablepressure was put on the Petter, H. P. Harms and Carl
hours so that the members could standing. So He saw at once that wide knowledge of international not manage to see his relatives Mrs. Douglas Harmsen and Mr. commissionto close pheasantsea- Andreasen and Miss Gertrude Steaffairs. Our country is fortunate
son a few years ago, but research ketee.
honfestly feel they we;.* earning He must proceed to set Nicodeat the time. Thb younger son, and Mrs. William Lindsay and
in having representatives of your
bore out that there were more Officers elected were Mrs. Lowtheir money. We the people of mus right. He must try to get him
Richard, now with the Holland Robert.
Holland Christian debaters
pheasants than the sportsmen beMichigan are paying the legislat- to see things as He saw them. He character in Congress."
ry, president;Mrs. Andreasen, closed their regular schedule
police department,was in South
Jackson currently is on the
lieved and the season was not secretary;Mrs. Van Domelen, Tuesday afternoon at Grand Rapive salaries, and we are paying must disabuse his mind of this
America during the war.
closed. That year 400,000 pheasthem at rates that are more than worldly view of an unworldly king- committee investigatingcommun- The Emlichheinfamily also had P-T Meeting Is Held
treasurer, and Miss Steketee, pro- ids, splitUng with Creston in two
ants were "harvested" and the duction chairman.
adequate. We have a right to ex- dom. Therefore not with harsh- ism in Hollywood.
debates. The split gave the localz
a son in the war in World War II At Waverly School
followingyear the kill was even
pect the law makers shall give ness, but in all kindness, as we
The next meeting will be on a 4-4 record in debates this seaand the elder brother who since
larger.
services that are commensurate think, He said to His night caller Cat Poisoner Sought
Tuesday, Feb. 5, at the guest son.
died had a son in the GerFour reels of films, including
To aid game birds in low cycles, house of Mrs. Campbell on South
with the money they earn. Absen- that unless a man is born anew
Last Friday the Christian denature,
scenery
and
comedy,
were
man
five
years.
He
City police were informed
the commissionprovides certain
teeism is no more justified in pub- he cannot see the kingdom of God.
baters dropped two decisions to
was taken prisoner by the Ameri- shown Thursday night at a meet- stock to farmers for food and Shore Dr.
Thursday
th&t
a
pet
cat
has
been
lic service than it is in private
Now, it looks as if this shocked
an invading Coopersville team. In
cans, but returned home later. ing of the Waverly Parent-Teach-cover in odd comers and spots on
business. And do-nothingismis Nicodemus into moving wonder. poisoned on West 10th St. The
other debates this year the locals
The
local family never learned ers’ club. Special music was proowner
said
it
was
the
second
such
Michielsen
Baby
Dies
farms.
This
consists
of
shrubs,
equally dishonest. And finally, kid Jesus’ word was so differentfrom
won two from Otsego, and split
whether he escaped or managed vided by Harvey Kruithof and his vines, trees and sweet clover,
case in the neighborhood.
play and spitball throwing are not
what he expected.It looked to
daughter, Shirley,who sang with
with Grand Rapids Ottawa Hills
At Holland Hospital
to get home some other way.
usually.
in keeping with the dignity of a
in two debates.
him as if Jesus were talking about
guitar accompaniment.
Strangely
enough,
when
S/Sgt.
public body that presumesto make
Vickie Lynn Michielsen, infant
impossible things. So Nicodemus Begins 32nd Year
During the business meeting A sound color film entitled"The
The Christian affizmativesquad,
Albert
Bonge
was
serving
in
Gerthe laws for the people of a great
Web of Life" showing the relationcame back at Jesus with the
Grand Haven (Special)— Her- many he came across another plans were made for a pie social ship ot the sun, the soil, the water daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Eugene composed of Roger Boer and Rogstate.
Michielsen of 291 East 16th St., er Verhulst, defeated the Cresquestion as to how a man could man Coster, one of the custodians German in an American prisoner- to be held in February. Mrs. WilThe legislatureshould begin its
be bom when he is old. Well, at the Ottawa county court house of-war camp who turned out to be liam Fockler was named chair- and the air, a combinationupon died at birth at Holland hospital ton negative duo composed of
work right at home.
which all plant and animal life is Monday morning.
Jesus was talking about one thing in Grand Haven, began his 32nd a young fellow by the name of man. Announcement was made of
Jerry Van Ehr and Don Fuller.
Survivingbesides the parents In the other debate, the Creston
and Nicodemus was talking about year of service with the county Holthuiswho was bom on West a family skating party to be held dependent, was shown. It dealt
mainly with natural developments are the grandparents, Mrs. Paul
another. Both were right in the Tuesday.
affirmativesquad made up of
21st St. in Holland, Mich. Bonge Saturday evening, Jan. 26, in in the animal and Insect life,
Michielsen and Mr. and Mrs. Mar- Rhea Houck and Sandra BissonNorth
Shore
Community
hall.
A
sphere in which each was thinkof
also had lived on 21st St. for some
potluck luncheonwill be served. showing that opposing forces con- tin Geerlings.
ing. Jesus was talking about a
ette defeated the local negative
the ways of the Spirit. With time and conversationrevealed
Hostesses for the evening were
spiritualbirth and Nicodemus was
team composed of Calvin Hoogthe
two
had
gone
to
the
same
something sarcastic in his tone
Mrs. John Bronkcma, Mrs. Dick
stra and Wilbert Venema.
talking about a natural birth.
elementary
school here. The HolJesus
chided
Nicodemus
for
not
in
Dams, Mrs. William Dckker and
Jesus was emphasizingthe fact
Judges for the debates were
grasping the truth, since He was thuis youth had returned to GerMrs. L. Fought.
that there is a second birth, but
Prof.
Koster of Calvin Cola teacher of Israel.
many some years later with his
The 1952 Allegan county March it is the birth of the soul and not
The next meeting of th« club is
lege and Prof. Dawson of Grand
scheduled for March 21.
Rapids Junior college. Hero Bratt
of Dimes campaign for polio is of the body. This second birth is a
In
necessary
condition
of
entrance
is the Holland Christiandebate
lagging behind the pace needed to
coach.
Holland area scholasticbasketmeet needs, according to Everett into the kingdom of God. He
Southwestern
mm. t
$ m
ball teams in general improved
Bekken, Saugatuck, campaign must be changed on the inside in
W L
order
to
be
in
harmony
with
this
their positionsin conference races Holland .! ..................................
chairman.
4 1 Sixth Reformed Church
last week.
Bekken reported Monday that invisiblekingdom. The spirit of
Muskegon ...............................4 1
. Biggest step forward was taken
of 10,000 "dime cards” mailed to man must be in tune with the
Kalamazoo .............................. 3 2 Organizes New Society
by
Holland high school which Grand Haven ......................... 2 3
Allegan county residents,only 524 spiritual kingdom, • the kingdom
Dr. T. Guyer, noted humorist the United States is that boys no
A missionary-aidsociety was
have been returned and only $1,- that is not political or temporal.
jumped into a tie for the South- Muskegon Heights ................1 4
longer make their dads their
organizedTuesday evening at a
The natural man has no kin- and philosopher, addressed mem108.56 contributed by Monday.
western
conference
lead
by
drubBenton
Harbor
.................
1
4
hbros.
meeting of women of Sixth ReIrving Tucker, president of the ship with the spiritual. That whch bers of the Holland Exchange club
bing Muskegon. The Dutch now
complimented the city of
MIAA
formed church held In the church
is
bom
of
the
flesh
is
flesh
and
Allegan chapter of the National
and their wives at annual Ladles Holland on its fine background of
share the top perch with the
W L basement.
Foundation for Infantile Paraly- that which is bom of the spirit is Night Monday evening. His talk religion and education and reBig Reds.
Hope ..........................................
4 1 . During election of officers,
sis, said that if all cards were filled spirit. We live in and respond to followed dinner in the Hope
Hope and Kalamazoo college Kalamazoo ..................
marked that one of the real bless4 1 which was in charge of Mrs.
and returned the needs for 1932 the world for which we are pre- church parlors.
continued their dual stranglehold Alma ........................................
ings of life comes from proving
3 2 Henry Mouw, Mrs. B. Mulder was
would be met. pared. Nature may equip us
on first place in the MIAA race Albion ............
Central theme of Dr. Guyeris that we can take whatever is dealt
3 2 named president; Mrs. Boyd De
splendidly with the power to rewhile Alma and Albion each re- Hillsdale ...................................
address was that “we, as a nation, to us and make something worthl 4 Bper, vice president; Mrs. Arthur
spond and appreciate the call of seem to have lost sight of the fact
mained a half-stepbehind.
while of it. He concluded that we
League Meeting Held
Adrian .................
0 5 De Waard, secretary;Mrs. W.
the world in which we live natur- that we are the luckiest people in
Zeeland and Allegan both were
should remember, too, that all
Tri-County
Nuismer, mission treasurer; Mrs.
ally, but grace must equip us for
At Van Voortt
the world and that we really do things work together for them
idle this week, so the Tigers reWalter Jacobs, regular,treasurer,
W
L
life in the spiritualworld. Spirit- not know just how fortunate we
tained top spot in the Tri-County
that love God.
Tbie January meeting of the ual things are spiritually discern- are."
Allegan ...................................4 0 and Mrs. G. Overw^y, assistant
circuit,
closely
followed
by
the
Dr. Guyer illustrated each point
Maplewood Girl’s league was held ed. We must have a mind for
Zeeland ........................
...3 1 secretary-treasurer.
name for
Dr. Guyer expressedthe belief In Ms address with a pun or humChix. Showdown comes Friday
Monday evening at the home of God.
Paw Paw ..............
3 2 the organizationwill be deterthat we ere forgetting how to orous story, creating
speech
night when Allegan plays at ZeeElaine Van Voorst on East 37th
Otsego .................................. 3 2 mined at a future meeting.
The new birth is no more mys- have fun and do not know how to with much solid advice interspersland. • ,
St. About 14 members were pre- terious than the blowing of the
Plainwell .........
1 4 Fpllbwingthe election Mrs. De
enjoy each other. We must get ed with lively humor.
Fennville and Saugatuck both
sent
_
wind. The wind, uncontrolled by down to where people live and not
Bangor
............
0 5 BoOr took over the business meetDr. John R. Mulder, Exchange
picked up ground in the Al-Van
The hostess led devotions and man, came and went as it pleased.
Pfc. Wayne C, Rozema, ten of
ing. Announcement was made of a
lose the common touch; we need club president, presided and welAl-Van
loop chase. The Hawks now share
Mr. and Mra. Harry Rozema of
Shirley Grote was the topic lead- Men knew the wind by hearing
joint meeting of this group and
closer knit family ties and a great- comed the guests. ClarenceJalva tie for second place, while the
W L the Mission band to be held Tues61 Rivor Ave., has been serving
«r. The topic was taken from a the sound of it, by seeing what it
er spirit of neighborliness,he said, ing led group singing and William
Indians rest in double control of Gobles ....................
7 0 day evening, Feb 5, at which
in Korea since November. He
poem, “The Master Comes," and has done as it passed by. Being
adding that this heed is greater in Aldrich arranged the program.
fourth place. But no team appears Fennville ...........
4 3 time a missionary from China will
Is with the field artillery tomea article, "A New Year’s Promise, bora of the Spirit is not of man’s
large cities than in smaller urban Additional music was provided by
where north of Seoul. His adto have much of a chance to Lawton ......................................
4 3 speak. Husbands are invited to
Precept and Prayer."
willing. The Spirit causes the new areas.
a Hope college trombone trio, dress la’ Pfc. Wayne C. Rozema, catch the undefeatedGobles out- Saugatuck
........... 3
4 this meeting.
The evening was spent sewing spiritual birth. Nicodemus was unThe speaker quoted J. Edgar James Harrington, Owen Christen- 55-096-381,Co. D, 180th RCT, fit.
Bloomingdale ..................
3 4 Refreshments were served by
names on quilt blocks.Lunch was able to comprehend so strange a
Hoover who said that one of the sen and Lyle Vandec Meulen, who
APO 86, c/o postmaster, San
The various Holland area league Covert ...................
served by the hostess.
2 4 Mrs. T. Vande Water and Mrs.
happening. He could not fathom worst things to have happened in played "Manhattan Vignettes."
Francisco.
standing;
Lawrence ..................................
l 6 Walter Jacobs.

At Lincoh Dinner

Five-Minute Telephone

Bridges

47-Year Gap Between Two Brothers

fishing.

Conservation

Meeting

Attracts Large

Crowd

^nnu^ Meet Set
By

threatened.

Service League

Organized Here
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He
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army

March
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Holland Teams Improve Positions
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Area Leagues by Recent Wins

Noted Humorist Speaker
At Ladies Night
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33 Ottawa County

typed Up Hawks

Men Are Inducted

Annex League Win

Plans to

Wed

Gass Has Potlack Sapper

Voters Approve

At First Methodist Church
The

Land Purchase
Park

Into

township school district
approvedplans
Monday night to purchasethree
houses and eight lots adjacent to
Harringtonschool property.
An estimated 70 voters attended
t special meeting at the school

rom Oiler Quint

Armed Forces

No.

Fennville (Special)— Displaying

Men Leave Grand Haven
For Detroit Monday;

shooting accuracy, drive and spirit

14 From Holland City

during the early part of the sea-

JC’

that have been somewhat elusive

(Special)— Ottawa county sent 33 more men into

on the heat Friday night at Fennville to snow under Bloomingdale,

Henry

left—

E.

postal addresses:
Holland (14)— Jacob Essenburg,
137 Lakewood Blvd.; George Lawrence, route 4; Gerrit Israels, 73
River Ave.; Gerald Van Dyke, 124
Reed; Robert Vanden Berg, route

4; Merle Driesenga,349 Maple
Ave.; Paul Wigger, 40 West 21st
St.; Preston Vander Slik, 352 Columbia Ave.; Albert Wiegerink, 501
Central Ave.; Arnold Hassevoort,
252 i West 19th St.; Preston Turkstra, 332 West 32nd St.; Murvel
Lambers, 340 West 20th St.;
Kenneth Wilson, 85 Spruce Ave.;
Henry E. Donley, 3001 West 16th

Wa

brought up from the reserves

St.

—

Howard Gruppen
and Gerald Bredeweg, route 2;
Lloyd H. Boes, 24 South Pine St.
Grand . Haven (2)— Joseph LaMaire and Marshall Conant.
Hudsonville (2)— Theodore Emelander and Jack Sawyer.
Jenison (2)— Wayne Tanis and

A new

Elected IHASA President
Lansing (UP) - Gifford H.

PAINTS

Smart, superintendent of schoolsin

You’ll "paint

Walled Lake, has been elected
president of the Michigan Associ-

with

pride,”

with our

ation of School Administrators, it

all-

purpose coatIngl

was announced today. Smart will
take office in September immedi-

ESSENBURG

ately after the fall conference of

MASA.

ELECTRIC CO.
50 West 8th 8L

Vogelsong, Spring Lake; Edwin

Phone 4811

Klein, Coopersville.

me

(MKacT

~Lhc
It took

Others (8)— Lave
Lantzer,
Donald Cble and James Vander
Heuvel, Grand Rapids; Ronald
Maycroft, Casnovia; William
Hambleton and Marvin Wiersma,
Ravenna;' John Wesscl, Muskegon;
Jack Dalman, Amada, Colo.

Beucnd

Seicice

a long time

to

build our reputationfor

dependable service and
we won't gamble with
In every case

we

it.

DODGE

see

that the policy covers
the

risk

BEFORE

the cli-

•

up*

Pick

• Stake* •

knowledge assures quick

•

•

Panel*

Heavy Duty Units

OPEN EVENINGS
TILL 9 P.M.

real ESTAn insurances

S. A.

?4*SlYftAVt• PHONE ?SI2

DAGEN, INC.

FACTORY TRAINED
BODY and FENDER EXPERTS
All

Work Guaranteed

CAR PAINTING AT
Free

Estimates

—

ITS BES
ReasonableRates

UNITED MOTOR SALES
723-33 Michigan Avenue

Phone 7225

scorer for Fennville with
points.

Polio

Permits Issued

Three applications for building
permits totaling $2,450 were filed
last week with Building Inspector
Joseph Shashaguay and City Clerk

LINCOLN AVE.

Allegan (Special) — A "porchlight parade” will be conducted
Jan. 31 by Allegan’s Business and
Professional Women's club as a
part of the March of Dimes cam831 Lincoln

US

WITH DUAL RANGE
PERFORMANCE

PHILCO STOVES

NOW

DOZEMAN REFRIGERATION
Phone 3249

29 East 6th Street

PHONE 3«2S

St

It

Happens Erery 15 Seconds

STATE FARM MUTUAL

TER HAAR AUTO CO.
150

EAST 8TH

•.

Phone 68422

8T.

YOUR PONTIAC DEALER

Pays a Claim
ON THE AVERAGE
EVERY

15

SECONDS OF EVERY WORKING DAY.
Phone 7193

177 CollegeAvenuo

Phone' 9210

369 Rlv*r Ave.
7997

ALWAYS BUYING

SCRAP

GENERAL CONTRACTING

MATERIALS

ENGINEERING
COMMERCIAL

IRON and METAL CO.

RESIDENTIAL

CONSTRUCTION

DON'T

OVEN FRESH

TRY OUR
DELICIOUS PIES

FANCY CAKES

User

The next meeting will be held
at the school Feb. 20, when a les
son on cooking will be presented.

Willard H. Severance of West
Olive has been appointed a second
lieutenant in the 126th Infantry
regimentof the Michigan Nation
al Guard, it was announced today
in Lansing by Brig. Gen. George
C. Moran, state adjutant general.
Lt. Severancewill serve as a pla*
toon leader in Co. F in Grand
Haven.

FRESH BAKED BREAD

HARRY K00P
HEATING

Refreshments were served by
Mrs. John Larion and Mrs. Joe

And Be Convinced

116 East 14th 8t

THE

Holland Phone 2736

SEE

Zeeland Phone 3147

GRAND

Buy Lannox — You Buy Quality

TRIUMPH BAKE SHOP
384

CENTRAL AVE.

s

X

(From

Wedding
Announcements
Song sheet* FREE with each
order of Wedding Stationery.

sue end shape to suit erery need! Special-quality welded steel throughout

Saturday's SehUnel)

Ralph Bouwman, HI, 19, and
Mary Ann Cramer, 18, both of

HAMBURGERS

Holland.’

BARBECUES

ROAD

Chicken Sandwiches

Home Made
and

Rolls

WE SPECIALIZEIN
TAKE OUT ORDERS
PHONE 7652

DECKER CHEVROLET,
RIVER AT

NINTH

IRC.
PHONE

2386

SERVICE

Pies

SNACK
SHACK
8TH AND LINCOLN

Plenty of bandy drawer and cupboard

The Bier Kelder offer* many
eervlce* for your pleasure.
The boat In draught and
bottled beors and wince and

champagnes.Also, sandwiches and anacks. All

All

and

open

noon until midnight

Makes

WARM FRIEND
Naan Motor Salat

•pace

.

.

.

adjustable shelves

.

.

TAVERN

.

nickel

PRINTING

Printing

plated, Mini -concealed hinges ... twee**** that aasure comfortable toe end

knee space; proviaion for fluorescent
lighting under all well cabinet units.
Silent, brase-nmner drawers; sounddeadened doors! There are 5 Murray
cabinet einks: the big 66', the

served by trained employee*..
Air-conditioned

COMPLETE SERVICE

Special

coated with durable hi-bakedenamel

Ottawa County

Tasty

2677

MATCHED STEEL KITCHENS

700$!

Marriage Licenses
.

PHONE

BRAND NEW

Uhre-Modom cabinet!of meet mty

TRY OUR

Holland, Mich.

Phone 2284

PASTRIES

WRONG

LENNOX
Ask Any

INDUSTRIAL

Louis Padnos

WASTE TIME!
YOU WON'T GO
WITH

ELZINGA & V0LKERS, ING

86 East 6th 8t.

Sandwich-Soda Bar
PHONE

Av*.

told

Officer Appointed

SALES and SERVICE
653-655 Michigan Avenue

RUBEROID PRODUCTS

Don Hartgerlnk — H*rm Blok
125 W. 8th
Phono 7777

120 River Ave.

HAD’S

Drost.

and

00.

GARAGE

its history.

PONTIAC

MOOI
M0FIM

BEN VAN LENTE, Agent

paign here.
Plans, announced by Miss Helen
Darby, club president,call for having club members canvass the city
at a certain hour on the evening oi
Jan. 31.
Residents will Indicate a desire
to contribute to the polio fund by
who admitted telling sheriff’s of- turning on their porch lights.
ficers a false story of a robbery
in order to collect insurance, Snell
will be sentenced Feb. 2.
A consent Judgment of $2,217
was entered in Circuit Court in
Mr. and Mrs. Robert C. Eberhart’s damage suit against Bernard Ellinger. Ellinger was driv-

mayed an antique item and

GEO.

SUPER SERVICE

Scheduled in Allegan

Applications follow:
W. F. De Jonge. 210 East Eighth
St., install office in terminal garage, $700; Fred Knoper, contract- er of the car which struck and
or.
killed the Eberhart’s son, Robert,
Peter Kalkman, move house near a skating rink in Allegan,
from 600 Van Raalte to 363 West last March. Both litigants are
22nd St., $800; Midwest Movers, residentsof Allegan.
contractor.
Arthur Schutnik, 251 West 17th
Antiques Displayed
St., install bathroom downstairs
remodel kitchen cupboards, change By Gab Members
kitchen windows, $950; George J.
Vander Bie, contractor.
Federal Home Economics club
held a regular meeting at the
Most criminals are sent to prison school Wednesday evening.Mrs.
the first time for petty larceny.
Carroll Norlin opened the meeting. Eleven members attended.
Mrs. Mabel Van Der Jagt read
a story, written by her grandmothfr, about her travels in a
covered wagon. Each member dis-

COMPLETE LINE

SERVICE

Torch-LightParade,

erator.

1952

PHILCO REFRIGERATORS

Planks

REPAIR

mission to appeal his case to the
Attending were John Caauwe, supreme court. Earlier, Judge
Ernest Hartman, Henry Meltvelt, Smith sentenced Mollitor to serve
Wendell Miles, Harold Roach, from 18 months to 15 years in
Lawrence Sandahl, Fred Schei- SouthernMichigan prison at Jackbach, Bernard Shashaguay,Lloyd son.
Van Lente, Olin Walker, William Joseph Westfield, 18, Otsego,
Winstrom and Clarence Yntema. was sentenced to three years probation after pleading guilty to
breaking and entering in the
nighttime. He was ordered to
make $100 restitutionand pay a
$5 monthly probation fee.
Judge Smith accepted a plea of
guilty from Veryl Snell, 49, a
Martin gasoline station operator

ly.

I

SEE THE NEW

of

11

mates furnished prompt-

Zp'miQkp

Appeal Verdict

Clarence Grevengoed.

AGENCY

replace the injured Sanford.
Spayde with 11 and Troesch with
10 were top Bloomingdalescorers.
The Fennville reserves also
turned in a neat victory, whipping
the Oilef seconds. 29-17 Score at
halftime was 20-12 in favor of the
Hawks. Clark Hutchinsonwas top

DU

Kinds

onei reasonably Esti-

PONT

Harry Bouman.
The musical group. Detroit's
Voice of Christian Youth Radio
and Rally ensemble,includes 14
boys and four girls, known far
their unique vocal and instrumental arrangements.Ray Ivory
is director with Edward J. DarNEYt PROCESS • NOT A WAX
ling in charge of oroductlon. Arrangementswill feature a trumpet
Cara Called For and Dallvtrad
trio and trombone trio which
combine into a brass sextet.Miss
Margaret Fraser is soloist and 14H.
B.
year-old John Landgraff Is pian-

May

Allegan Man

Route Van*

settlement of all claims.

to

The polio plank and wishing ist.
well in Holland yielded $753.63
Methodist Men Attend
The first professional detective
last week-end which in addition
was a Frenchman, Francois EuAnnual Laymen’s Retreat
to the $638 98 collectedtwo weeks
gene Vidocq. He started In 1817.
previously makes a total of $1.The second Laymen's retreat of
392.61 collectedthis year through
The short-tailedshrew Is the
First Methodist church of Holland
these mediums Zee’nod citv also
most common mammal of the
was held during the week-end at
staged its first polio plank Sat- American woodlands.
St. Mary’s MELA camp near Battle
Allegan (Special) — A 90-day urday and in spite of nasty weathCreek.
stay of sentence has been granted er conditions collected $295.70.
Panel leaders were the Rev. Bernard Mollitor, 23, of Otsego Holland’s polio campaign is in
Glenn Frye, executivesecretary recently convictedof statutory charge of the Inter-Club council
to Bishop M. W. Reed of Detroit; rape by a Circuit Court jury.
and Zeeland'scampaign is directed
the Rev. John O. Hagans; -RayThe stay was granted by Judge by the Kiwanis club.
mond L Smith; Lloyd Van Lente, Raymond L. Smith after Mollitor
song leader;Harold Ramsay, mod- indicated he was requesting per-

Three Building

"Job Rated Trucks"

ent had a loss. Our

GALIEN

tion near the lake. Concrete first was poured In
September, and projectedcompletion date is June,
1952. The plant will replace and Improve on the
older power unit, and its three boilers will be able
to handle more steam. George Caukett, engineer
from the Heinz Pittsburgh plant, Is supervising
construction.
(Sentinelphoto)

feature of the waterfront ekyline on the
•outh aide of Lake Macatawa It taking form these
days. That new item is the power plant at the H. J.
Heinz Co. plant. Last week, the three stacks were
Installed, and this week block-layingand other
work is continuing. Construction on the quarter
of a million dollar plant began last spring when
sheet piling was driven because of the soil forma-

Perlin Schut.
Others from county (2)— Robert

DUTCH KRAFT

Mrs. Earl Working conducted
devotions and Mrs. Willis Haight
presided at the business meeting.
It was reported that 48 calls had
been made this month. Members
made up the calendar of meetings
for the year.
Roll call was answered with a
Scripture verse.
Mrs. Haight was in charge of
the social hour.
Mrs. John Bekken will be hostess for the next meeting at bar
home, 315 West 13th St

Hospital Notes

Donley of Holland and Lloyd H.
Boos of Zeeland— were not included on the original list published
last week.
In all, seven men were cancelled and two others added.
The men who left, listed by

Zeeland (3)

attended.

Estimated cost of the purchaseis
$20,250.
63-33 In an Al-Van league contest.
Plans call for the district to buy
The win for the Hawks averaged
and pay for the property this year,
an earlier loss to Bloomingdalein
get the houses moved off, then
the season’s opener back in Novthink about building -an addition
ember, 47-34
to the school in 1953.
Bloomingdaletook an opening
The additionalproperty would
minute lead by scoring the first
give th£ school an entire block,
Miu Ruth Kapmeroad
basket, but after that Fennville
bounded on the west by the Old
Admitted to Holland hoapital
led all the Way. The Hawks enThe engagement of Miss Ruth Saugatuck road, and on the south Monday were Barbara Norlin, 681
oyed period advantagesof 16-10, Kammoraad to Henry J. Dul^bink by 32nd St. The total land area, Saunders Ave.; Mrs. Jennie Trotafter the property is added, would ter, 644 East Ninth St; Sandra
33-13 and 49-24.
son of Mr. and Mrs. Joe Dubbink
Coach Sam Morehead’sbo>*s be- of route 2, Hamilton, is announced equal 532 by 392 feet.
Ann Warren. 201-120th Ava.
Carl Harrington,moderator ot
gan hitting the basket with con- by her parents, Mr. and Mrs. BerDischarged were Mrs. Lyle
sistency and displayed a good nard Kammoraad of 234 West the school board, appointed a com- Wright and baby, 131 West 32nd
brand of defensive ball, too. The 20th St. A spring wedding Is be mittee to meet with the board and St.; Harriet Smith, 252 East 24th
property owners after the special
Oilers were hampered by the ab- ing planned by the couple.
St.; Mrs. Dale Maatman, and
meeting and work out arrange- baby, Hamilton; Anton Bouwman,
sence of B. E. Stone, who has
ments.
been the top scorer for Blooming55 West 28th St.
Purchase plans were discussed.
dale but was dropped from the Weekly Rally Features
Attending were Dr. Eugene Ostersquad for disciplinary reasons. Film, Musical Ensemble
naven, Albert Brinkman and Lee
The Oilers also lost center Evans,
due to an injury,but this was offA film on South America and Hessler, Harrington, Ed Stlelstra,
treasurer of the school board, and
set by the Hawks' Norm Sanford, a miLsical ensemble from Dewho missed the game because of troit will be featured at tonight’s Fred Weiss, director.
The three home owners on the
a muscle injury.
Youth for Christ rally at 7:30 p.m
property are John Plosila, Paul
High scorer for the evening was in Holland high school auditorium.
The film covers Venezuela, Bra- Kerbs and Theodore Knoll.
Fennville’s Jack Turner with 24
points. Ned Bale followed with zil and Bolivia as Mr. and Mrs.
Rapalr All
19, Skip Bale had seven, Don William Neufcld, missionaries
Martin six, Larry Morse four and with the New Tribes mission,preOf Laaky Rssfal
Ken Gunder three. Jim Davison sent the scene. One scene shows n
and Greg Crippin also saw plenty former local girl, Mrs. Rudy
Wa'II recovar old roof*
of action although neither broke Ficek, the former Mary Jean Boulike new . . . install new
man,
daughter
of
Mr.
and
Mrs.
the scoring ice. Crippin was

service Tuesday as the January
quota from the county. The men
left Grand Haven Monday afternoon by bus for Detroit, where
they were scheduled to be inducted into service Tuesday.
The original call was for 38
men, but parings and „ additions
authorizedby the county board
reduced the number to 33 men.
Reasons for cancellationsIncluded
sickness in the family, impending
birth of children and other reasons. •

Two men who

4, FrL, voters

Monday evening and cast a unanimous vote in favor of the plan.

son. Fennville high school turned

Grand Haven

Ladies Bible class of First

Methodist church had a potluck
supper Friday evening at the
church. Twenty-seven members

Commercial
Printing

dahnw

and standard 54' models, the compact
42' (left- or right-hand dnk) -lustrous
porcslain-oo-steel

HOLLAND
Plambing & Healing

Let us do all your printing!Quality presswork,dependable
service, prompt delivery . . . satisfaction guaranteed!
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Seniors of Holland

County Teachers

“Seven

European Born Speaker
!

|5?.

11;

» I

version is based on a celebrated

'
Ok

'

V// A*// *.\v
‘•

•»•'»••*«.»
V*

kans, will address teachers at the

anuual Ottawa County Institute
in Holland high school Friday,
Feb. 1.

The speaker is a "new American” working in an enlarging field
realization ot

what

Gets Doctorate

it

A family potluck was held Wed
nesday at the home of Mrs. Adrian Timmer, 131 West 28th St.
Present were the Mesdames Art
Compagner, Jolm Brouwer, Willis
Compagner, Gerard Kruithof, Ger
aid Ver Beek and. Jack Allen,

Scoring Record

By Beating Marne

Elmer Compagner,-' Rose Mary

Marne (Special) — SaugatucH
and Joan, Harold Compagner and high school’s basket ©all team
Dale Lynn, John Lenters, Bonnie
race-horsed Its way to a record*
and Jimmy, Eugene Compagner
breaking 103-30 victory ove*y
and Laura Vander Poppen.
TTie event also was in observ Marne high here Thursday night,
The whopping point total esance of the birthday anniversary
of Mrs. Ver Beek.
tablishesa new high in Saugatuck

A

Imre Kovacs, a dynamic exponent of democracyand an authority
on Central Europe and the Bal-

promote a

adapted by

1952 sentor play by Holland high
school seniors, accordingto announcement today.
comedy,
farce and romance, the American

4

Saugatuck Breaks

Ot Family Potluck

Edith Ellis, has been chosen as the

Holland Feb. I

To Give Two Addresses
On Topics of Democracy

to

Sisters,”

...... ..

Timmer Home Scent

To Stage 'Seven Sisters'

To Hold Institute
In

High

-

im

Hungarian classic.
The play will be staged in Holland high school auditoriumthe
evenings of Feb. 18, 19, 20 and 21.
Appearing in the cast as Mrs.
Gyurkovics, a widow, will be Ellen Pottle. Her seven daughters
will be played by Ruth Dogger as
Katinka, Hope Schutmaat as Sari,
Carol Kuyper as Ella, Barbara
Van Huis as Mitzi, Mary Madison
as Terka, Mary Ann Knooihuizen
as Liza and Connie Nies as Klara.
George Pelgrim will appear as
Colonel Radviany; Rodger Pruis,
Gida Radviany; „ Richard Zeidler,
Ferenz Horkoy; Burke Raymond,
Michael Sandorffy;John Meyer,
Toni Teleki, and Dwight Kraai,

'

;

1? Man Found Gulty
Of Tipsy Driving

annals.
‘It was the first time that w*
got our fast break going this sea*

son,” Saugatuck coach Harley
Henderson said. “You know we
don’t have a gym and have to get
oqr practice in games.”
While the Indian attack wai"

really means to be an American.
clicking all fours, Marne was
Grand Haven (Special)— After impotenton offense. In the first
He was born in Pancsova, Hungary, on the banks of the Danube.
deliberating for 25 minutes Fri- quarter, only one point was scored
Wf.
His father was a Hungarian and
day afternoon a justice court by Marne, and no points at all- *
his mother a German. He received
in the third period. Period scoi>
jury found James W. Cook, 34, 315
his formal education in Hungarers were 18-1, 42-19 and 77-19*
Fulton
St,
Grand
Haven,
guilty of
ian, German, Rumanian and Serall favoring Saugatuck.
drunk driving.
bian schools. Then he came to AmBruce Greene scored enough
Janko.
The complete line of equipment to set up a cementfor the Holland firm, which cent a similar package
According to city police, Cook points all by himself to down
erica and completed his training at
block making plant left Holland last week, headed
The story involves the widow's
In August of 1950. Lith-I-Bar expects several more
Or. Maurine LaCaff
allegedly struck two parked cars
Yale graduate school, Lancaster for the Duro-Blok Co. in Bogota, Colombia. Shipper
Marne, carding 18 field goals and
troubles in finding matrimonial A former Holland woman resimilar orders for South American plants In the
on pec. 15, 1951, one owned by four free throws for 40 tallies.
Theological seminary and the Julwas the Lith-I-Barcompany of Holland,which
"catches”for Katinka, Sari and
future. The equipmentshown being loaded here in
Harold
W.
La
Rue
of
Grand
Havmade most of the manufacturingequipment It
liard school of Music.
Kim Greene turned in 34 points >
Holland sets up an entire plant for producing
Ella, the older of her seven cently received her doctorate at
en, and the other by Wilbert W.
was the second such shipmentto South America
He represented the
in
cement
(Penna-Sas photo)
including 16 field goals. Howard
daughters. Hot problem is com- the University of California at
Wood of Elmhurst, III.
Yugoslavia and later traveled
Schultz was next with 14, Bill
plicated by the fact that she >s Berkeley. Dr. Maurine LaCaff, a
Cook was sentenced, by Jiwtice
through nine European countries
Bale had eight and Bruce Troutbound to the old custom of mar- graduate of Holland high school
George V. Hoffer, to pay $100
studying social and economic conman seven. Terpstra was high
rying off her daughters in the
fine,
$19.55
costs
and
serve
five
in 1922, was awarded the doctor’s
ditions. He returned to this counfor Marne with 18 points.
order of their ages.
degree. Her thesis was a curricu- days in the county jail, or, in detry by invitationof the National
The Indian reserves completed
Mitzi, the fourth daughter,19,
lum survey of the state of Arizona fault of the fine and costs, serve the all-Saugatuck sweep by winYMCA council for a lecture tour.
is a bewitchinglittle minx who
with emphasison the education of 60 days.
He speaks English fluently and
ning their first game of the sea*
gets expelledfrom school for runAfter sentence Cook announced
high school girls in the fields of
in
also is master of six other lanson, 24-19. Jim Clough paced the
ning away to a masque ball and
he
would
appeal
to
Circuit
Court.
art and home economics.
guages.
returns home in disgrace.In order
The Fraternal society of Hope
On th© jury were Mrs. Ivan winners with 10 points, while
Dr. LaCaff is the daughter of
He will speak both morning and
Scheviak was high for Marne
to advance her sisters’ matrimonWickhom,
Mrs. James Sprott, Alcollege entertained at its annual
Mrs. Leola LaCaff of Phoenix,
afternoon at the institute prowith five.
ial chances, she is reduced to the
ex
Hume,
Charles
Rycenga,
John
gram. His subjects will be "The winter formal, "Artistryin
age of 15, and compelled to be- Arfz., formerlyof Holland.
After graduationfrom Holland Chapman and. Gordon Poel
Challenge of Being an American” Rythm,” Friday night in the
Allegan (Special) — A fighting have accordingly.
high,
Dr. LaCaff attended the Unand "Democracy— Keynote of the Grand ballroom of Pantlind hotel,
Horkoy, a young lieutenant
Hospital Notes
Allegan quintet notched its sev- Mitzi met at the ball, crosses her iversity of Chicago, taught for sevFuture.”
Grand Rapids.
(Form Monday’s Sentinel)
(From Monday's Sentinel)
In his lectureshe has addressed
enth straight victory of the season path and she reveals her plight. eral years and served as a corporAfter a turkey dinner, several
Admitted to Holland hospital At a meeting of the Holland
more than a million people includHe
wagers
that within a year he al in the Women’s Army corps be
on
its
home
court
Friday
night
by
acts were presented with Don
Friday were Terry and David Consistorial union board held at
fore continuing her education.
ing an audience of 25,000 in MadiHUlebrands as "maestro." Others In impressive ceremonies Satur- in a lusterlesscontest.For the will see that her older sisters are
Schamper, 360 James
(and the home of E. J. Lam, plans were
married off and Mitzi freed from
taking part included John Beuker, day night, new club rooms of the Maroons it was their fifth loss in
discharged)
Leona Busscher, made for a consistorial union
the "nursery." And when that
Monte Dyer, John Winter, Fred Holland Masonic organizations
route 6; Mrs. Russell Burton, 104 meeting which will be held Feb,
10 starts this season.
happens
he shall be rewarded by
were
formally
dedicated
by
several
Yonkman, Carl Jordan, Jim HarEast 20th St.; Abel Van Huis, 25 12 in Bethel Reformed church. Dr.
From the beginning of the af- three kisses. The bargain is made
East 20th St.
rington, Jerry Veldman and Jack grand officersof Michigan. Most
Irwin J. Lubbers, presidentof
fair, it was obvious that Christian and things begin to happen.
WorshipfulGrand Master Guy C.
Discharged
Friday
were
Mrs.
van der Velde.
Hope college, will speak ot “Uniwas not "up” for the game. PassThe intrigues they resort to in#
Glen Bouwens and baby, 232 South versal Military Training.” Mem- 'r
During the program, Mrs. Ethel Powell of the Grand Lodge of ing was erratic, shooting poor and
their
plot
to
ensnare
husbands
for
Division St., Zeeland; Mrs. Glen bers of the Holland classis and the
Robertson, Frater house mother, Michigan and seven other state
the players generallynot sharp. As Katinka, Sari and Ella constitute
was presented a Fraternal pin by officerswere here to dedicate the Coach Art Tuls summed it up after
The regular monthly meeting Klingenberg and baby, route 3; greater consistory are invited.
an entrancing network of comedy;
Mrs. J. V. Harrison and chilFrater* President Roy Lumsden. new hall, consisting of third floor
of the Tulip City Rod and Gun Mrs. Harvey Gebben and baby, 380
the game, "We just weren’t there." a husband is singled out for each
rooms
of
the
Tower
Clock
buildLumsden and Fred Yonkman,
dub
was
held Thursday evening West 21st St; Mary Pease, 216 dren, Polly and Jamie, who have
One bright spot in the Christian and, in entertaining fashion,led
been visiting her parents, Mr. and
in the form of a perch fry at the East Main Ave.. Zeeland.
president during The fall term, ing.
defeat, however, was the defense to the point of proposing. In proAbout
115
Masons
and
guests
club rooms. About 60 members
Admitted Saturday were Mrs. Mrs. D. C. Ruch, left Sunday for
were presentedlapel pins in the
which
permitted-the usually high moting her sister’s happiness,
John Oonk, 202 East 13th St.; their home in Columbus, Ind.
and guests were present.
form of miniaturegavels by the were present for the solemn rites. scoring Tigers to just 50 shots,
Mitzi’s own romance becomes
Word has been received here
The fish were caught by 30 Louis Charles Biolette HI, 420
fraternity.Frater alumnus Gene After the dedication,Grand officgood
for
the game winning 40 threatened, but at the last, Hormembers of the club who formed West 21st St. (and discharged); that Mrs. Richard Grevengoed,
Campbell made the presentation. ers spoke briefly and compliment-points.
koy claims his reward.
a fishing party to Whitehalland Linda Dabrowski, 99 River Hills who underwent serious surgery at
Ralph Weigle and his orchestra ed the local organization for its
Another factor which hurt the
accomplishments
and
its
acquiring
Muskegon Jan. 12. They caught Dr. (and discharged); Martin De Tucson, Ariz., General hospital is
provided music for dancing.
Dutch was the foul menace. Merle
1,500 perch which were all con- Witt, 322 West 14th St
now in good condition at her
Chaperones were Mr. and Mrs. of the new rooms.
The ceremonies were preceded Van Dyke and Tony Diekema,
sumed at the supper. Proceeds
DischargedSaturday were Miss home, 329 West Missouri St TucClyde Geerlings and Mr. and Mrs.
upon
whose
shoulders rest a great
by a dinner in the new dining
from the supper will go into the Leona Busscher, route 6; Mrs. son.
John Visser.
deal of outcourt work, both were
club fund.
Daniel Clark and baby, route 2,
Miss Eva Van Schaack of HolDick Huff was general chair- room for 72 i.iasons, their wives nearing their foul quota by hrlfSpecial guests were Clayton Do- South Haven; Mrs. Alvin Folkert land, assistant professor of plant
man for the event. Jack Johnson and the Grand officers. Members time. Van Dyke left with five per-,
to
vUle and three assistantsfrom the and baby, route 3; Miss Nancy science at Mount Holyoke college,
was in charge of favors; Jim De of Holland chapter No. 429, Order sonals shortly after the seccn
Swan Creek experimental sta- Dokter, 11 East 28th St; Mrs. South Hadley, Mass., took part in
Vries, program; Lynn Post and of Eastern Star, served the meal half opened. Diekema was sidelinBiU Bocks, decorations; Fred
Allegan (Special) — Paced by tion, Allegan county, and Elmer Arnold Streur and baby, route 4; a faculty show on the campuf
ed part of the time to protect him
Boerman, local conservation offic- Mrs. Ralph Whitehead and baby, Saturday evening. The show, enYonkman, entertainment; Jerry Washington School Cubs,
Imre Kovaoa
against ejection via the same the high scoring Ron Nykamp
er.
155 Glendale Ct; Ella Soper, 163 titled "Odysseus52,” was a modwith
24
tallies,
Holland
Chrisson Square Garden. Many have Van Duine, band; John Kenwell,
route. Much of the Holland effecIt was reported by Boerman West Eighth St.; Mrs. Fred Bell, em portrayal of the wandering*
said Imre Kovacs is living proof invitations; Bob Bos, flowers, and Families Have Pack Meet
tiveness and scoring punch was tian’s reserve squad swept to a
46-35 victory over the Allegan that the pheasants are becominga route 4; Mrs. Russell Burton, 104 of the Greek hero Ulysee*. The
that some people are born in Dick Huff, hotel.
Members of Cub Pack 6 of missing for this reason.
Fraters and guests attending
seconds
Friday night at Allegan. problem in some areas and after East 20th St.; Miss Barbara Huiz- faculty show Is a traditionat the
America, others, no matter where
While Allegan took 50 shots and
Washington school and their
some discussionDoville offered to
college and is presented once
they were born, were bom Ameri- were Fred Yonkman, Kathleen
made good on 16, the Dutch took It was the sixth win against four loan live trips from their station enga, 157 Vander Veen Ave.
Admitted Sunday was Arthur every four hours for each college
Ver Meulen, Charles Wissink, families met at the •chool Tues- 59, but managed to hit a mere 11 defeats for Coach John Ham's
can.
club and their sixth victory in to catch pheasantsin the areas Pommerening, 722 Michigan Ave. generation, according to the
The day's program calls for a Barbara Wierenga, Don Miller, day evening for the monthly pack —a below 20 per cent average.
where they are becoming de- Discharged Sunday were Mrs. Mount Holyoke News bureau.
luncheon period of 1% hours. The Maxine Mulder, Donald S. Lub- meeting.
Coach Ken Otis has a fine Alle- seven starts.
structive.These birds will be re Harold Opperman and baby, 309
Harold
Costing,
pack
chairman,
Mr. and Mrs. Martin Klomparbers,
Patricia
Ridner;
Don
LubThe
Hollanders
found
the
going
morning program* starts at 9:45
gan club which outscrapped the
leased in other desirous areas.
E&st 11th St; Clarence Kamphuis, ens of 120 Clover Ave. have re*
bers, Eunice Mayo, Lynn Post, opened the meeting and Den 4, Maroons all the way. Although the a bit tough for the first two quar
ajn.
Boerman apponted Ranford 134 East 16th St.; Mrs. Johanna ceived word from their son, KenPhyllis De Weerd, Roy Lumsden under leadership of Mr. and Mrs. Tigers were smaller than the Hoi ters against the scrappy Allegan
Wenzel
chairman of a committee Nykerk, 110 East 13th St; Mrs. neth, that he has been transferrel
Laveme
Rudolph,
performed
the
Anne Ver Meulen, John Beuker,
landers, they repeatedly stole the five. The losers led 9-7 at the
to work under his supervision on Robert'- Schoon and baby, 326 from Walter Reed hospital, WashCarole Hoffs, Dick Nieusma, Ruth opening ceremony.
first
period
horn
and
17-16
at
ball from the backboards. The
trapping and releasing the birds. Maple Ave.; Martin De Witt, 322 ington,D. C., to the Veterans hoeMr. Rudolph, accompanied by boys are fast and shine particular- halftime.
Slotsema, Gene Hospers, Alice
Movies were shown by Irvele West 14th St; Mrs. Harry Har- pita! at Minneapolis, Minn. Hie
Vandenberg,Norman Lager, Mary his daughter, Roxann, played ‘The ly on outcourt shooting.They were
Sparked by Nykamp’s 17 points
Harrington and Peter Ver Berg on ter and baby, 52 East 18th St.;
Star
Spangled
Banner”
on
his
new address is Pfc, KennetH
Ann
Cramer,
Dick
Huff,
Phyllis
in
the
second
half,
the
Little
Mar
'(From Saturday's Sentinel)
alert and missed few dog shots,
their fishingtrip to northern Can- Mrs. Carl Kromminga and baby,
Klomparens, Veterans Hospital
The Rev. Herbert Vander Lught Heidanus, Paul Vander Meer, saxophone as the Cubs marched while the Tulsmen repeatedly fail- oons began to roll and built up a ada last August.
route 4.
Annex, 54th St. and 46th Ave.,
34-27 lead at the end of the third
was installedas new pastor of the Mary Schrier, Roger Northuis, in with the flags and then led the ed on the layup.
Those in charge of preparing Births Friday included a son. South, Minneapolis 17, Minn. Mr,
group
in
the
pledge
of
allegiance.
Zeeland Bible church is an impres- Arlene Beckman, John Kenwell,
The first quarter was well play- period. They continued to pull the supper were A1 Riemersma
sive service on Wednesday eve- Marilyn Veldman, Rod Wissink, In the den are Charles Regains. ed by both clubs with Christian away in the final stanza with the Ernest McFall, Lewis Kadwell, David Lee, to Mr. and Mrs. Eldon and Mrs. Klomparens plan to leave
Maatman, Hamilton; a daughter, Thursday for Minneapolis where
ning. The charge to the pastor was Dorris Bechberger, John Newton Roland Swank, Royce Rudolph, leading until 10 seconds before the outgunned Allegan crew never Rich Vander Yacht, Ron Vander
Lynn Ellen, to Mr. and Mrs. Gor- they will spend the week-end with
John Gronberg and Dick De horn when Warren De Lano, Alle- threatening.
given by Professor Ivinser of Bap- Jeannette Siderius.
Yacht, A1 Vander Ploeg and Jack don Zuverink, 159 East 29th St.
their son.
Dewey Baker, Jacqueline Mar- Groot
Following
Nykamp
was
Junior
tist Theologicalseminary. The
gan center, notched a two pointer
Zwiers. Ranford Wenzel was genBirths Saturday included a
Cubmaster Ivan De Neff and to give his club a 10-9 lead.
Buursma with seven tallies.Roger eral chairman of the event.
Rev. Peter Nieuwkoop,former cusse, David Huff, Winifred
daughter, Marcia Kay. to Mr. and
pastor, now of Northville,present- Koopsen, Mr. and Mrs. William Assistant Chester Van Der Molen
Christian started to slip badly Smith led the Allegan club with
Prizes were awarded for game Mrs. Philip Haan, 537 East Cen- Two Car* Roll Over;
ed the charge to the congregation. Kloote, Mr. and Mrs. Ronald gave awards to 36 boys for their in the second quarter getting only 12 markers.
fish for the past year, also for the
tral Ave., Zeeland;
daughter,
A reception will be given for the Schipper,Dave Kempker, Carol bird feeding stations. Advance- one basket and two foul throws.
largest and smallest deer. Prizes Jean Susan, to Mr. and Mrs Stan- One Driver Injured
Yonker,
Robert
Dethmers,
.Marnew pastor and his family next
ment awards were given to Billy Meanwhile the Allegan boys were Two Men Arraigned,
for the largest deer went to Mar
ley Voss, 195 East 28th St.; a son,
Grand Haven (Special)— A car
Tuesday evening, Jan. 22, at 7:30 garet Feldmann,Robert Bos, Joyce Pontious, Bruce Kuiken and Dick taking advantage of the Maroon
tin Van Eck and Harv BlauwDaniel Paul, to Mr. and Mrs. driven by Benny Dykhouse, 24,
pm. in Zeeland City Hall. Rev. and Van Drunen, James Meeuwsen, De Groot.
ineptness garnering nine to take a Confined in Jail
kamp, smallest deer prize to Corky
Harold Opperman, 309 East 11th Port Sheldon Rd., Hudsonville,
Mrs. Vander Lught and son, Dan- Catherine Jones, Monte Dyer,
Bill Pontious was graduated in- 19-13 lead at halftime.
Prins.
St.; a son, Daniel Wayne, to Mr. was considerably damaged Satuiv
Grand Haven (Special) —Paul
iel 4, are residing at 430 East Nancy Ramaker, Don Hillebrands, to the Boy Scouts in a candlelight
Two quick baskets by the Dutch
and Mrs. Marlow Windemuller,day when it skidded on the snowy
Central Ave. They moved here Ruth Kuit, Joseph Peirce, Wilma ceremony.He was accepted by A1 after the intermissionmade the Lenning, 50, route 1. Marne,
143 Gordon St.
road, hit a guard rail and rolled
from Carson City recently.
Houtman, James De Vries, Alice Walters, Scoutmasterof troop 7. count 19-17. It was the end of the charged with larceny of tires and
Births Sunday included a daugh- over in a ditch. Dykhouse waa
Klepper,
Randall
Bosch,
Carol
Jaother
personal
property
valued
at
Newly-elected officers of the
An impressive demonstration on spurt however, as Allegan moved
ter, Laurie Ellen, to Mr. and Mrs. not injured.
Ladies’ Fellowship of the Bible cobs, John Hamilton, Barbara stars, planetsand space was pre- out on George Myers’ one-handers more than $50 from Geisel Bros,
Albertus De Boe, route 4,- a daughchurch are Mrs. Norwood HubbeU, Rice, Donald Vander Toll, Carole sented by Den 1, under leader- to take a 31-24 margin at the end in Wright township Jan. 5, waived
The accident occurred at 1:30
ter, Margo Ellen, to Mr. and Mrs.
president; Mrs. Jack Haan, vice Estroe, Paul Bos, Mary Lou ship of Mr. and Mrs. Andries of the third quarter.
p.m. on M-21 east of 64th St. in
examination and, unable to furLittle
Bert Brink, route 2, Hamilton.
president; Miss Betty Taylor, sec- Bright, Gerald Jacobson,Lucille Steketee. Games were played and
Zeeland township.
Once again the Dutch made a nish $500 bond, will remain
retary; Mrs. Gordon Van Tamelen, Van Heest, Donald Maxam, Lynn Den 1 won the prize. Favors were bid early in the fourth quarter, but in county jail until his arraignState police received a report
Coming from behind in the final Boat Motor Missing
treasurer,Mrs. Jay De Haan. Mrs. Phillips, K. Don Jacobusse, Mar- dropped from “space" to everyone didn't have enough scoring punch ment in CircuitCourt Jan. 28. The
at S a.m. Sunday that a car driven
Ivan De Jonge and Mrs. Dykstra jorie Macewan, Carl Jordan, Mary present.
to knot the count. With three min- arrest was made by the sheriff’s period, the Holland high school
Grand Haven (Special) — A 25 by Edwin A. Taylor, 46, of Coopreserves nosed out the Muskegon
were chosen work committee for Buttles.
t
horsepowerMercury outboard mo- ersville, went off the road into
Harold Costing led the clo^ng. utes remaining, Allegan held a 36two years. The group will meet at
Jerome Van Duine, Delores
Gene Michaele, 44, route 2, seconds in a basketball game at tor valued at $600 owned by Del the ditch and turned over. Taylor
The Cub committee met at the 32 lead and controlled the ball
the HubbeU home, East Central Crooks, Chris Zales, Norma Hoff- home of the pad: chairman after well enough in the final minutes Spring Lake, charged upon coin- the Armory Friday night. 40-38. Schuitema,local real estate deal- received a broken nose, possible
Ave., for their next meeting, Feb. man, Donald Northuis, Betty
Coach Bob Connell’s charges er, was reportedstolen to city leg and shoulder fractures and
to net the win.
plaint of Edward Borchers of
the meeting.
2.
Cook, John Johnson,Helen Eng
Christian hit 12 out of 16 foul Spring Lake with forgery, waived were trailing 31-29 going into the police Saturday.
internal injuries. He was not disZeeland Christian schools Moth- void, Donald Wierenga, Virginia
attempts while the Olis-club hit examination this morning and, final period, but the Junior Dutch
Loss was discoveredJan. 16. The covered in the car until 7:15 am.
ers’ club will meet at the Central Roper, Alan Dykema, Billie Gab- Music Clubs Federation
only eight out of 23. Diekema led
unable to furnish $500 bond, will men outscored the Little Reds motor, painted green with chrome The accident is reported to have
Avenue school next Wednesday, bard, Norman Schuilling,Evonne
the local attack with 12 markers
remain in county jail until his 11-7 in the final stanza to clinch trim and a rewind starter on the happened at 4:15 a.m. on US-16
Board Meets at Detroit
Jan. 23, at 7:45 p.m. Dr. Cornelius Thomas, James Magee, Eleanor
while Myers connected for 12 for
their second conference victory of top, was attached to a boat in a in Polkton township. He waa
appearance
in Circuit Court Jan.
Jaarsma of Calvin college will be Johnson, David Kempers, Patri
the season as against three deThe winter board meeting of the the winners.
taken to Butterworth hospital*
guest speaker. Husbands of mem- cia Pickens, Andy Sail, Arlene
FG FT FF TP 28.
feats.
The Gulf of California lies en- Grand Rapids.
Michigan Federation of Music Christian
The
check
allegedly passed by
bers and visitors are invitedto at- Paarlberg, Don York, Irene Clubs were held last week in De- Diekema, f ..............
4 12
Muskegon jumped off to a big tirely within Mexico and does not.
Michaele was in the amount of
tend.
Wesch, Herman Nienhuis, Ver- troit. General business was con- Borr, f ........ .........
12-5 lead at the first quarter, but touch any part of the United
The cheetah is the swiftestani$50
drawn
on
Borchers’
account
The foUowing officersof Third lane Siter, John Winter, Marcia ducted and special arrangements Kok, c ....................
5
Holland came- back strong in the States.
mal over short distances.
Dec. 20. It is reported he has isChristian Reformed church Ladies Berghorst, Thomas Keizer, Shir- were made for the state conven- Schreur, g ................
3
sued five or six similar checks second period to leave the floor at
Aid society were chosen the past ley Decker, Pete Siderius, Jean- tion to be held in Muskegon April Van Dyke, g
.......
5
ranging in amounts from $30 to halftime with a 19-18 advantage.
week; Mrs. John Bulthuis, re- nine Upton, Robert Schriemer, 28 and 29.
Schipper, f ...............
4
Dick Plagenhoefled Holland in
$70. Arrest was by state police.
elected vice president; Mrs. Mar- Ardythe Bishop, John Van EeneMrs. Harold Kars ten of Holland, Sharda, g ................
the scoring column for the second
Both appeared before Justice
vin Vogel re-elected vice secre- naam, Mary Ellen Zands tra, Jack a member of the state board, is
week in a row with 16 -points,
tary; Mrs. Russell Huxtable, elect- Miller, Myra Saunders.
11 12 23 34 George V. Hoffer Saturday.
state chairman of the Student
while Ron Israels was close beed treasurer replacing Mrs. John
William Forth, Ruth Bloodgood, Musicians club, director of the Allegan (40)
hind with 13 markers. Other
Molt<>. Other officersserving in- John Schrier, Ardis .Bishop, Wil- West Central district of the state Myers, f
.........
5
Holland Man Succumbs
scorers were Bob van Dyke, Paul
clude: Mrs. A1 Luurtsma, presi- liam Mestler,Isabelle Stewart, and a member of the nominating
f ......
3
Beukema and Bill Sandahl with
dent; Mrs. Bert Kraai, secretary; Verne Fuder, kathleen Kempers, committee for new state officers. De Lano, c ......... ..... 4
Following Long Illness
three each and Paul Mack with
Mrs. H. R. Lamer, treasurer; Mrs. Albert Nelson, Betty Timmerman, ITie next board meeting will be Stegeman, g ...» ....... 2
two.
John Slenk, 66, route 1, "Holland,
G. Kleinjans and Mrs. Ed Glerum, Randall Vande Water, Eunice held immediately preceding the Newman, g ..............2
Hill Berdinski was high for
died early Friday at Holland
Quilt committee;Mrs. John Bouw Schipper, Robert Muilenberg, conventionin April at the Occi- Wells, g .......
......
*0
Muskegon
with 14 points.
hospital
after
a
lingering
illness.
ens and Mrs. John Kraai, sewing Anne FSnlaw, Jack van der Velde, dental hotal in Muskegon.
committee; Mrs. L. Vredeveldand Shirley Hungerink,Fred . Van
Surviving
are
three
sisters,
Mrs.
8 12? 40
Mrs. C. Rozema, sick committee. Lente, Evelyn Fischer, * Glen
William Haverdink and Mrs. Her- Mrs. Alice Hill Dies
Eagles Auxiliary Holds
man Volkers of East Saugatuck
Straatsma, Phyllis Wierenga, -Tad
Douglas Folkert Has
and Mrs. George Keen of Holland, At Grand Haven Hospital
Lane, Mary Ver Meulen, Jerold Meeting at Lodge Hall
Calvary Church Croup
and three brothers, Herman and
Veldman, Eleanor Casper. NichoTwenty-nine members of the 10 th Birthday Party
Grand Haven (Special)— Mrs.
Simon of Holland and Gerrit of
Hum Potluck Supper
las Yonker, Gretchen Yonkman, Ladies Auxiliary of Eagles met at
Alice Amelia HiU, 52, of 334 FulMuskegon.
Douglas Folkert entertained 10
James Van Putten, Sara Jo Klein- the lodge hall Friday evening.
ton St., died Thursday night in
Members of the Women’s Mis- heksel, Mr. and Mrs. Gene CampMrs. Erma Looman, president, was of his friends on his eighth Researcher Visits City
Municipal hospital where she was
sionary and Aid Society of Calbell, Mr. and Mrs. Ed Freyling: in charge of the business meeting. birthday anniversary last SaturC. A. Gunn, research assistant admittedTuesday. She had been
vary Reformed church entertained
also Mrs. Ethel Robertson, Frater
Six women of the Grand Haven day.
for the touristand resort exten- ill the last two years and critictfieir husbands Wednesday evenMovies were shown and lunch sion service at Michigan State ally so the last week.
house mother.
auxiliary were special guests for
ing with a potluck supper at Van
was served by Mrs. Wallace Fol- college, was ni Holland Friday dothe evening.
She was born in London, OnRtaRe school. A short program
The “bell” of akin hanging at
The January birthday commit- kert and Mrs. Mannes Folkert. ing researchat the Netherlands tario, June 13, 1899, and had lived
was presentedand games were the
neck of most moose has no tee served refreshments.Cards
Guest* were Michael Boeve, Museum on the history and de- here for four years, coming from
played.
known function.
were played and prizes were Ronald Kronemey, Jerry Folkert, velopment of local resorts.
Port Huron. In 1920, she was marawarded to the Mesdames Anna' Johnny Walters, Jerry Steenwyck,
ried to Howard Hill, who is emMembers of the British royal The Hatfield and McCoy faraMcCarthy, Minnie Purdue, Fannie Raymond Nyhof, Jerry Nykerk, Women are beneficiariesof 70 ployed in the local A and P store.
family live in Buckingham palace Hies staged a bloody fued in Pike
Weller, Bertha Driy and Gertrude Lee De Witt, Kendall Rodney per cent of men’s legacies and 64
She was a member of the
when they are in London.
county, Kentucky, in the 1880s.
Garbrechl
and Vaughn Folkert.
per cent of women’s legacies.
Auxiliary.
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LOANS LOANS

Big Rapids (Special )-Hope college went on a scoring spree here
Wednesday night to run up a new
college record by defeating a stubborn Ferris Institute basketball
•quad, 100-73.
The 100-pointtotal was the
most points the Dutchmen aver
•cored in one game.
The two teams meet again Saturday night in Holland.

I

LOANS

$25 to $500
Holland Loan Association
10 West 8th Street, Holland

In Dutch History

.

Holland high school’s once-beatThe 19$2 Holland city bowling
en basketball squad jumped into tournament will continue team
the weekly United Pres* ratings competition Saturday when four
for the first time this week, after shifts roll off at the local lanes.
convincing victories over Muske-I Sixteen teams were In action
gon and Lansing Sexton.
last week, with at least 25 more
. Holland nailed down sixth spot slated to bowl Saturday. IVie folin the class A section while one lowing two weeks, the tingles
of it* victims — Muskegon — was and doubles events will be held,
rated two steps higher In fourth at well at other team garnet.
place.
On the first night of the tourHighland Park, runner-up to nament, Home Furnace quintet
Kalamazoo in the state tourney of the City league turned in high
last year, grabbed the top spot score of 2,883. Borr’s Bootery of
Mid' last week by Muskegon, with tjie Majors followedwith1 2,788,
Grand Rapids Union in second Goebel’s of the Majors had 2,779,
place and Femdale in third. Then Hulst Brothersof the Minor leacomes Muskegon, Grand Rapids gue carded 2,762 and Galien
Christian,Holland, Flint Northern Agency of the Majors had 2,738.
and Midland. Kalamazoo dropped All thtee scores Include handifrom the. ratings for the first time caps.
In three years, after Us second loss
In all, • 44 teams entered the
of the season to Grand Haven.
tournament,the flrat In the last
St. Joseph, which comes to Hoi* two years. In addition,57 doubles
land Friday to engage Holland teams signed up along with 104
Qiristian, maintainedits hold on participantsIn the singles events.
first place In the B ratings, and
Four shifts will be In action
St. Louis continued to pace the C Saturday, rollingat J, 3, 7 and 9
teams. Fowler and Gwinn were p.m. Here is the lineup for the
rated a tie at the top of class D.
final team activity:
Mr. ond Mr*. Frank Huizenga
The weekly UP ratings are se1 p.m. shift— Raker Furniture
They were married by the late
Friday, Jan. 25, will mark the
52nd wedding anniversary of Mr. Rev. J. B. Jonkman at the home lected by a poll of coaches, sports (Commercial),Van Duren (Inand Mrs. Frank Huizenga of 40 of Mrs. Huizenga’*parents, the writers and officials around the dustrial),Baker Furniture(Factory), Pfeiffer No. 1 (Major),
West Washington Ave., Zeeland. late Mr. and Mrs. Gerrit Visch. state.
In addition to the top eight Webb Coal (Minor). Merries (MalThe couple will celebrate the oc- Rev. Jonkman at that time was
casion quietly at their home.
pastor of North Street Christian teams in class A, here’s how UP jor), Barber Ford (Major), Visscher Brooks (Major).
Mr. Huizenga is confined to his Reformed church, Zeeland, of rates the lower classes:
3 p.m. shift-*-Meyer(Major),
which the Huizengas are still Class B— St. Joseph, Ishpeming,
home with illness.
Traverse City, Detroit St. An- Holland Hitch (Industrial),Heinz
Both Mr. and Mrs. Huizenga members.
were born in Zeeland and have The couple’s immediate family drew’s, Grand Blanc, Cass City, (Industrial),Holland Racine (Industrial).Pfeiffer No. 2 (Induslived there all their lives. They includes their son and family, Mr. Flint Tech, Alpena 'Catholic.
have lived at their present ad- and Mrs. G. F. Huizenga and sons Class C — St. Louis, Lakeview, trial), Team No. 5 (Maple Ave.
and the Gerald Elenbaas family. Grant, Detroit St. Gregory, Joncs- Church), Team No. 1 (First
dress for 44 years.
ville, Harrison, Wyoming Park, Church), Team No. 1 (Maple Ave.
Escanaba St. Joseph.
Church).
Class D— Fowler and Gwinn tied
7 p.m. shift— Cumerford (Merfor first,New Troy, Mio, De Witt, chants), Kronemeyer - Schippers
Detroit All Saints, Parma, Burr (Businessmen), Wire Products
^Admitted to Holland hospital
Oak.
(Factory), Lith-I-Bar (Minor),
Wednesday were Janice Vanden
Service (Wooden Shoe), North
Brink, 247 Washington Ave. (and
Maplewood (Merchants), Cities
discharged);Barbara Norlin, 681
Side Grocery (Merchants), Pelon
Saunders Ave.; Mrs. Carl Frey,
Eighth
Service (Commercial).
affoute 1, Hamilton; Kenneth Cud9 p.m. shift— Carlton Cleaners
deback, Beach Ct.
(Industrial),and any others.
Discharged Wednesday were
Sixth
Arthur Pommerening,722 Michigan Ave.; George Kolean, 267 Rose
Ave.; Miss Sandra Ann Warren,
The Holland high eighth grade

Hospital

100-Point Total

Adv.

Personals
A

family skating party will be
held by the Waverly districtin
North Shore Community club Saturday evening. A pot luck lunch
will be served. Those attending
aft requested to bring their own
table service.

MLsa Iris Vanden Boa entertained six couples at her home, 1699
Both teantt displayeda wi^ I SouthShore Dr “Wednesday 'night
open style of ball, good shooting | in celebrationof her birthday.She
accuracy and well-rounded scor- is the daughterof Mr. and Mr*.
ing. In the final analyals, Hope Ben Vanden Boa.
simply outclassed the Bulldogs.
Miss Barbara Tania, daughter of
Hope jumped to a 29-23 first Mr. and Mrs. Harold Tania, South
quarter lead, and extended its Shore Dr., and Miss Judy Konlng,
advantage to 54-44 at halftime.
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Jot KonFerris fell apart aomewhat in the
lng, 233 West 18th St., were boat*
third stanza and Oach John Visessea at a supper and slumber
ser's crew went on to build a 72
party at the Tanis home Wednes52 lead at the third whistle. In
day night. The event celebrated
the last quarter, Hope again outtheir birthdays.
scored the home club, 28-21.
E. F. LeJeune and daughter,
Guard Ron Boa paced Hope In Marlene, and Mlaa Pearl Stejikal

“

MM

tS mnlrre'j
fn' I *
the second halt, Boa .,w^ ^dooetf |
where they will spend three weeks.
activity.
They were accompaniedby E LeZeke Plersma led the substl- Jeune, Sr., who will spend the
tutce who played almost the enwinter In Florida.
tire second half for Hope. Plersma
There will be a meeting of the
was hlgh-polnt man for the even
Tulip Time committee Tuesday at
ing with 22 markers and led the
4 p.m. in the Chamber of Comway in Hope's fast-break which merce office.
worked the best of the season.The
The Rev. H. J. Kamphouse will
flashy forward scored most of his
be speaker Friday at 7:30 p.m. at
services at the City Mission. His

points on drive-in jhots, and gath

Two

othef Hope players hit double
figures In the scoring.

wU1 ** ,The T™*1 World
War mnA
War and How to Prevent It*

|

Ferris observers commented public la Invited.
Regular monthly meeting of the
that the Bulldogs’ play in the first
Board
of Directors of Holland
half against Hope was their best
of the season. In that first half, Chamber of Commerce will be
held Monday at 5:45 P-m. In the
Ferris hit on 19 of 40 field goal
attempts for almost 50 per cent, Centennial room, Warm Friend
and ended up with 28 of 89.field Tavero.

Notes Engagement Told

Mr. ond Mrs. James Arthur Dykemo

32
mark.
more

J*- William Schrier of Hop*,
(du Soar photo) goal attempts for a healthy
college was speaker Tuesday
strewed yellow pom- per cent accuracy
Hope simply was taking
at. the guest night meeting
pons from her lace basket in the
shots. The Dutch hit on 44 field of the Adrian Women’s club, His
bridal aisle.
Seventy-five guests attended goals of 122 shots from the floor speech was entitled Such If
the reception in the church par for a 36 per cent average. Life*
The fact that Hope got so many
lore. Misses Milly Rooks, Marcia Knoll and Elaine Garvelink ar- more shots from the floor Is a Grand Rapids spent a day , left
ranged the gifts and Miss Mar- tribute to the great rebounding week with Mrs. K. Joutma and
lene Brewer and Eddie Plagge games turned in by Junior Bremer Mr. and Mrs. S. Broerima. Mr.
flalfAtHollInflTT* t«arA
1
t W
W § 9
201-120th Ave.; Billy Webbert, 178
mars, brother of the bride, served and Jerry Jacobeonon the defen- land Mrs. Ted Jousma of Grand
at the punch bowl. Carol Klaasen sive boards, and Bob Hendrickson Rapids were callcri there,
West Eighth St.; Albert Vander
lenges to its undefeated record
Student Rodger Dalman of Wes
Kolk, 375 Maple Ave.; Rasty Warnext week, with g?mes at Coopers- tern seminary had charge of both
the bride's niece, was in charge and Bob V laser on the offensiveMr. and Mrs. Corneal Ver Haft
were Saturday afternoon guests of
ner, route 2, Fennville.
ville and Zeeland.
of the guest book. Serving were
aervices on Sunday.
Coach Vlsser yanked his regu- Mr*. D. C. Ver Hage of Zeeland,
Births Monday included a
The Junior Dutchmen gained The annual Sunday school teach*
the Misses Esther Koeman, Bar
daughter, Diane Beth, to Mr. and
their sixth straightwin of the sea- ers and officers meeting will be
bara Oudemolen, Phyllis De lars early In the third period, but Mr. and Mn. Nelson Vandor
son by defeating Spring Lake 22- held in the church basement on
Mrs. Howard Diepenhorst,203
Weerd, Florence Van Dyke re-lnsertedhis starting five with Kolk and family of Grandvilla
11 Tuesday at the Holland high Friday evening.
East 37th St.
Gladys Buurma and Joyce Strem instructions to play a stalling were Saturday gueiti of Mr*. H.
gym. The game was a regular OtBirths Tuesday included a
lor. Gordon Plaggemars led group game in the last three minutes. Vander Kolk, Frank Vander Kolk,.
A congregational meeting will
tawa County Junior high league be held at the local church on
daughter, Ann Louise, to Mr. and
singing during the reception.Mrs. Ferris kept pressing,and gave the Lnd Mr, and Mrs. Will Vandar
contest.
Mrs. Byron Williams, 258 South
Rose De Jong sang “Always” and Dutch many easy shot* m thoae Kolk,
Tueday evening.
Mr. and Mrs. Henry Boas, were
Tight zone defenses employed by
the Rev. Van Dyke gave brief Re- final sectic
Shore Dr.
The weekly prayer meetings are
Bremer made It 98 points
of Mrs
both teams resulted in the low being conducted at the local
Births Wednesday included a
marks.
ed the pews.
a shot from the side and Bob
Wyngarden, John and
scoring final decision.
daughter, Sandra Lou, to Mr. and
The
couple
left
on
a
wedding
church with a student of Western
Mrs. G. Plaggemars attended
Miss Joyne L Loomon
VlMer tipped in the final bucket Marle o(
With neither team finding the seminary in charge.
Mrs. Lester Knpcr, 152 Walnut Mrs. Katie Looman of 348 Linthe bride as matron of honor and trip to Chicago. The bride’s gorange during the first half, the
Ave.; a daughter,Leslie Rae.^to
The
Allegan County Christian Mrs. Andrew Jonker and Miss ing away ensemble Included an In the last two seconds of play. Mrs. John Brower and daughter
coln Ave. announces the engage- Dutch forged ahead 13-3 at the
Mr. and Mrs. Julius Dykstra, 159
Endeavor union banquet will be Vivian Dykema, sister of the aqua knit dress, brown acces- Hope fell down on free throws Dronthe lpcnt Thursday afterment of her daughter, Jayne L., to intermission. Cbach Jack RomMrgi H Vander Kolk
sories and a yellow rose corsage. after Saturday s astounding averEast 34th St.
John Flieman, Jr., son of Mr. and bouts* regulars extended the lead held on Monday, Jan. 28, at 6:30 groom, were bridesmaids. Little
Jbo Dutch Lnd Wiil Vander Kolk
Mrs. Dykema, a graduate of age
Births today included a son,
p.m. in the Hamilton Reformed Linda Plaggemars,niece of the
Mrs. John Flieman of 2047 Lake- to 19-3 shortly after the second
h|t on 12 of 27 charity toasM Mr
Mn wm Me€ngg and
church. The Rev. Harold Eng- bride, w;is {lower girl. Nicholas Holland high school, attended
'‘John Wesly, to Mr. and Mrs. Harway St
while Ferris co lected on 17rof 32 Mr and Mre John ^
t
half
opened,
and
then
the
reserves
old Schipper, 250 East 11th St.
lund will bo the speaker. Bill
Hope college where she was «
took over. For the rest of the Miedema will be the song lead- Dykema assisted his brother as member of Sigma Iota Beta sor- free throw attempts for better Saturday evening at the home of
best man. Ushers were Adrian
game, the visitors outscored Hol- er.
than 50 per
Mr. and Mrs. A1 E. Van Lente of
Dykema and Gordon Plaggemars. ority. She Is employed at the The two ems will meet again Holland commpmoratlng the 1()oth
Shower in GranJville
land, 8-2.
Hester Eding was the leader of brothers of the couple. Mr. and office of H. L Friedlen and Co.
Although Inactive for half of the ChristianEndeavor meeting
Mr. Dykema, who is serving with Saturday at 8 p.m. at the Hoi- anniversaryof the birth of their
Given for Local Girl
Mrs. Jack Klaasen, brother-in-law
land Armory.
The new degree team of Gan- the game, Tom Overbeek led both on Sunday.
father, the late GerhardusMecng*.
and sister of the bride, were mas- the U. S. Marines at Camp L*Hope (100)
A few cases of chicken pox and
Miss Annabelle Hamstra was ges Community Grange confer- teams in scoring with 12 points.
Jeune,
N.
C., is a graduate of
Others present were Mr. and Mr*.
ter
apd
mistress
of
ceremonies.
FO FT PF TP
Guards Jim Vander Poel pumped
guest of honor at a shower given
Muskegon
high school and Hope
N. Meengs of Zeeland,
red first and second degrees on in three long shots for six Holland mumps have been reported among
The bride chose a gown of
8
2
5
Jacobson, f ......... 3
Wednesday evening by Mrs. Ernsome of the school children
Mrs. John G. Meong* and Gladyi
white satin and chantilly lace college.
0 16
several
new
members
at
the tallies. No Spring Lake player
2
Vlsser,
............ 7
Many school children received
est Hamstra at her home in
Mrs. Dykema I* living with her
of Grand Rapids, flowers were
featuring a net yoke edged with
4 14
2
Hendrickson, c ..... . 6
Grange hall FYiday evening, Jan. scored more than two points.
shots for whooping cough, small
Grandville.
placed in the local church on S onparents
until she can join her
lace, a pointed basque bodice and
3
3 21
Bos, g ............... 9
Games were played with prizes 18, followed by potluck supper. The Little Dutch play at Coop- pox. etc., at the HamiltonAuditorly in his memory.
husband In North Carolina.
a
full
skirt,
trimmed
at
the
bot8
0
3
4
Bremer, g ..........
going to Mrs. Hyko De Windt, On Feb. 9, a Grange conference ersvillenext Wednesday, and at ium on Wednesday.
Sgt. John Spaman of Camp Mctom with wide chantilly lace
Rink ................... 0 1 0 1
Zeeland next Friday.
Mrs. Jane Brower Is staying in
Mrs. J. Van Duinen, Mrs. Jim ZevCoy, Wls., spent three day* with
which
also extended into the Birthday Anniversary
2
3 22
will be held at Allegan Central
Plersma
............... 10
Grand Rapids with her children
alkink and Muss Marilyn Hamstra.
4 Mrs. John Spaman and daughter,
train. A lace juliet cap with hand3
0
Van Rogenmorter .. 2
for a few Tnonths.
A two-courselunch was served. Grange hall. It will be an all- Family Gathering Fetes
Mr. and Mrs. Henry Spaman, and
2
stitched pearl trim held in place Observed at Party
0 0
. 1
Bolema
..................
The new home of Mr. and Mrs.
Those present were Mrs. J. day meeting with potluck dinner.
Janice Hill was honored Satur- Nelson ..................
0 other relatives.
0 4
her
fingertipveil of French illu. 0
Julius Heck is nearing completion.
Kraai of Wayland, Mrs. Ted Ham- State Grange officerswill be the M. Sale on Anniversary
Mr. and Mrs. Peter D. Huyier
4
sion which draped to a point in day on her fifth birthday anni- Kempkei ............... 2
0 3
Miss Dolores Busscherand Pvt.
w*tra, Mrs. Peter De Windt, Mrs. speakers.
of Beaverdam were Thursday •
versary
with
a
party
given
by
her
back.
Her
single
strand
of
pearls
The family of Martin Sale hon- Howard Schutter were united in
John Hamstra and Miss Alice The newly-electedofficers of
guests of Mr. and Mrs. A1 Hop and
mother, Mre. Chester Hill at the
44 12 28 100
was a gift of the groom.
Hamstra, of Zeeland, Mrs. Hyko the Youth Fellowshipof Ganges ored him Wednesday evening at marriage on Saturday. A recepfamily.
Ferris (78)
The
bride was given in mar- Hill homo, 255 West 22nd St.
the
home
of
Alvin
Petroelje,
route
tion waa held for the immediate
De Windt and the Misses Jean, Methodist church are Wilma ForMre. Henry Wabeke, Mr*. M«r*«
Miss
Sandra
Zuber
assisted
the
2
4
0
riage
by
her
father.
Before
ap.
1
Dell,
f
.................
5. The occasion was in observance families In the evening. Pvt.
Greta and Betty De Windt of Jenton
Wabeke and Nancy were
hostess.
rey, president; Carolyn Plummer, of Mr. Sale’s 52nd birthday anni12
0 5
Hamar, f ............... 6
Schutter has a 10-day furlough proaching the altar, she sang
Ison, Mrs. Joe Hamstra, Mrs. Levice president; Mariel McCarty, versary.
Games were played and prizes Johnson,c ........... 2 3 3 7 guests at a party on Wednesday at
“God
Sent
You
to
Me.”
after having finished his basic
roy Tel for, Miss Ima Jean Hamsecretary; Don Beilfus, treasurer
The matron of honor wore a were awarded to Lester Bliss and Schubert, g ........... 7 3 0 17 the home of Mrs. Gordon Wabeke
The evening was spent socially. training as a marine at Parris Isstra and Mias Jean Do Windt of
Commission chairman is Jean At A gift was presented from the
4
5 16 of South Blendon.
gold
moire taffeta gown with the guest of honor. Each guest re- Pieropen, g ...... 6
land, S. C.
Conklin, Mrs. Nettie Hamstra,
The Rev. John Pott preachedon
2
0 0
water; Community service, Fran- group and a lunch waa served.
rounding collar and full skirt ceived a favor. Moving pictures Sventke ............... 1
Mrs. Gone Goudsword, Mrs. Jim
the
following subjects on Sunday;
were
shown
by
Burton
Hi
Ison.
0
0
cis Wightman; Missionary, Aaron
..
0
1
Ditch .....................
shirred in back. The bridemaids’
Present were Mr. and Mrs.
Zevalkink and Miss Donna Ham0
1 “Thy Word, The Light,” and “The
1
Plummer;
recreation,Joyce Julius Sale, Jackie and Randy, Lincoln Day Speaker
.. 0
gowns
were
identical in shades The room was decorated with red Pratt .....................
stra of Grand Rapids, Mrs. Claud
Rejected
0
1 Loving Service Of
1
Donald of rust and green, respectively. and white streamersand colored Intham ................... o
Van Duinen^, Mrs. William Van Frandsen.Several members are Mr. and Mrs. Myron Sale, Linda Allegan (Special)
4 15 Leader.” A representative of the
5
planning to attend the Mid-Win and Janice, Mr. and Mrs. Petroel- Jackson, California congressman The matron of honor carried a balloons. Refreshments were Depplng ............... 5
Duinen, Mrs. William Vander
Gideons, Mr. Weener, spoke at the
ter institutein Sturgis Jan. 25 je, Jimmy and Kathy and Mrs. ond a prominent member of the cascade bouquet of talisman roses served by candlelight.
Laan, Mrs. Ernest Hamstra of
close of the morning service. An
22
73
28
17
Invited
were
Michael
Jalvlng,
and 26.
Martin Sale and Marla. Pvt. and House Foreign Affairs committee, outlined with bronze pompons and
Grandville, Mrs. J. Van Duinen of
offering was taken for the work
A son was born to Mr. and Mrs. Mrs. Carl Damienberg of Fort will be the speaker at the Allegan the bridesmaids, yellow daffodils Dianne and Gail Rutgers, Kathy
^Hudsonville,Mrs. Jim Gilder of
of the Gideons.
Eldon
McCarty
in
Douglas
hos- Leonard Wood, Mo., were unable county Lincoln Day banquet to be with white pompons.Each wore a Woodall, Foster Rooks, Peggy De
Hopkins, Mrs. Glenn Zumbrink
Pfc. Alvin Vander Kolk of camp
pital Sunday morning.
rhinestone choker, gift of the Witt, Carol Wanrooy, Lester and
to attend.
held Feb. 6.
of Gull Lake. Mrs. Bernle Kraal
Lucas, Sault' Ste. Marie, has been
Richard Bliss, Linda, Randy and
Sgt. Charles Starring, who has
bride.
of Martin, Mrs. Milton Hamstra
been home on a furloughfor 40
A gown of white taffeta and Shirley Johnon, Patty Huff, The Sewing Guild met Thurs- promoted to corporal.
The city of Dresden la famous
Largest Inland sea in the world
and Mrs. Calvin Hamstra of Grand
The annual congregational meetdays
from
Korea
visiting his par- Is the Caspian sea with an area for its fine porcelain and an art lace, styled after the bride's Jayne Ldoman, Barbara and ValHaven, Mrs. William Spaulding of
day, Jan. 17, with Mr*. John ing will be held on Monday eveents, Mr. and Mrs. Lee Starring, of 170,000 square miles.
one
Regnerus
and
Beverly
Hill.
gown,
was
worn
by
the
flower
gallery.
Nashville, Mrs. Dennis Slikkers,
Hoeve serving aa hoatesa. Others ning. Feb. 4.
Mrs. Reka Hamstra, Mrs. Gerald left last week for Camp Custer,
present were the Mesdames Jacob
Prayer meeting was held on
for a few weeks’ training before
Ijamstra, and the Misses Marilyn
T. De Witt, Henry Wabeke, John Tuesday evening at 7:45, Sunday
his assignment for service in
and Annabelle Hamstra of HolDe Jonge, Eugene Brower, Martin school teachers’meeting at 8:45.
U. S. camp.
land.
D. Wyngarden, Henry Roelofs, Junior CE was held on Sunday
Mrs. John Jennings has returnWill
Vander Kolk, John T. De afternoon, Senior CE last Wednesed home from Douglas hospital,
Witt, Henry Van Dam, Henry day evening with the Rev. John
Lineman Critically Hurt
where she underwent surgery.
Wyngarden, Harry Dunning, Joe Pott showing slides.
Mrs. Walter Hanson underwent
Brinks, Henry Boss, Jacob Morren,
When Light Pole Falls
On next Sunday, a special colMg
major surgery In Bronson hob
Henry Kruidhof, Gerrit Boss, Irv- lection will be taken for the buildpital,
Kalamazoo,
last
week
and
* Grand Haven (Special) — Kars
ing Hungerink,John Pott, and ing and organ funds.
Spl
Petersen, 34, of 1000 Pennoyer i§ done nicely.
Peter Dc* Witt. Lunch was served
Family visitationtook place at
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Arnold
Green
and
Ave., lineman for the city light deby Mrs. Hoeve. The next meeting the following homes this week:
partment, was critically injured three children were dinner guests
will be held In February. The new Bon Hulst, Adrian Blauwkamp,
shortly before 10 am. Tuesday of Mr. and Mrs. Orville Compton
members chosen for the cutting Edward Smith, Lloyd Meengi,
in
Casco
Sunday.
when he fell 35 feet with a light
committee were Mre. Henry Hoe- Hubert Neyboer and Fred NagelMrs. John Stehle suffered two
pole that had rotted at its base.
lofs, and Mrs. Henry Wyngarden, kirk.
light
strokes
at
her
home
In
Gan
Petersen rode the pole all the
those who are serving with them
Mrs. M. P. Wyngarden was a
way down until it landed in the ges Sunday morning.Mrs. Stehle,
are Mrs. John T. De Witt and Mrs. Monday caller on Mrs. Kenneth
atreet. He was taken to Munici- who had a stroke about a year
Martin D. Wyngarden.
De Jonge and children of Zcelapd.
pal hospital and because of the ex- ago, was recovering slowly am
Mr. and Mrs. Harold Ter Haar
tent of his injuries, including pos- was able to go about In a wheel
and family were Friday evening

Graders

Win

Game

r\V, e\

\Kpnthpitn
H
1

Wedding vows were exchanged
last week Wednesday, Jan. 16, by
Miss Shirley Evelyn Plaggemars
and James Arthur Dykema. The
bride is the daughterof Mr. and
Mrs. Ed Plaggemars, 189 West
14th St., and the groom is the
son of Mr. and Mrs. John Dykema
of Muskegon.
The Rev. H. Van Dyke perform^ the double ring ceremony
at 8 p.m. in Fourth Reiormed
church. Miss Marie Meinama was
organist and Mrs. Rose De Jong
was soloist.
The wedding party assembled
before a setting of palms, ferns,
candelabra and bouquets of white
mums and yellow snapdragons;
White bows and greens decorat-

girl,,
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sible shoulder, hip and leg and pel-

chair.

Mr. and Mrs. Leon Fleming and
’Als fractures, and possible brain
Injury, was taken to Eutterworth children of Monterey spent Sunday with her parents, Mr. and
hospital, Grand Rapids.
He was working at Washington Mrs. Lee Starring.
Mrs. William Broadway was
and Albee Sts. at the time of the
accident.

Donnelly-Kelley Co.
Entertains Employes
* Fifty men employes of the Don

1

guests of Mr. and Mr*. Henry
Boss.

Mr. and Mrs. M. P. Wyngarden
evening with Mr. and
Mr*. Gerrit De Vree.
• Jacob Pater of Jamestown was
a Tuesday dinner guest, Mr*. Elmer Boss, Vicky, and Jimmie of
Galewood were Tuesday supper
guests at the Henry Boss home.
Recent guests of Mr. and Mrs.
J. G. J. Van Zoeren were Mr. and
Mrs. John Ooeterhaven of Grand
Rapids, Mr. and Mr*. George Van
Zoeren of Zeeland.
Mrs. William Van Houten of

spent an

parents, Mr. and Mrs. Edward

"Troy only the 30th person to be elected
Bruins.
President, be was the 31st PresiA bus waa charteredto pro- dent. Gtoter Clevelandwas both
Vide transportationfor the group. the !2nd and 24th President
the

\

hostess for the bridge club Monday.
Pfc. Richard Sisson has returned to Santa Maria, Calif., having
spent a 15-day furlough with his

Sl«*on.
nelly-KelleyGlass Co. were enter
Mr. and Mrs. Lynus Starring of
talned by the company WednesBenton Harbor spent Sunday In
day evening.
the hoihe of her daughter and
The men were given a chicken
son-in-law,Mr. and Mrs. Richard
dinner at The Southern,Grand Stehle.
Rapids, and then attended the
hockey game between the Grand
Although Herbert Hooter was

Rapids Rockets and

a

guests in Zeeland.
Mr. and Mrs. Alfred Ter Haar
of Zeeland were Tuesday evening
guests of Mr. and Mrs. Will Vander Kolk.
Mr. and Mr*. Syrene Boss of
Galcwood were Saturday supper

Ottawa county cent 23 more men Into the armed oorvlot*Tuooday,
and 24 of thorn are pictured above. Kneeling, left to right: Laverno
Lantzftr, Grand Rapid*; Gerald Bredeweg,Zeeland; Murvel Lambora, Preston Turkatra, Merle Drleeenga and Gerrit Israels of
Holland; Howard Gruppen, Zeeland; Paul Wlgger, Holland. Sitting:
Albert Wlegerlnk, Robert Vanden Berg, George Lawrence,Jacob

Ksaenburg and Kenneth Wilton, Holland; Jack Dalman, Arnada,
Colo. Standing: Lloyd Boea, Zeeland; Preston Vander Silk, Holland;
Marvin Wlersma, Ravenna; Gerald Van Dyke, Arnold Haaaevoort
and Henry Donley, Holland; Jack Sawyer, Hudaonvllle;-Wayne
Tania, Jtniaon; Theodore Emelander,Hudaonvllle; Perlin Schut,

Jenieon.

,

‘

(Sentinelphoto)

Laketown
The Learn and Do club met at
the home of Mr*. Gerald Scholten Thursday evening. The evening was spent making leather
scissors cases and book marks.
The next meeting is to be held at
the home of Mrs. Henry Van
Kampen on Feb. 21. Lunch was
served by Mrs. Scholten and Mr*.
Lester Scholten. The subject for
the next meeting is ’’Color in

Dress.”

\

Supervisor John Henry Scholten is making his annual tax assessment trips around the township.

Dr. James O. Ansel of Western
Michigan college is planning to
visit some of his former pupils
who are teaching In this part of
the county soon.
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Bid (or Tractor

Broom

Allegan (Special) — A repeat
performanceof December'sheavy
snows will not find Allegan residents floundering through drifts
on the sidewalks— city officials

,

-

'Bh

SiL

V

hope.

JaL.

Monday night they accepted the
Miller Tractor Sales company bid
of $2,584 for a half-track Ford
tractor equipped with a revolving
broom, for light snow removal,
•nd a mount to handle the city's

Four persons were Injured In this crash at 7 p.m. Saturday on tha
Beeline road north of Holland. Officersbelieve the crash occurred
when Albert Veen, 25, driver of the car at riflht, was attempting to
turn Into a driveway. The car at left was driven by Calvin Nykamp,

26, of Holland. Both driversand

Zavadil, 27,.

(Penna-Sas photo)

GRANDSTANDING...

letter

H

Beauvais to write a 19J2 debut in Holland in a few

commending

The

Globe days.

close

As a

game

all

the

Nykamp's two pasaengara,Richard
and Eugena Van Llere, 27, wera taken to Holland

hospital.

V-plow.
Miller accepted the city's old
tractor— which proved too light
for snow removal— in trade on the
By Diek Milliman
day. He and his partner, John
new equipment.
The
ancient
and once- respected Vydareny of Battle Creek, called
At the suggestion of James Robson, the city council directed Man- sport of wrestling will make its

a

Personals
(From Tuesday'sSentinel)
Mis* Bessie Baumgartel,for

many
is

City Council Accept!

ager P.

Engaged

Gobles Only Loss

New Half-Track

With Revolving

Hands

way.

apartment at 803 Washington SU
Grand Haven.

Fennville (Special)— Fennville
high sclioolsnapped a nine-game
winning streak of the Goble* Ti
gers Tuesday night at Gobles to
defeat the home team, 40-38, in
an Al-Van league contest.
Outplaying the vaunted Tigers
throughoutthe first half, the
Hawks established a 26-24 intermission lead and the two teams
stayed even during the second
half. Although Coach Sam More
head’s charges lost some of their
polish later in the game,, the
Hawks were determined to win
and that grim determination paid

The daughter bom Saturday at
Holland hospital to Mr. and Mn,
Stanley Voss, 195 East 28th St*
ha* been named Jane Susan.

Gobles’ high-scoring outfit made
more field goals than the winners,
but Fennville cashed in op 12 out
of 30 foul shot* while the Tigers
made only four of 13 free throw
attempts. That was the difference
Four persons were hospitalized in the outcome.
A well-roundedHawk scoring
and two cars virtuallydemolished

Four Persons Injured

Two-Car Accident

result, five players were

Knitting Mills for its conduct

Of Year to Date

off.

In

year* a resident of Holland,

seriouslyill and confined to her

'

Leon N. Moody

of 237

West 11th

St. has 1>een caUed to Halstead,

Kans., by the death of Mrs.
Moody’s sister, Miss Eda Schowalter. Mrs. Moody has been in Kansas since before Christmas.
Tony Hellenthal of route 2, entered Holland hosjlital Saturday
night for observation.
Red Cross Gray Ladies who went
to VA hospital, Fort Custer, bn
Miss Shirley Bos

Mr. and Mrs. Jasper Bos, East
Main St, Zeeland, announce the
engagement of their daughter,
Shirley, to Elwood Wyngarden,
son of% Mr. and Mrs. Gerrit Wyngarden, 336 West Main St.. Zeeland. Both are graduates of Zee-

Monday were Mrs. Frank Van
Duren, Mrs. I. J. Lubbers, Mn.
Charles Buursma, Mrs. John Harthorn, Mn. I. H. Marsiije and Mrs.
Earl Van Eenenaam,all of Hoi-'
land, and Mrs. GertrudeDe Weerd
of Hudsonvilie.

Mn. Irwin J. Lubben, Jr., and
son, Robert David, Unsing, an
land high school. Mr. Wyngarden spending this week with her
is serving with the U. S. Navy mother, Mrs.
Curtis Snow, 26
and is stationed at Great Lakes, East 12th St. Mr. Lubben will
111.
join them next week-end, when
they will return home togethpr.
Mrs. Lawrence Wade. Mrs.’ E.
Duf field Wade and Mrs. A. G.
Hits Tree,
Buys, members of Holland’s Chapter BW, PEG, were among the
guests at a PEG Founder's Day
Driver
meeting in Grand Rapids Monday,
evening. The four PEG chapters of
Adverse road weather conditions Grand Rapids sponsored the event,
held in Trinity Methodistchurch.
were blamed by investigatingOtDon Baker, son of Mr. and Mrs.
tawa county deputies for a rural W. L. Baker, 1819 South Shore
road accident Tuesday afternoon Dr., returned Monday night from
that resulted in total loss to a a vacation in Fort Uuderdale,
Fla. He also visitedPfc. and Mrs.
1951 model panel truck.
John
Knud in Tampa. Bill Baker/
Hollis Roels, 25. of 584 WashJr., is in Fort Lauderdale and
ington Ave., was driving north on
visitedhis brother before he left.
72nd Ave.. about one mile north of
Mrs. Robert J. Hawes of Benton
Port Sheldon St., at 2 p.m. TuesHarbor is spending a few days at
day when his truck became enthe home of her mother, Mrs. J.
tangled with some deep gravel D French, 1113 South Shore Dr.
ruts in the road. He lost control
Mr and Mrs. John A. Brown,
of the vehicle and it crashed 142nd Ave, returned Sunday from

The Holland Lions club will waived to the bench with five perattack figured in the victory.
sponsor a three-match exhibition sonals, and five others had four
in a head-on crash at 7 p.m. Sat- Jack Turner led the way with 10
and especially Kenneth Grinnell, at the Armory on Saturday night, fouls on them.
urday on the Beeline road about points,while Norm Sanford had
who managed the recently re- Feb. 2, with all proceeds going to
Ron Appledorn, former Holland
moved plant. Grinnell was lauded the Lions fund for the blind.
200 feet north of the James St. nine, Ned Bale eight, Larry Morse
high and Hope star who transferfor his civic services during his
intersection
in the vicinity of the seven and Skip Bale six.
red
to
Hillsdale
last
fall,
played
It was not quite a year ago that
Knickerbockerfraternity , of
The contest was close all the
stay here.
a similar wrestling event was pro- with the Dale Jayvees against an Hope college held its annual win- North Holland cemetery.
way. Gobles nosed into a 13-12
.The council decided to enter in- moted at the Armory, and at that independentteam in the prelim.
The
crash
occurred
when
Albert
ter formal Friday evening at the
to a 5-year-agreementwith the time the aftair pro\cd exception- Ron scored 10 points in a losing Morton House in Grand Rapids. Veen, 25, route 4, was attempting first quarter lead before Fennville
Union Telephone company, under ally popular.
cause. He will be eligible for Carl Josser was master of cere- to turn his ’35 model into a drive- came back at halftimeto lead.
which the phone company would
Tlie Lions, under general chair- MIAA play next semester, along monies for the party, which was way and crashed head-on with a 26-24. At the third whistle, the
get the use of city power poles man Chuck Ver Burg, have lined
with Leroy Dorow, traa«fer from based on the theme "Evening in ’47 model car driven by Calvin Hawks still were in front, 31-30.
between M-40 and the city dam up four grapplers out of Detroit, Valparaiso.s
For the first time this season,
Nykamp, 26, of 1o8 Howard Ave.
Paris.”
for telephone lines. In exchange, and at least one of them will be
After dinner, a floor show was Officers said an incline in the the winners successfullyshackled
Hope’s Athletic Director Bud
the telepehone company agreed to remembered by fans who turned
road obscures vision somewhat. both of Gobles high scorers— Jack
maintainthe line and supply the out last spring. He is Bert Ruby, Hinga agrees with Kalamazoo presented in pantomime with The road also ’'as wet.
Ketchurr. and Jack De May. KetCoach
Dob
Grow
that
Hillsdale Roger Toonder, Ron Brown, Bill
city with a private line to the dam.
Two ambulances took the in- chum garnered six points, but
but this department can’t recall will make it mighty rougl^ for Kisken. Ed Hoener, John Mulder,
City Manager Beauvais reported whether Ruby won or lost.
jured to the hospital.
fouled out in the first half. De
that the trunk line maintenance Ruby wdU take on Jan Gotch, a some of the leaders before the Dave Hanson and John Sutlifl takMast
.seriously injuredwas Veen May scored only five points and
ing
part.
A
skit
was
given
by
Carl
contract with the state would net Canadian,in the main event. season is over. WeTl agree the
who received a fractured right leg left the game in the final quarDales looked better than their Jesser, Dave Maat, Ray Milne and
the city $8,784 for October, NovThere will be a one-hour time one won, nine lost record indi- George Priest. Dancing in the and slight face lacerations. He ter. Ransler was high scorer for
ember and December. This is one limit or the best two of three
the losers with 12 ooints.
Morton House ballroom followed remained in Holland hospital
cates.
of the largestquarterly totals, due
falls.'JohnnieKing of Hazel Park
Nykamp, the other driver, reDefensive play shined for the
the
program.
largely to snow and ice removal will oppose Johnnie Gates of
Chairman ot the party was Dave ceived lacerationson the torehead. winners, and they played a deadwork.
In
the
Detroit
Times
weekly
Windsor in the other straight
Hanson, who was assisted by chin and left leg and was released hard driving game throughout.
match, with a 30-minute time ratings of high school teams pub- Roger Toonder and Carl Jesser in after treatment.
Fennvillewas scoring on both
lished Sunday, Holland high is
limit or one fall.
Nykamp’s two passengers. Rich- long and short shots.
entertainment; Bill Sailer and
ranked
in
fifth
spot.
Muskegon
The finale will be the popular
Bert Davison, decorations, and ard Zavadil, 27, of 588 Howard, The win kept the Hawks in a tie against a tree.
Detroit where they spent a week>
Australian tag team match, with dropped to seventh and KalamaRoels was unhurt, and some with relativesand friends.
and Eugene Van Liere, 27, of Gor- for second place in the Al-Van
George Priest, transportation.
zoo
just
dropped—
period.
a one-hour limit, or two out of
Special guests were Dr. and don St. also were injured.Zavadil Loop with Lawton, which defeat- televisionequipment in the truck
Pfc. Frank Fendt, son of Mr.
The Times rates HighlandPark
three falls. In the wind-up, the
Mrs.
Harold Haverkampand Mrs. received face lacerations,a pos- ed Lawrence Tuesday night. Go- also was undamaged. The truck and Mrs. Joseph Fendt, 216 We*t
first,
followed
by
Cass
Tech,
winners of the first two matches
Little
sible fractured jaw and contuwas owned by Eugene Van Liere, 14th St, arrived home Saturday
Grand Rapids Union. Ferndale, Bertha Kronemeyer, Knick house sions. and was released after bles still is on top.
will battle the losers.
mother, who served as chaperones.
morning from Parris Island, S.C.,
In
the reserve game. Fennville of Holland.
The Holland high reserves Lions club members are hoping Holland. Lansing Sexton, Mus- Also present were Knickerbockertreatment. Van Liere receivedface bowed. 51-20. High scorers for the
to spend a delay-en-route with hii
came up with an impressive 48- for a full house of at least 1,200 kegon. Grand Rapids Christian, alumni Tony Zelinka, Ron Handy lacerationsand a possible concus- junior Hawks were two substitutes Dramatics Group Gives
parents and family. He will report
fans to help out with their charity Ann Arbor and Flint Northern.
37 basketballvictory over the
and Jack Ryskamp and their sion.
to the Marine Corps Air station
—Bush and Rawson, who each got
for the blind.
St. Joseph is tops in class B. St.
Conditions, of both Veen and five points.
Lansing Sexton reserve squad
guests.
Play at PT A Meeting
at Cherry Point, N. C„ on MonBob Green hoe will serve as an- Louis in class C, and Fowler in
day, Jan. 28.
Tuesday, and in so doing played
Fraternity members and guests Van Liere were pronounced ''good"
nouncer for the affair, but the class D.
A short play entitled"The Rabtheir best game of the season.
present were James Brown, Bar- Monday by hospital authorities.
(From Wednesday’* Sentinel)
rest of the officials are not definLansing Sexton, ranked just bebit Who Wanted Red Wings" was
Deputy Nelson Lucas was conbara Wood, Dick Caldwell, Mary
Center Ron Israelsled the way itely lined up yet.
Van Raalte school Mother’s club
low Holland, comes to town Tuespresented Tuesday evening before of District No. 4 will sponsor a
Hacklander, Bert Davison, Pat tinuing» his investigationinto the Petitions Filed
/or the Junior Dutchmen, both in
day to meet the local prep team.
the WashingtonSchool Parent- family night” to be held at the
accident Monday to determine
ahining floor play and in the 28
New records are coming as fast Sexton is leading the Five-A Shuttleworth,Gordon De Prer, whether any charges will be
Teacher’s
association.
Alyce
Hilmert,
Dick
De
Maagd,
school Friday at 7:45 p.m. A film,
points he collected—more than as politicians’ promises this season
league with three wins and no Helena Gill. Charles Dvkstra, placed.
Miss Helen Harton. director of
half hit team’s total.
in the MIAA basketball efiase.
M,y1Dog Shep,M wil1 ** 8to>wn
In
losses at present.
dramatics at Hope college, was and
lunch will be served.
Marian Gerber, David Hanson, The sheriff’s department also
The Little Reds were out in
Kalamazoo and Alma set a renarrator
tor
the
play
and
also
ininvestigated
two
other
accidents
Helen Howard. Ed Hoener, Joan
Grand Haven (Special)— From
Pfc. Harold Walters, son of Mr.
front at halftime, 15-14, but cord by scoring 185 points in one
If Gordon Barkell, reservecoach Wicrenga, Carl Jesser, Joyce near Holland during the weekthe number of petitionsbeing troduced the cast from the Speech and Mrs. Frank Waltere, route 1,
Coach Bob Connell’scharges rose game last Saturday; Tom Walsh
at Muskegon high school,seemed Vanderborgh. Don Jansma, Karol end.
filed for members of the city departmentat Hope college as fol- Zeeland, called home to hi* wife
up with a mighty 19-point effort of Hillsdale set a team scoring
a trifle distracted last Friday Fairchild. William Kisken. Fran- At 3:45 p.m. Saturday, a ’51 council,it looks as though Grand lows: Miss Jane Noxon, Baby at Hudsonvilie. from Wursburg,
in the third quarter to salt away record of 35 points against Hope
night, it should be excused. His cine DeValois, Paul Kromann, model car driven by Louis Van Haven will have a spirited elec- Rabbit; Roy Adelberg, Grandpa
Germany. Sunday at 10:50 p.m.
the victory.The last quarter was the same night; and John Porter
wife was due to have a baby at Mary Lou Medendorp, Ron Lum- Dyke. 24, ol 93 North 120th Ave., tion Feb. 18. Candidates have un- Groundhog; Miss Phvllis Vander
almost evenly divided, with sub- of Albion joined the ct by scoring
Pfc. Walters left for overseas on
Schaaf,
Mama
and
Mrs.
any moment while his boys were ley, Ruth Van Den Berg, Mr. and was hit in the left front by a '50 til Saturday noon of this week to
stitutes playing much oZ the time 32 points against Adrian for a
Aug. 28 and is training with tha
Puddle Duck; Ran' Vande Watlosing to the Holland reserves.
Mrs. Ray Milne, Jim Parsons, model car driven by Harry F. file petitions.
for Holland.
single game Briton mark.
194th Field Artillery.7th Army/
er.
Mr.
Bushy
Tail,
ky
and
the
Covington,Jr.. 22, of 85 North
Helen Studdiford.
Those who have filed up to the
A little checking discloses that
Mrs. Walters, the former GenBob Van Dyke was next in the
The obituarycolumn of the George Priest, Marge Graham. Division,on M-21 at the Elm St. present time for aldermen are Red Bird.
scoring column with seven points, Bob Visser was near a record the
evieve Hamherg of Hudsonvilie,
Melvin
Van
Tatenhove,
presiintersection
just
east
of
the
city.
Maryville. Term., Times, carried Ronald Powles, Pfiyllis Vander
Harold Boon, son ot Mayor Marfollowed by Dick Plagenhoefwith same nigfit when he scored 28
reported that the call cam#
this item the day after the Sugar Schaat, Bill Sailer, Barbara Slagh, Both cars were considerably dam- tin Boon; John Casemier, local dent, was in charge of the meetthrough quite clearly.
six, Paul Beukema with five and points against the Dales. Highest
ing.
The
Rev.
E.
Ruhlig
of
Zion
Bowl
football
game;
Wes Sikkema.Mary La Huis, John aged.
food merchant; John Schultz, loPaul Mack with two. Center number scored by a Hope player
Van Dyke and his wife were cal automdbile dealer; Bert Lutheran church led devotions. On Monday (90 students from
‘Tennessee,University of. . Skelton. Beity Gneiding, John
Chet Russell paced the losers with in an MIAA game is 30 points,
the Waukazoo school attended tha
scored by Ken Zuverink against former national football champion, Sloan, Marjorie Johnson, John Sut- treated in Holland hospital for Singerling.retired Keller Tool Co. The president called attention to Shrine circus in Grand Rapids. A
nine markers.
the
Cub
Scout
exhibition
in
the
Adrian back in 1946. The next passed away Jan. 1. shortly after liff, Connie Coleman, Roger Toon- bruises and released. Their chil- employe,Jacob Toxopeus, who
bus took 30 youngstersand paryear, Don Mulder swished in 32 2:45 pm., in New Orleans,La. der, Evie Leese, Henry Van Hou- dren were not injured.
ran for the office last year, and halls. He also reported on the bud- ents furnishedcar* for the reget
which
calls
for
a
total
of
$250
Covington
received
a
summons
points for a high mark against Death came suddenly at the hands ten, Marian Eastman. Ray Vedder,
Robert Vanderburg,personnel dimaining 60. Teachers who accomMonmouth,a non-conferencefoe. of Ed Modzelewski,Ed Fullerton Marlene Meninga, Hamid Taday- for failure to yield the right of rector at the Oldberg Manufac- this year.
panied the group were Mrs. I.
Reports
were
given
by
Mrs.
Nelon.
Mary
De
Vries,
Tony
Zelinka.
way
to
through
traffic.
Russ De Vette holds the top and Jack Scarbath.
Miring company.
(From Wednesday's Sentinel)
son Bosman, treasurer, and Mrs. Yonker, Mrs. R. Norden. Miss
At 6:30 a.m. Saturday, Kenneth
Janet Kinney, Ron Handy, Norma
The Rev. Jack Van Dyken s ser- mark for points scored in a single
Only one candidate has filed for
Sandra Banning and M. Skaalen.
One of the last acts of the dy- Moes. Jack Ryskamo, Cathy L. Veldheer, 25, Of 294 East 12th the office of mayor, that being Ed Van Spyker, se rotary. It also
mons of Jan. 20 were “Abundant season, both for Hope and the
Bobby Brolin, 669 Columbia
was
reported
that
the
fund-raising
Pardons” at the morning service MIAA. De Vette collected166 ing Southwestern conference was Wines, Paul Van Koevering, Mari- St. lost control of his ’42 mode! Claude Ver Duin, who is seeking
Ave, is receivingdaily treatments
when a left front tire blew out the post to be ’•’ft vacant by project is progressing well.
and “the Struggle of Lot” at the points in 10 games in 1946-47, but the adoption oi a resolutionfavor- lyn Broersma.
At the next meeting the guest for severe burns on his right
Dave Maat, Carol Kuyper, Ar- and the car hit a parked car own- Mayor Martin Boon.
evening service. Special music at that mark likely will fall this sea- ing elimination of newspaper rat•the evening services were provided son to someone.
ing systems of high school athletic thur Dagar, Arlene lie Young, ed by Kenneth Schuitema. of 633
Harm Roossien, veteran aider- speaker will be Dirk Gringhuis, arm. He burned his arm while
Gerald Giebink, Mary Ann Heem- West 22nd St. The crash occurred man, also has announced he will local writer and illustrator of chil- helping his mother make popcorn
Dutch players closest to equal- teams.
by the Veltman sisters of Holland.
dren’s books.
Saturday afternoon.
The regular “Y” meeting was ing the mark are Bob Visser with
The same resolutionwas offered stra. Ron Brown, Rosiland Smith, on West 22nd St. about a block not seek re-election.Aldermen
The social committee was in
77, Ron Bos with 74 or Bob Hen- to the annual business meeting of John Hammalian, Barbara Brinks, east of the Graafsohap road, The Louis Breitels and James Ledinheld Monday evening.
Hospital Nofp*
dricksonwith 73 points— each in the MichiganHigh School Athletic Bill Vander Werff, Jacqueline front end of the Veldheer car was sky, who were elected last spring, charge of Mrs. Richard Hill and
* The Junior choir will meet for
Mrs. Carl Todd, assisted by Mrs.
(From Wednesday’* Sentinel)
practice this evening before the five league games to date.
associationand the Michigan Sec- Moomey, Gordon Thomas, Joanne damaged and the rear of the have another year to serve.
Don Kuite and Mrs. LaVeme RegAdmitted to Holland hospital
catechism class.
ondary School association, and Bondhouse, Don Schull, Tricia Schuitema was damaged to a
Petitions filed for other offices
nerus. The Misses Florence Olert Tuesday were Timothy Morris,
Mujikegonhigh school has sign- adopted unanimouslyby both Hoogendorn. Sherwin Ramps, lesser degree.
Mr. and Mrs. Earl Stoel of Rockare: Don Bishop, treasurer; Truford spent Sunday afternoon, with ed Alpena for home-and-4iome state-wide groups.
Mary Lou De Witt, John Mulder,
man A. Husted, justice of the and Crystal Van Anrooy poured. 111 East 17th St. and (dischargtbeir mother, Mrs. Jennie Hoff- football games for the 1953 and
ed); Rasty Warner, route 2, FennThe situation that prompted the Joanne Lager, Dave De Forest,
peace; Hugh Mulligan and Herville.
man.
1954 seasons. Tie series fills the resolution,of course, was the re- Jean Pennings, Don Bussies,Marman Johnson, members of the Sunday School Teachers
Mr. and Mrs. Lloyd Kremers spot left vacant by Grand Haven’^ cent football season when Mus- lene Blohm. Fred Miles, Dorthea Drivers
Discharged Tuesday were WalBoard of Public Works.
and family of Hudsonviliespent withdrawal from the Southwest- kegon was rated number one by Luidahl, John Busman, Ann De
ter Jones, route 1. West Olive’
Terms of alderman are two Meet With Parents
Sunday afternoon with their ern conference. Earlier,Muskegon some systems and .Grand Rapids Bruyn. Jack Hoogendorn, Marie
Miss Kristi Wise, lei East 25tli
years and that of Mayor, one
Parents and teachers of the St.
signed Saginaw high school for Catholic Central was top team in Van Walbeck.
mother. Mrs. Etta Kremere.
year.
In
junior
and
.senior
high
classes
of
Mary and B. J. Berghorst, tf • same two sea.' ’is to take up other systems.
Hope church Sunday school met
twins of Mr. and Mrs. Willard the slack left when Holland severCoaches Harry Potter and Ted
West Olive— Two cars were conMonday evening at the home of Marriage Licenses
Berghorstof Zeeland, are spend- ed grid relations with the Big Sowle contended that they were Two Cars Collide
siderably damaged and the drivers
Mr. and Mrs. W. A. Butler, 132
ing several weeks at the home of Reds.
pressuredto pour it on helpless Icy roads were responsiblefor a shaken up in a collisionat Sat(From Tuesday’sSentinel)
East 26t.h St.
their aunt and uncle, Mr. and Mrs.
opponents just to improve their two-car crash at 4:06 p.m. Tues- urday on US-31 about li miles
Ottawa County
(From
Wednesday’s
Sentinel)
After a general discussionon
Steven Roelofs while their parents
Hope-Hillsdale game notes:
team’s chances in the state polls. day at Seventh St. and Pine Ave.
Laverne
D. Brower. 23 and
Mr. and Mrs. Peter Welters •iroblems of Sunday school teachare in Florida.The twins continue
Hope really needed all those To put it mildly, this reasoning involving vehicles driven bv Mrs. north of the junction of the new
entertainedMrs. Sarah Hasse- ing, the group divided into two Norma Jead DeVries. 23, both of
and old highways here.
their school studies in Zeeland free throws to down the deterhas been viewed with considerable Mildred Van Lente, 0f 145 West
The crash occurredwhen Mrs. voort and family at their home in sections for a preview and discus- Holland; Leonard A. Smith. 24,
traveling by the ^eeland high mined Dales. The Dutchmen got
skepticism in most circles.
24th St., and Eleanor Lough, 22, Helen Scott, 38, of Ludington, last Harlem Monday evening.
route 4. Holland, and Lois Brouwschool bus.
sion of the quarter's lessons. Jack
only one more basket than HillsAnyway,
here's
the
official route 2. The Lough car was in the
er,
19, Holland; Gerald K. Meengs,
Howard
Weener
is
a
patient
at
control
of
the
’50
model
on
the
The Women’s Day of Prayer dale. and only five more shots
Daniels presided for the senior
viewpoint of the Southwestern process of making a left turn off slushy icy highway and skidded Holland hospital following major
wsll be observed Feb. 29 in the from the floor. Hope hit on 30 of
high group and Miss Bernice Bis- 26, route 2. Zeeland, and Lyda
MHSAA and MSSA on rating sys- Seventh when it was hit by the completely around, stopping on surgery last week. •
Swieringa, 28. route 4, Holland.
local church. The Jamestown Rehop, the junior high section.
80 field goal attempts for a 38 tems for high school teams:
southbound Van Lente car sliding the wrong side of the oad in the
Allegan County
Mrs. Will Ovens and Mrs. Louis
former and Christian Reformed per cent accuracy mark, while the
A
social hour followed the dis"Whereas: A vicious and un- on the ice. The left front of the path of an oncoming car driven Vanden Bosch were visitors at the
Mile* A. Hadden, 19, Allegan,
churches and Zutphen Christian Dales collec’ed on 29 of 75 tries
cussion sessions.
Van Lente car and the right front
and Audrey Ruth Hart, 17. KalaReformed church are invitedto at- from the floor for a bolter 39 per healthy situation has arisen in
by Oscar A. Dorn, 27, route 1, home of Mrs. Carrie Rozema last
Michigan
high
school
football of the Lough car were damaged.
tend. Mrs. Bastian Kruithof of
mazoo;
Fredrick A. Foster, 18, AlWest
Olive. Dorn was driving a week.
cent.
circles resulting from the weekly
Holland will be the speaker for
Mrs. Herman Hassevoort has
legan, and Delores Jean Tucek,
’50 model car north on the highThe
constant rainstorm outside comparisons of teams by the
absence from this job, is a can- way and Mrs. Scott was travel- disposed of her householdgoods
the afternoon Refreshments will
19, Allegan; George R. Colegrove,
be provided by the entertaining Hillsdale’shuge field house didn’t sports editors'point system in didate for the football coaching ing south.
and stock and is staying with rel26, Plainwell, and Beverly Greall
stay
out.
A
leaky
roof
resultnewspapers:
church.
post at the University of Arizona,
Mrs. Scott was taken to Muni- atives for the present.
gory, 21, Otsego; Leonard Jager,
ed in seve/al treacherously slip“And whereas: Coaches are according to a Detroit sports- cipal hospitalin Grand Haven and Mrs. Kathryn Eelman of Grand
Misses Celcia Yntema and El19, Wayland, and Lillian Burian,
pery
spots
on
the
floor,
and
play
pressured
to
win
by
as
wide
a
eanor De Kleine. both students at
writer.
was released after treatment for Haven spent a day with her sis18, Wayland; Howard Schutter,
Kalamazoo college, spent the ers on both sides were sliding margin as possible in order to imPetoskey’sDale gridders won shock and bruises.Dorn was ter, Mrs. Jennie Vander Zwaag,
23, Dorr, and Delores Busscher.
prove
the
ratings
of
their
teams:
around
all
night.
At
one
time,
week-end with their parents. Mr.
the MIAA title in 1949, and played treated by a Grand Haven physi- last Wednesday.
18, Hamilton.
’Therefore, be it resolved: That in the Refrigerator bowl in Evand Mrs. H. Yntema and Mr and Tom Walsh did the splits at about
Mrs. Gifford Nienhuls was hoscian for a small cut on the fore(From Wednesday’s Sentinel)
midcourt and when Jem- Jacob- the Michigan Secondary School ansville. Ind.
Mrs. H. De Kleine.
tess to a group of relativesFriday
head, shock and bruises.
Ottawa County
Miss Marcia Berghorst of Zeel- son tried to apply his brakes, he association(or SouthwesternconHe has returned to the UniverState police of the Grand Hav- afternoon, honoring the birthday
Norman Slagh, 19, route 1, Zeesnd and Miss Betty Roelofs. stu- went down too, right on top of ference or MHSSA) go on record sity of Michigan to complete work en post investigated.
anniversariesof Mrs. Harold
land, and Barbara J. Bremer, 17,
as condemning the weekly foot- on a master’s degree.
dents at Hope college, spent Sun- Walsh.
Vander Zwaag, ' Mrs. William
route 1, Marne.
day with Mr.' and Mrs. Steven
The 14 field goals that Walsh ball rating system as sponsored
Kooyers and her own. The afterand
determined
by
certain
newsSeek
Donon
for
Mobile
Roelofs.
sank during the evening came
Niles and Benton Harbor high
noon was spent sociallyand lunch
Several school children have mostly on under-the-basket shots, papers of the state and respect- schools, prospective members of a
Mrs. Spyhhoven Gives
was served.
Blood
Bank
at
Hamilton
been absent from school the past A terrific faker, Walsh dodge* fully request that these newspa- new prep conferencealong with
Harm Kuite has been confined
Party for Daughters
week because of illness.
around three or four times until pers co-operate in eliminatingthis Holland and Grand Haven, have
The mobile unit of the state to his home with an eye infection.
practice.
his guard makes his leap, then
renewed foot bay relations. A two- blood bank is coming to Hamil- . Mr. and Mrs. Fred Knoptr of
Mrs - C. Spylchoven of Gart
“We further recommend that game series has been planned for ton Feb. 18 and 19 under spon- Zeeland were visitorsat the Niegoes up into the air almost unLocal Firm in Suit
gave
a surprise birthday party
molested. Hone started tying him this expressionof opinion cover 1953 and .1954. The two schools sorship of the Hamilton Reform- boer home Friday evening.
such
rating* jn all high school jnSaturday
evening for her two
played yearly footballgames from ed Men’s Brotherhood. *
.Grand Haven (Special) — In
up later in the game by sending
daughters, Mrs. Irvihg Kangas
1933 througn 1939, and Benton
wit commenced in Ottawa Circuit one or two men in from the other terscholasticsports.”
Members of the organization
Injured by Car
It doesn't appear that the ath- Harbor won all seven games.
and Mrs. Roland Overway. The
are looking for 100 donors to give
Court by th£. Standard Brass direction whenever Walsh got the
letic officials and high school prin•party wa* held at the Overway «
Corp. of Belvidere,111., against the ball. At one _ particular moment
Also from Nile* comes the note blood durinfe the two days. PerGrand Haven (Special) ~ EdCpI. Lloyd 8. Boeve, son of Mr.
home, 284 West 20th St.
Bay View tumiture company of we recall, there were four men cipals will bo tod successful in that 70 boys have come out-, for sons in the area willing to donate ward Stehouwer,64, Lamont,. re- and Mr*. C. Boeve. route 5, ie
their recommendations.Wire serGames were played and- gift*
the newly-inauguratedwrestling a pint of blood are asked to con- ceived a broken right leg when he
Holland, plaintiff is seeking $1,000 converged on the tricky Dale foreerving In Europe with the
judgment. According to the dec- ward at one time. Result: Jump vices and most Detroit newjqja- program. Coach A1 Lewis pjpns tact Herm Nyhof or Bud Ten slid under a car driven by 16807th Engineer# Light equip- were presented. Refreshments
pers have either professed their to carry all 70 boy* through the Brink, both of Hamilton, before
were served by Mrs. Marvin Rotlaration filed, on Jan.. 15, 1952, ball.
ment company. He wee drafted
year-old Curtis Jackowski at 3:45
intentions of continuing with their
man.
Season to develop experience for Feb. 12. They will make arrange- p.m. Tuesday in Lamont. He was
into the Army J*n. 15, 1951 and
defendantwas indebted to plainReferee John Hoekje. former
ratings,or else gone right ahead
tiff in the sum of $700 plus five East Grand Rapids and Flint Cennext year when a varsity sched- ments for appointment*and other given medical attention *\ the
went overaese Oct. 6, 1951. BeOthers invited were the Mesfore entering aervlce he wae
per cent Interestfrom June 12, tral coach, worked the Muskegon- by rating basketball teams.
ule Is planned. For the first year, details.
dames Minnie Rotman, .Henry
office of a Coopersville physician.
however, Niles plans only one
1951, for goods told and delivered Holland high game here Friday,
The mobile tfnit will be sta- According tq reports, Stehouwer employed by Baker Furniture Hoffmeyer,M. Bouwman and Tom
Jack Petoskey,former athletic possible meet.
company and later by Wolverby plaintiff to defendant at the find then took off for Hillsdalefor
Mouw. Later in the evening, Mr.
tioned at Hamilton Community slipped and slid under the left
director at Hillsdale college who
ine Pipeline company, Monroe,
latter's request.
Bouwman. Mr. Kangas. Mr. Spvkhall,
where
all
facilities
will
be
th« Hope -Hillsdale game Satur- last year took a ye*’* leave of
front wheel of the car which was
Mich. He attended Van Raalte
smokestackmay be tbe safest set up.
hoven and Mr. Overway and ion^
going west on Leonard St.
school.
were present.
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